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High intensity farming. Is this an appropriate description of high and low intensity farming? If 
not how else could they be described? 

Yes 48 No  63 

Comments – yes  
 What will be regarded as one stock unit? Most farmers use a different scale and it is very hard to 

determine an industry standard for this. 
 Only partly agree, could easily vary from area to area or farm to farm 
 What will be regarded as one stock unit? Most farmers use a different scale and it is very hard to 

determine an industry standard for this 
 But why continue to permit current high intensity practices on unsuitable land 
 It is a bit simplistic.  What is the real problem? 
 Not skilled in this avenue, but believe sufficient in our experience accessed 
 I do not support the approach of having to apply for a consent when changing stocking rate on my 

farm the cost of administering such a proposal for no out come is not sustainable education and 
communication is a much better outcome you only need to look where the industry has come from 
and what has been achieved 

Comments – no  
- 15 stock units per hectare is to low for a threshold 
- 15% of land for winter cropping would make the majority of all livestock farms be over the threshold, 

This is completely over the top, I would say more than 30% would be more feasible 
- Measurement should be KG live weight/ha regardless of block size. The stocking rate /ha is 

determining factor regardless if it's dairying, sheep or lifestyle. 
- The amount of fertiliser used would be a better indicator of high intensity 
- Sheep should not be included in this description as they are not causing the damage. 
- Grandparenting rewards those who have intensive land use over those who haven't isn't a good idea 
- Cropping is not intensive farming, probably most environmentally friendly as is herd [illegible] these 

days 
- KgLW/ha based, not blanket 
- N/P losses per Overseer 
- Where is your evidence that we practice inappropriately. Test our water, it is pure 
- Every farm and farmer is different. It means different things to different people, expensive land 

cannot be denied 
- High intensity farming would be feed lotting 
- Stock units per hectare whether sheep or dairying 
- Does this adequately fit farms that take on a lot of grazing over winter? 
- There should be more categories 
- Seasonal demands changes land use, your theory is not backed up with accurate research 
- ES needs to work with industry leaders to jointly obtain appropriate description i.e. Federated 

Farmers, DairyNZ etc. High Intensity Farming: ES is stereotyping Dairy Farming into high intensity 
farming when this is not the case. You state a high intensity farm as running 15 stock units per hectare 
annually - this is fine, but then you also put dairy farming, along side this. Indicating that all dairy 
farms have a stocking rate of 15 stock units per hectare as well. I have enclosed a Dairy NZ statistic 
source that identifies this is not the case. (Appendix I and 2). 

 
We do not support your approach to high intensity farming including dairying for the above reason. 
There are adequate rules and compliances in place now to manage dairy farming. Farmers do not need 
added compliances and financial pressures to run their farms. Good farmers are compliant, 
environmentally aware and conscience of good farming practice - don't stifle them. For example - 
Fencing of waterways, effluent consents, constant Environment Southland monitoring of farms at 
farmers expense, grazing at the safe distance away form water ways, mindful of run off situations, 
annual nitrogen reporting etc. - you are already managing farming along with farmers by monitoring 
those things. 
 

 It depends more on the topography and land type 
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 Possibly not. Every farm is different. Some cannot support even 15 s/u per ha 
 Do not stop motivation. Good managers I believe 85%, bad managers I believe 15% - problem? 
 You forgot about the intensification of cities and towns sewage effects 
 The only constant is perpetual change. Multiple variables mean that each farming situation is unique, 

even from year to year 
 Common sense. Every farm is different to many stock 
 Stocking rate on farm, not farming type 
 Not all dairy farms are high intensity 
 Too many variables 
 Every situation is different 
 Each farm on it's own merits 
 A stock unit is a very variable number, Lincoln College SU's can vary up to approx. 40% 
 Cropping cannot always be classed as high intensity. From 43 years experience 50% of crop farms use 

no more nitrogen than sheep farms. Runoff on crop farms is almost negligible because of the type of 
suitable land used. 

 The stock units are too low, average units on a dairy farm should be the guideline 
 20 su/ha 
 Normal farm practise, efficient use of grass over past 50 years 
 I don't know 
 There's no more stock units in Southland than was 40 years ago 
 There is a greater amount of pollutant coming out of the bush 
 High intensity any landholding including lifestyle blocks carrying more than 20 su/ha, i.e. all land 

holders treated equally 
 Don't set limits - farmers will find a way around it, very hard to police 
 Self contained, or not self contained 
 Currently we have farmed + 1200 stock units on 70 ha with no problems and this is not intensive for 

our land - oxidising.  We would envisage high intensity as >20 su/ha. 
 High intensity is high input farming +3.5 cows/ha with supplements carted in from far away 
 Based around the effects of the farming practice, not just stock units 
 This penalising the farming practice not causing the problems you are trying to fix 
 I believe the stock unit measured intensity needs a lot more consideration as enforcement could be 

extremely confusing 
 Most land has its limits on what it can or cannot do 
 25 stock units would equal 2.8 cows/ha 
 Should be based on land type.  Suggest max 17 su; winter grazing 20% land holding.  Take all land 

owned and farmed into account, not contiguous.\ 
 Depends on type of farming practice 
 Higher stocking rate 20su? Larger percentage winter grazing area 25%? 
 As knowledge evolves intensity will increase or decrease on logic and reason and the regulator should 

not be taking such a stance that would preclude evolution of ideas. Its that fundamental. 
 Intensity of farming and more farm location and system specific than generically based on stock units 
 The intensity of farming is case specific (individually) 
 What you have said is low intensity is sheep and high intensity is dairy 
 The intensity of farming is a multi factorial issue. It is daft for this council or any other council to try 

and define it simply. Research has shown that stocking rate as a variable on its own, is unlikely to 
influence diffuse nitrogen. Stocking rate can only be assessed during the winter, trying to assesses it 
over the year is a perversion of the stocking rate system. There are many loop holes that will allow 
farmers to hold stocking rate and intensify. 

 Low intensity farming: a farm operating with less than 5 stock units per hectare High intensity farming: 
a farm operating with 5 or more stock units per hectare Alternatively the definition could take the type 
of farming into account (sheep, cattle, deer). 

 As a 'stock unit' can result in very different nutrient loads depending on species (e.g. a 50kg ewe vs. a 
1500kg meat bull) the measurement should be based on nutrient load per hectare. Ideally a 0% excess 
nutrient load, i.e. the vegetation can use all the nutrients added to the land by the stock and on average 
nothing is 'lost' to ground water or streams. 

 Stock units are outdated and very vague. It is not a good idea to use the 14/15 year as a benchmark - 
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how would this be controlled, who has good records, how about farm sales etc.? 
 We think it is going to be very difficult to assess this is practice and enforce it. How would you know 

how many stock units are where e.g. multiple landholdings could be manipulated to lower the 
"intensity". 

 I can understand your desire to define high intensity farming but I think this approach is flawed - 
stock units is outdated method and has little relevance to modern farming practices and you are 
focusing on an input rather than the effect. I know it is more complicated but an effects based system 
with rigorous monitoring and reporting of the effects/trends encountered would engender more 'buy-
in' from landowners - farmers want to preserve their ability to innovate and address the problem in 
ways bureaucrats/people unfamiliar with farming may not have considered. Different stock classes will 
leach more N for the same stock unit measure eg. sheep little urine patch vs. cow large concentrated 
urine patch. Incredibly complicated concept - yes dairy and intensive winter grazing, but why not 
differentiate between beef finishing and dairy for example? Also need to accommodate when the 
intensive stocking occurs as more N will leach in high rainfall events eg. a highly stocked 
breeding/finishing sheep farm will have higher summer stocking than winter vs. finishing farm with 
higher stocking rates over winter. 

 Unless losses are measured precisely then it is only a guide. 
 I believe that this is in some form or another, crippling the opportunity of certain properties to reach 

to potential production output, in a sustainable manner. It in its current form promotes the 
Grandparenting methodology, an I believe each farmer should be dealt with on an even playing field. 
Yes I do believe there is certain times that there definitely should be some form of stock level 
monitoring and the sustainable level at which this can happen within each Physiographic zone. But 
there needs to be lengthy discussion on how this is measured and monitored. I don't believe this 
method will have economic advantage for the Council or Farmers. 

 Live weight per ha 
 I think the principle is right just slightly to low both in SU per Ha and 15% of land holding for 

intensive winter grazing. 
 Description is OK as long as stock units is calculated over total farm area, not just effective area. 
 What about cropping? 
 Too simplistic. Depends on type of stock (sheep or cattle) and whether wintered on crop or in sheds. 
 Some lifestyle blocks have more than 15 stock units per hectare. ES can not tell landowners what 

stock they can run. The number of stock units depends on costs that are going up all the time, 
including ES rates. 

 In relation to inputs and what’s taken out rather than a blanket approach. Horses for courses, it 
doesn’t fit at all for cropping and or mixed farming operations. 

 
Comments – no preference stated 
- High Intensity farming as you describe it is ok but needs to be broadened to prevent farmers from 

completely desiccating whole mountainsides with foliar-icides - the worst cause of sediment and 
nutrient loss, and practised on a vast scale on the Hokonui's. 

- This threshold is too low and 20 stock units per Ha could be appropriate. Is stocking at 15 SU/Ha 
proven to be too high? 

- Lifestyle blocks should be included in high intensity definitions since they can have high intensity 
activities on an effective area basis e.g. calf rearing, pigs 

- SIEIA Response: It depends on how the "zoning" is carried out. We prefer zoning based on soil types 
(through soil mapping information), as well as physiography. There are many areas which are 
inappropriate for dairy fanning which are outside the Alpine physiographic zone. On its own, 
topographic/physiographic zoning is unsuitable for water quality planning, as nitrate leakage is more a 
function of soil type than slope or physiography. We believe that a detailed set of soil zoning maps be 
developed, based on how prone the land and various soil types are to nitrate leakage to groundwater. 
Land use rules could then be imposed on each soil type zone, based on how prone they are to nitrate 
leakage. 

- Most land ‘suitable’ for high intensity farming in Southland is already used as such, and it could be 
argued, some that is unsuitable. Therefore the plan must include provisions for managing existing high 
intensity farming, not just limiting conversion. 
Including an ‘out’ for lifestyle blocks sounds like a concession for ‘townies’. Why should lifestyle 
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blocks require high stocking rates seeing that most are not commercial enterprises? Environmental 
impacts may be disproportionate from localised poor management, of which lifestylers are sometimes 
accused by farmers. This type of anomaly encourages perverse outcomes, like farmers using 
subdivided land in ‘cooperative’ ventures to avoid intensity classification. Similarly, using a different 
classification for ‘dairying’ makes for a dog’s breakfast approach. Use one measure that applies to all, 
e.g. SU/ha, albeit maybe at different rates for different land uses. Or - forget about stocking rates and 
just look at discharge rates? After all, it’s not stock that are the problem, it’s discharge. If a 20ha block 
has 500 cows in sheds and the effluent is collected and trucked out to treatment (this practice is 
widespread in Europe) that is different to stock on the ground. 

 The 15% of land area and a 5m buffer zone work for wintering in our farming system but I think the 
15% should be for a total Farming Enterprise (if in same close physiological zone) rather than by title.  
These are good rules for an activity to be permitted, but feel that if rules are not met there should be a 
discretionary consent process rather than the activity becoming non-permitted. 

 What is medium intensity?  Can you explain why high intensity is high intensity?  What is this based 
on?  Why is dairy farming and crop farming classed as high intensity?  If the intensity is based on 
numbers of stock units, how can farmers improve/change to a different classification? 

 Very hard to define high intensity farming, e.g. deer farming/dairy grazing have higher intensity during 
winter (15-20 su/ha), but have lower intensity for remainder of year (10-15 su/ha).  Whereas sheep 
farming is low intensity during winter (10-15 su/ha), but higher intensity during summer (15-20 
su/ha). 

 Each farm runs stock numbers that suit their area and needs 
 I would prefer high and low intensity farming to be based on the carrying capacity of the land, rather 

than the arbitrary number of more or less 15 stock units per hectare.  I would also like to see a 
differentiation between cattle, deer and sheep depending on the varying soil types.  The carrying 
capacity needs to be for each farm rather than spread over other properties such as wintering units.  
Any excess numbers of stock could be reduced over time and any new consents required to stay within 
these parameters.  High intensity farming has no place in the Alpine (Upper Catchment) physiographic 
zone.  Any stock in this zone need to be matched to the ability of the terrain to protect water and soil 
values as well as indigenous biodiversity. 

 It is unclear from the description of high intensity farming where horticultural production would fit.  
If it is included as high intensity farming it would need to be linked to risk factors that clearly identify 
it as a ‘high risk’ operation.  Horticulture NZ is concerned about horticultural production being classed 
as ‘high intensity’ and then requiring consent for every rotational use of land, particularly leased land.  
This would impose a considerable compliance burden on growers for an, as yet, unstated 
environmental effect.  Horticulture NZ seeks to discuss with Council where horticulture fits into the 
approach in the Plan. 

 We do not agree with the definition of high intensity farming. This is not an effects based definition. If 
the intention of the plan is to manage nutrient losses from a property, the effect of the farming system 
should be taken into account, i.e. nutrient budgets to forecast N loss from a particular farming system, 
under specific farm related soil, climate and management conditions. Further to this Environment 
Southland has provided no evidence as to why the specific parameters proposed are relevant. No 
scientific evidence has been supplied that supports for example the arbitrary delineation between 16 
SU/ha and 14 SU/ha as being intensive or not intensive. 

 Defining high intensity farming-Remove “dairy farming” from the criteria and let the 15 SU/ha take 
care of it. Remove “winter grazing area of 15%”.  This would not penalise anyone who requires a 
greater area for winter grazing or who is 100% reliant on dairy grazing income. We are moving to an 
“All grass wintering system” where the cows will be moving faster across an area, instead of being 
concentrated on a heavy crop for longer periods. 46% of our land was required this year for winter 
grazing. 
 

Do you support this approach to high intensity farming? If not, how else could we manage high 
intensity farming? 

Yes 39 No  71 

 
Comments – yes  
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 but only at a higher stocking rate 
 Yes, anymore than 6 puts too much pressure on the environment 
 Yes, but only if each farm was considered individually 
 Dairy cows wintered on very fragile hill country with many small streams and not berm fenced will 

cause massive water quality problems. ES must address this problem e.g. consent required for x 
number of cows 

 So long as grand parenting regime isn't created. The main offenders need restricted. 
 If the local conditions can handle it and with the right management by the farmer 
 But not a prohibited activity above 15% if fodder crop area in Old Mataura and Central Plains zones 
 But it needs to be a bit more refined.  Isn't N the problem? 
 Consent perhaps as shows how the operator will act with environmental responsibility, rather than not 

and challenge them as their head maybe in the sand after to talking to some in the Clutha region.  
There needs to be someone to help perhaps, as concerned some Farmer’s aren’t skilled in this area, 
rather than using expensive services such as Landpro (BTW) there needs to be more accessible way 
forward here to get win/win.    It should not be a money gathering tool in our opinion consents but 
opportunity o for educational purposes as we want Southland to go forward positively rather than 
aggressively.  The rules shouldn’t be about a gravy train as that’s not the message to send.  Not 
everyone has appropriate skills or means to deliver.  I’m sure the Farm Focus Activity Plan could be 
used to work with farmers in new consents especially or in some certain activities.  Encouraging Beef 
& Lamb  Land & Environment Plans pleases me also. 

 Should have more restrictions on dairy farming, stocking rate, effluent applications per ha 
 PHS is supportive of this approach to intensive winter grazing. The option of winter grazing as a 

permitted activity subject to a range of management criteria, maintains that all land owners involved in 
winter grazing are required to mitigate risk to water quality. If a consent is required for wintering, the 
physiographic knowledge that Environment Southland holds is invaluable when evaluating and 
addressing the circumstances for each farm. It is important to be transparent about the potential that 
there may be some zones where intensive winter grazing may be prohibited. 

 I think farmers would be a lot more receptive to having consents for their operation if the process 
costs were minimal. But as most dairy farmers would agree the costs with regards to dealing with 
council continue to rise along with their rates as well as the continuing shifting goalposts and increase 
in rules. According to Ali Timms this process is for the benefit of everyone but in reality the real costs 
are going to be carried by the rural sector with little impact on the average urban ratepayer. 
 

Comments – no  
 30% would be more feasible 
 Current farmers know the limits of their property with our being told. Animal welfare needs to be 

taken into consideration 
 I don't think that it should require consent in order to be a 'high intensity' farmer. 
 There should be allowances for people/systems that can farm intensively without increased 

environmental impact in the current plan there is no incentive to improve farming methods. 
Technology could give us high S.R. + low impact in years to come. 

 Economics of farming do this job 
 Not all high intensity farms have animals 
 There should be a maximum number of cows permitted in each catchment. After that is reached, no 

more conversions 
 There should be a maximum number of cows permitted in each catchment. After that is reached, no 

more conversions 
 The same rules should apply to existing high intensity farming with a phase in period 
 You should be able to improve your sheep/beef farm without the need of consents, the exception 

being dairy 
 Very difficult. Should really have addressed this high cattle stocking rate issue 10 years ago 
 Partly as well. All farming within a particular physiographic zone should be treated equally as that zone 

can realistically support. 
 Target riparian management to areas that give the best return 
 There is no need to set intensification limits. How else are we supposed to produce enough food for a 

growing population ten years from now? 
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 Farm specific 
 Not grandparenting 10 year transition then come 2025 everyone treated the same via either 1. same 

N/P loss for all in same zone or 2. trading scheme for N/P 
 Leave it to the farmers 
 You don't manage our farm! Get it! We don't liv in China where we are in a communist country, or are 

we? 
 People are entitled to make a living. It is the farmers job to manage his farm, not yours. Keep water 

clean, yes. Your way will be a disaster 
 Make use of overseer nutrient management 
 I'm always against 'consent' farming, prefer best practice guides 
 Through education and guidelines, not consents 
 Policy needs to have clear accurate research. Great ideas….but don't work in practice 
 On a farm per farm basis and what type of stock units used or mixed etc. 
 Question 1, two parts. Firs yes but no I don't support this approach. Consents are a pain! Encourage 

good management practices 
 Limit nitrogen, increase effluent areas, decrease amount of effluent per ha, look at effluent pond use - 

large amounts on before heavy rain 
 The support of good farm practises as proven over time is enough 
 Probably 25% and become more outcome orientated not prescriptive. How could we develop new 

land! 
 By checking outcomes, not inputs! Raising peer standards, local norms. Most people take pride in their 

farming especially in the eyes of their neighbours 
 Production suffers. You have to balance what you can grow to what stock you can carry and have a 

safety margin 
 Monitoring as is being done now 
 Managed correctly should not be an issue grazing over 15% where in some soil types under 10% could 

be  
 World market price is the most effective way of governing greedy farming i.e. low price high inputs 

unsustainable 
 Disagree with consents being necessary. Up to farms to comply with regulations applicable to that area 
 Each farm on its own merits 
 Farmers have managed this for 100 years, leave it alone 
 I think farms should be assessed on an annual stand alone carrying capacity. Some types of farming 

will of necessity produce problems 
 I feel that the 15% is not enough and a number is not flexible enough as some farms have different 

size paddocks so one year we could be under then the next year above due to paddock sizes. If I can't 
winter all my cows on the runoff due to the 15% rule i would then have to winter on the dairy 
platform. give us good practice guidelines and let us farmers do the rest. if in years to come farmers 
don't adopt the good practice guidelines then make rules. 

 Encourage dairy farmers to winter off. Get independent water tests done, not by ES. There is no 
evidence rivers and groundwater are worse now than 30/40 years ago. No new dairy conversions 
within 1/2k of a river. ES could purchase a dairy farm and learn some practical experience to advise 
farmers of farming options and ideas to help the province. Heavy handed regulations will not work. 

 Give farmers a date when younger stock change into older stock because they are classed on a 
different stock unit 

 Not high intensity farming, high intensity means every metre of land with animals on it 
 Do you need to? Surely farm owners can manage it 
 As being done now with affordable technology as it becomes available 
 Zoning is very unfair.  All farmers should be treated equally to be able to gain consents for any form 

of farming if needed. 
 We strongly oppose this approach.  We do not believe it is appropriate to set arbitrary limits on the 

intensity of farming, particularly at this stage.  The intensity of a farming operation does not 
necessarily correlate to the impact on water quality.  A poorly managed low intensity operation can do 
significant damage, and a well-managed highly intensive operation can minimise their impact.  Setting 
rules based on intensity will create an environment where people farm to the rules, rather than 
focussing on good practice.  In addition, this approach unfairly disadvantages people who may have 
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been having no negative effect on water quality.  Instead of limiting intensity, shift the focus to good 
management practices regardless of the operation or the intensity. 

 Any new rules should apply to all dairy conversions, not just new - this is only penalising the minority. 
 The existing rules are OK.  This is nature occurring and we find the existing rules working well 
 Best practice advice better.  Consent crazy and costly, would aply to 90% of dairy farmers 
 Can't as some farming decisions are market driven and have rapid action timeframes, i.e. cropping 
 There should be no privilege given existing high intensity farmers, they are doing the most damage 
 You can't possibly allow continued farming of high intensity properties and stop new properties or 

farming interests entering to some agreement.  No parity, devalue pockets of land 
 No, this is discriminating.  Education is better than rules 
 Farmers need to be able to have the flexibility to manage the effects themselves using scientific data, 

not a rigid set of rules 
 Case by case, catchment by catchment 
 I believe farmers are very good at managing best practice on farm.  With guidance and appropriate 

teaching it can be better managed 
 Rules should be simple and easy to follow and across all farming systems - beef, sheep and dairy 
 Based on land type and management of the farm concerned - i.e. using weather forecast and stock 

movement to manage 
 No consideration given to alternative management systems that have been developed to ensure the 

requirements for the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management are a primary outcome, 
i.e. output is managed to mitigate adverse impacts. Recommended alternative - Rule needs caveats to 
allow for farmers who have invested in facilities to materially manage the environmental impact of 
their farming system. More effluent storage would reduce discharge in marginal conditions on farms. 
Change focus to system output. 

 Oppose. Why because, high intensity is yet to be defined, and that there is no Rule 20 (farming rules) 
as yet. The current proposal of defining stocking rate of a farm operating less than 15 stocking units 
per ha, using the stocking rate table, is flawed. To which category would my stock fall into? It has a 
huge bearing on my stocking numbers per ha as what value they have on the stock unit ratio table. If I 
was required to drop my stocking rate considerably I would not longer be in business. The ability to 
generate income would be compromised along with the ability to service debt. The value of my 
property would also be less as the property would be restricted to the number of cows it could run and 
therefore what income that could be generated. 
 
We work out how much feed we can grow and what cow numbers we can carry throughout the season 
to match the feed harvested. We could run more stock, if we didn’t run a self contained unit. Stocking 
numbers change throughout the season on farms, as young stock are born, bulls arrive, stock 
purchased, sold, cows may come home earlier from winter grazing or be wintered at home due to low 
payout. 
 
It would mean no flexibility in changing our stocking numbers for whatever reason. Appendix U 
Overseer models change, every farm has different parameters of how their farm is set up in overseer, 
which is not presented when the nutrient budget is produced. The budget is predicative for that 
season, and the whole purpose of overseer was to assist with fertiliser applications. Who will read, 
interpret the data? Farming practices change within the season. What is determined as change in land 
use, stocking intensity, or stock-type occurs? How the council defines High intensity will have a huge 
impact on the local farming community of southland, get it wrong and there will be very few farmers 
left 

 ES is not charged with being in the business of farming. Property owners manage farms and the 
evolution of knowledge and ideas builds to better outcomes; including but not exclusive to 
environment. For a province that has aspiration to expand its population and economy there is a 
contradiction blatantly obvious and emotionally charged unreality wont take us there. We all harvest 
the environment everyday. In Southland farmers are the basis of that harvest but the regulatory 
privileged and rent seeking community are doing their best to take increments completely unearned 
from the producers labour and therefore add non market costs to production. In effect these rent 
seekers who invest nothing are adding cost to the environments harvest. One of the reasons producers 
have to intensify, change land use, sell to someone who thinks they can do better etc. 
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 Case by case. We only need to imply rules/restrictions on people who are further damaging or 
purposely damaging the environment. Education would be more effective. 

 Individual case management. Monitor poor cases rather than restricting the majority who use good 
management practices 

 Limiting winter grazing to 15% of the land holding will severely impact a number of winter graziers. A 
number of our farms winter cows off on large scale wintering blocks which wouldn’t be able to 
continuing operating the way they are if this rule was bought in. The intensity of wintering could also 
be manipulated under the 15% rule by some using a high percentage of supplements on winter crops 
to increase the number of cows wintered on that said area. Recommended alternative. We need to 
have research carried out for individual catchments to identify the areas that are at greatest risk. These 
at risk area then require a “management plan” to have intensive winter grazing on more than 15% of 
the landholding. If a management plan isn’t provided in set-period then consent is required to 
continue operating. 

 It is also daft for this Council to try an impact farm intensification by controlling one variable. If 
access to this variable is limited farmers can intensify through other variables, which are vast in 
number, and many of them potentially more damaging than stocking rate. That this concept has even 
been mooted has significantly reduced the credibility of the Council in my eyes. This concept is an 
absolute joke, and I am concerned at the level of consultation with stake holder groups if this is the 
best you can come up with. The only way to manage diffuse nutrient pollution and the many many 
factors that influence it, is to educate farmers. It is beyond obvious, yet I cannot remember the last 
time ES held a farmer field day on any pollution issue. You have data that suggests where the N 
problems are; select catchments, create/fund catchment groups, and work with the farmers. Examples 
of success exists such as the Waituna, Pourakino and Pomohaka catchment groups. Stop trying to hit 
them with rules that wont work. You have Land Sus officers that have no requirement to run farmer 
groups. This is silly - task each Land Sus officer with high risk catchments - Have them education and 
work on opportunities. 

 Whether a consent is required should also depend on the fragility of the area. 
 The recommendation in The Netherlands, where there is - only - high intensity farming is to have no 

more than 5 cows per hectare. The approach mentioned above for the threshold of high intensity 
farming at 15 stock units is much too high to prevent pollution from excess nutrient loads. 

 The conversion rule needs strengthening rather than a new rule. As I see it, the main of this rule is to 
restrict new dairy conversions - why not update the conversion rule rather than affecting a lot more 
farmers? The new rule would not allow for seasonal variations, weather events etc. 

 I think you should be out helping not sitting behind desks making rules then fining hard working 
people 

 If stocking rate is used, a blanket 15su/ha across all physiological zones would appear to defeat the 
purpose of creating these zones - some soil types will cope with higher stocking rates than others 
therefore the trigger level needs to be adjusted for each zone. Mitigation factors/practices will also be 
different for each zone - presently the plan doesn't identify how a farmer in a specific zone could 
mitigate his effects if he was intensifying production and I think this is where a lot of fear/confusion 
has arisen. ES hasn't identified (or at least it isn't clear) what farming practices aren't suited to 
particular zones or ways to mitigate effects in the document. ES spent a lot of time formulating and 
consulting on good management practices (GMP) for the hill/high country zone which I support and 
think a good workable outcome was reached - will ES be undertaking similar consultation for each of 
the other zones as GMP's will vary between zones depending on the issues faced? I am considered that 
ES will make the same mistake again in forming GMP's for the other zones and then wonder why they 
have limited landowner support/buy-in. I wish to have input into how these GMP's are formed before 
the plan is notified as I get the impression they will be hard to change thereafter and will form the 
basis of the catchment setting exercise. Farms are incredibly diverse - some have several zones (in our 
case alpine, hill, oxidising, gleyed and riverine). Looking at a farm instead of the zones within will have 
unintended outcomes. For example, when we have done an overseer model on our farm, N & P aren't 
an issue overall because part of the farm is run extensively, but if you break the farm in units/zones on 
soil type, stock class/rates, slope etc. then we may exceed limits on certain areas (eg. your 15% winter 
crop limit would mean we could winter crop ALL our riverine and oxidising areas and offset this 
against our alpine and hill areas). Perversely, you could end up concentrating winter grazing in some 
zones/areas because the plan as it stands will limit supply of winter grazing land, forcing the price up 
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and making it more attractive for farmers in head water areas. ES need to define GMP's for each zone 
in consultation with farmers to get good buy-in/commitment and set the trigger levels for consent 
reasonably high as I am concerned at ES's ability to recruit and retain suitably qualified staff to process 
the consents who understand the specific issues and farming practices that relate to the region. Target 
the low hanging fruit first and lower the trigger level over time - say initially 50% in winter crop 
consent is needed and monitoring is undertaken by ES to ensure compliance and educate, lowering to 
25% over time to allow ES to develop systems/staff to cope with the influx of consents. I am 
concerned ES are going to spread limited trained staff too thinly regardless of how much money you 
throw at the problem. Education, monitoring and then the big stick of compliance - making the 
majority of farmers get consent to farm will only encourage resentment and misinformation. I am also 
concerned at the "grandparenting" aspect of the proposal, although I do recognize that a landowners 
past investment needs to be recognized but how to reconcile in the same zone a sheep farmer's 
opportunity to intensify/convert to a dairy farmers past investment? Potentially huge distortions in 
farm values could occur, splitting communities and affecting the social cohesion of the province (one 
of the four considerations under the RMA). I believe that all farms in each zone should adhere to the 
same GMP's for their stock class/farm system and that a farmers ability to intensify should remain 
open provided they adhere to best practice. Perhaps a farm environmental plan that demonstrates that 
a farmer has considered their adverse effects, ways to manage and mitigate, and a plan of 
improvement/intent. If N leaching is still an issue at a catchment level, then all farmers should 
improve their practices proportionately. For example, if through continued conversions, catchment 
limits for N is exceeded, all dairy farmers in that catchment should be required to limit their N 
leaching further rather than prohibiting sheep farmers from converting otherwise in effect dairy 
farmers are utilizing sheep farmers to offset their effects. This is perhaps more of a consideration for 
the catchment limit setting process but I am worried that the public will be afforded limited input at 
this stage. 

 With good communication and education telling land owners how to manage there property does not 
also supplying an nutrient budget for high intensity farming is a high cost and very difficult to monitor 
with out a fleet of people policing it 

 We don't agree with this approach to high intensity farming. We are concerned that this approach will 
devalue our and others land. At the moment we are farming at a low intensive level but if your new 
approach becomes law then because we are in the hill country we will not be granted consent to farm 
at high intensive level. This will then devalue our land as no high intensive farmer will be able to buy it 
if we sold. We think you should leave this alone. Farmers should be able to farm their land as they see 
fit. 

 Look overseas and borrow real techniques that are working. Maybe rules about large single doses of 
Urea. e.g. Max 50 kg N per ha per fortnight. 

 The line has been drawn, as far as, if your currently above that level, then nothing will change for you. 
In my mind, it is some of those properties that will in fact be the worst offenders. So if rules were to 
be active, it should be the same for all. Not that I support rules, but education and communication 
with individual farmers. I also feel that the science behind the Physiographic zones has yet to be 
proven, and further work is absolutely essential to ensure the correctness of the zones. As this will 
have a major effect on the economics of farming under the proposed regulations, and very potentially 
the value of the land within certain zones 

 Need to include all lifestyle blocks from 1 ha and above 
 Does not indicate infrastructure on farms allowing management tools for high intensity stock effects. 

Identify the high density of farming in areas but then look for infrastructure that aids with the 
management of that intensity 

 It is not up to you to manage farming. Life style blocks should be included right down to .5 hectare 
 Cropping should not be included as long as cultivation does not occur within the 5 metre area of a 

waterway. 
 Check outlets into main rivers e.g. Mataura River from Mimihau River. If there is a problem upstream 

then test upstream to see which tributaries are causing a problem. Individual farmers may need to be 
approached. Community groups could be formed to work on localised problems if they existed. Work 
with your community rather than impose too many rules that are difficult to enforce. Farmers want 
clean rivers and will work with you if approached and able to help set wise rules for their specific 
locality. Weather events can be difficult and uncontrollable. be aware, educate and don't impose 
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draconian fees aggravate people. 
 This does not take into account any farming land use change we have not yet thought about so may 

well restrict farmers who are capable of forward thinking farming ventures. Perhaps we should just 
look at outcomes rather than restrictions on land use. How much as a province do we want to move 
forward especially with the focus on increasing/halting the population and or decline. 

 We do not understand how the 15% of intensive winter grazing is arrived at > scientifically. We 
cannot see the facts on how this figure has been arrived at. Would it not make more sense to have the 
cows spread out across the farm, rather than all condensed in one area? Winter grazing is only for 60 - 
90 days of the calendar year. The rest of the year there is relatively no stock on farm. This should be 
taken into account also, rather than just setting a certain % of land use for winter grazing. If we were 
to take it on an annual stock units approach, and those total stock units for the calendar year fall below 
the 'high intensity' stocking rate, then we believe this would be a fairer approach. The stocking rate 
over winter would effectively be spread over a calendar year. There would need to be scientific 
evidence backing what is a 'fair' stocking rate, a balance between the environmental impacts and the 
financial viability of the farming operation. 

 Leave it to the farmers. Do not make unworkable rules. Consents are too slow and expensive. 
 A 4 tiered farming system, A, B, C or D where if farming within the limits in A or B it can be proven 

through extensive soil testing, waterway and tile monitoring and thorough in depth FEPs, the farm 
would not need to be audited. But if farming in C or D, a biannual audit process would be required. 

 The requirement to obtain a consent for any new or increase in high intensity farming may be onerous 
for the whole region. Adverse effects can occur from [illegible] intensity activities, where there may be 
poor management practices in place. With a change of farming activity that has a higher stocking rate 
and use of inputs compared to less intensive farming, the potential risk of nutrients and chemical run-
off into surface and groundwater may increase. However, the actual effect of the inputs on the 
environment is dependent on how the farm and inputs are managed and when they are applied. 
Implementing good management practices will reduce the risk. If it can be demonstrated that a change 
of farming activity will not create adverse environmental effects through good management practices, 
then this should be treated as a permitted activity. If there is an increase in environmental effects then 
a consent may be the next step. The concept of classifying 15% of land for winter grazing does not 
allow scope to manage several farming operations. For example winter crop may be 45% on a winter 
grazing block with 0% on say 3 dairy farms. The number of stock on farm is short term. Flexibility 
needs to be given in descriptions to manage cumulative farms and effects . 

 
Comments – no preference stated 
 High intensity stocking rates as a measure for requiring resource consents is initially ok. The danger is 

it can't pick up on businesses of any size, any stocking rate, with or without consents, which are 
actually abusing the land or water. 

 
As a catch-all I suggest a partnership with Overseer where all land users receive a yearly overview. The 
Overseer computer could then send you all cases where N levels are consistently rising on each of 
three consecutive years -for your investigation, worst case first. 

 
Overseer takes into account soil types and topography and with your input could further refine with 
natural hotspots and repeat offenders put on watch list. Those with low N levels and suitable soil 
could increase their stocking rate a little. 
 
To be fair, stocking rates and nitrogen levels are not themselves a measure of healthy soil and water. 
Report card: 
*Soil microbiology active and plentiful (influences water holding capacity, carbon sequestration, and 
mineral adhesion.) 
*Local groundwater and surface water clean 
*Runoff controlled - buffer zones in place. 
*Compaction minimised 
*Bare soil minimised 
*Sound soil and foliar tests and Overseer estimates 
*Animals and pasture/crop in fine condition 
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There is a worry that heavily applied chemical N is likely to be lowering microbiology and carbon 
levels, ie depleting the soil to a state where more N has to be applied to grow anything. Would it not 
be possible to isotope to determine the source of water-bourn N - chemical or natural, before deciding 
on mitigating directions for individual farms or local catchments?" 
 

- Land area threshold is too low and I suggest 25% appropriate or every farmer in Southland will need a 
consent. Is this issue mainly heavy cattle and cow wintering? How cow wintering was left out of 
interim rules is incomprehensible. Every rule available is needed to compel farmers to winter (cows) in 
Central Otago, winter in sheds, any where but on heavy Southland soils causing compaction and 
destroying good soil structure. 

- I agree with your suggested limits of 15 stock units being the cut off for high and low intensity farming 
as well as the 15% cut off for intensive winter grazing of the landholding. These limits are especially 
significant over the winter with high rainfall often the norm, severe frosts and snow common – all 
leading to deterioration of soil quality and health along with run off in to waterways of effluent and 
soil. Stock care is essential over this time with an effect on stock health from extreme weather 
conditions  leading to stressed and unwell animals. 

- What water quality issues need addressing from our particular area? 
- It seems as if it has been overlooked that we need to farm intensively if we want to make a living.  

Farmers are price takers, not makers and reducing numbers of stock, allowing land to revert to swamp 
will see the end of many profitable farms and good farmers leaving the land 

- Critical source areas such as gullies should be fenced to exclude stock.  Riparian fencing is needed to 
protect rovers and lakes from the transport of nutrients, sediments and bacteria.  Siting winter fodder 
crops to avoid vulnerable areas is very important.  Strip grazing of these areas may be the most 
efficient utilisation of the crop but also concentrates effluent and soild compaction is also a possible 
result. 

- Most farmers recognise this and accept some land will not take further production, due to climate and 
soil type 

- We own 4 dairy units (3 at Dacre and 1 at Kamahi) which have all gone through the consent process. 
We try to farm to best practise and have effluent systems in place that can cope with larger cow 
numbers than we currently farm. We don’t use excessive amounts of extra nitrogen. If the high 
intensity draft rules come in, this would limit our future choices of land use. I don’t know how the 15 
stock units ha calculation is worked out. There must be a better way to work this out. We purchased in 
2014 a 230ha support block to winter cows and some you stock from two of the four dairy units. We 
oppose the 15% land use draft rule/winter grazing. This year we used approx. 18-20% for winter 
crops. Where did 15% come from? Where is the science behind it? This would mean we would either 
have to winter more on the dairy unit (self contain), more pressure on it. Building a barn may be 
uneconomic in a year of low payout and the bring other issues. We have purchased the land so don’t 
want to send any more stock out grazing than we have to. Good management practices i.e. not using 
paddocks near waterways, keeping buffer zones (3-5m), 20m seems quite large. 

- We agree with the classification by stock numbers but disagree with the 15% of land holding for 
winter grazing and the carte blanche approach for cropping 
 We are concerned that classifying a farm as high or low intensity would limit the choices available 

to the farmer in his farming business. Choices would include buying the neighbouring property (a 
reality as the size of a viable farm keeps increasing) and changing farming practice (who can say 
what agricultural advances will be available in the future which will enable us to farm even more 
efficiently?) 

 These classifications will adversely alter the value of a farm. Farmers are cash poor & asset rich-
and need to be able to realise the full capital value of their property when they sell. 

 While sheep farming is Low Intensity, Dairy grazing is classed as High intensity – yet these two 
operations commonly go hand in hand as sheep farmers try to supplement their income. Dairy 
grazing complements sheep farming as the fodder crop acts as a break crop for pasture renewal, 
and having cattle on the land gets rid of sheep parasites & thus the new pasture ‘does’ lambs very 
well (with less excrement).  

 We disagree with cropping being classed as high intensity as 
o A lot of cropping is done with minimal soil disturbance (direct drilling v ploughing) 
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o Cropping involves no animals/excrement 
o Cropping is very precision based- for seeding, fert placement & spraying, all of which are 

expensive operations & thus precision application pays 
o A lot of sheep farms also plant a couple of paddocks of crop, so again there is a mix of high & 

low intensity 
 We think there needs to be another classification, between High & Low, to account for mixed 

systems. 
 There appears to be a lot of proposals being based on Physiological Zones, the work on which is 

still provisional. We would like to see Soil types within a Physiological Zone being recognised 
more, rather than all decisions being based on a physiological zone as a whole.  

- In part.  It should also include a description of change of land use – ie increase in stock numbers or 
increase in area irrigated. 
 

Critical source areas - Do you know where the critical source areas are on your farm? Have you 
observed critical source areas on your farm coming under pressure during rain events? 

Yes 66 No  38 

How do you think we should be managing critical source areas? 

 
Comments – yes 
 This policy is very tiresome. Farmers would have to employ yet more labour to be fencing these swales 

off constantly. The average paddock on my farm would have 500m or swales etc. on it. There are far 
bigger pollution problems in the world than this. Current management is adequate! 

 I don't think that Environment Southland should have any hand in managing these areas. It should be 
up to the individual farmer as it is them that it affects, no-one else. 

 Flooding, you can't it's nature 
 De-stocking e.g. stand off pads for cattle 
 Water from neighbours. If all land was flat it would be easy. Manage drainage more carefully 
 Establish a wetland but this will take time and money over the whole farm 
 Educate farmers on strategies to reduce contamination 
 Controlled directional grazing using common sense approach. Temporary buffer zones. One size does 

not fit all. 
 Farm management to recognise the importance of sediment loss 
 Exclude stock from these areas during periods of run off 
 Fence off as applicable, plant out 
 Water will always run down hill, no way that a farmer can economically change that law 
 You should not be [managing] 
 River flooding that is caused by shingle increase and council not clearing your crack willows. Stop 

bank erosion in rivers and shingle scouring in high areas of outer catchment 
 New buffer grazing rule of 5m has helped a lot in last 3 years 
 You shouldn't [manage them] 
 I need to create more buffer zones 
 One third of our farm was under water in Jan 2013. River burst it's banks upstream, need to keep 

rivers flowing 
 Critical Source Areas: In intensive rain or flooding critical source areas will come under pressure. Many 

of these are already managed with field tiles, fencing, vegetation, planting, ponds etc. 
 We are managing all areas very effectively at present. No major problems on our property in past 35 

years with major rain events 
 Let them pond in peak weather and let them flow into creeks etc. at their own time 
 Educate and encourage good management practice 
 With common sense, however in extreme weather events your mitigating options are limited 
 With care during high rainfall 
 Buffer zones of 15% of land area for fodder cropping and fencing stock out of waterways will make 

huge improvement to river water quality 
 Manage stock movements and remove stock when appropriate 
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 Because I do not grow brassicas or winter crops my soil stays in place 
 Keep stock out of it for a certain period of time, full water drains 
 I have a flat, free draining farm. If you can keep grass on these land locked areas it will draw away. All 

my critical areas are land locked 
 As a farmer I manage these areas. Don't need someone else with limited knowledge getting involved 
 From buffer areas to stand off pads 
 Agree with all 4 points especially fodder crop 15% restriction 
 In severe weather events there is no practicable way to do so 
 Creation of dams in suitable areas which can be cleaned out as necessary over time 
 I didn't think ES should manage this. We should ask Gary or Karl or Nathan to come help us and give 

their opinion on what should be done 
 We can't change the weather, the water has to go somewhere perhaps ponds on critical areas 
 By ensuring that landowners don't damage these areas 
 More education, field days - not more rules 
 If the farmers can't manage it how will the Council? 
 Tell God to stop the rain and you attempt to control us, you must be able to control Him. Funnily 

enough, the rain runs off the hills 
 The same way as we are now (natural buffers) so leave alone 
 We have several critical source areas.  We think ES should not be managing them.  Instead, allow 

farmers to manage these themselves by making them aware of how water outcomes can be improved 
by appropriate management, educating farmers on appropriate ways to manage these areas, and 
allowing them the time, flexibility and scope to address them in the most appropriate way for both 
water quality and their farming operation.  Many farmers already handle these much better in recent 
years since the education around managing these in a winter cropping regime… similar education, and 
time to manage them appropriately, is the best way forward.   

 By managing grazing 
 Yes it is essential to manage these areas because of the impact on soils, run off, loss of productivity 

and compacting of soils. Suggestions-  leave native vegetation in gullies to slow water flow to critical 
source areas. -Leave non- native species in gullies unless they are weed species/ liable to spread. Keep 
native tussock on hillsides- especially steep ones to act as a sponge and slow water run off to critical 
sources. Plant- up  gullies, which do not have riparian cover, with natives and especially tussock and 
fence off riparian strips.  Create wetlands where this natural ponding occurs regularly- which will slow 
the run- off, reduce soil loss and create a sponge- especially beneficial for surrounding areas in times of 
drought. Also creates a special place for wildlife- birds, amphibians, fish and insects- significant for 
pollinators. Subsidies could be provided to ensure establishment of wetlands  and work with Dept of 
Conservation, QE11 and other Councils to ensure this happens effectively- drawing on current 
Southland wisdom.  

 By using silt traps, shaping appropriate ways to remove N, silt and E coli from water 
 Yes – especially in the last two year’s due to volatile climate disruption with more frequency with 

sudden impacts especially with rain storms.  There does seem to be more noticeable highways of 
surface water in huge rain events noticed in our area where accumulation from contoured land impacts 
on the rural operator’s.  We are biological and it’s about stabilising soils by correct plant species and 
building best soil health.  The event about soil assessment was great held in Wyndham and Winton 
and an average amount attended. How do you think we should be managing critical source areas? 
Buffers, sediment traps, wetlands or small scale farm dams.  Contour ploughing assists with better 
management overseas but not always practical everywhere. 

 Leave appropriate buffers; best practice pamphlet, fencing 
 We can't because of heavier but shorter rainfall events and an increasing yearly rainfall 
 These areas can be a problem one day then back to normal the next day.  Creating ponding areas, 

wetlands and sediment catching areas allows this excess water to be filtered 
 Avoiding pugging during winter, graze toward lower points not curving from 
 By monitoring the problem areas and educating good farm practises 
 Encouraging sediment trap ponds and wetlands 
 If every critical source area was made into a wetland!! Totally impractical.  Nature takes care of it 
 Tiles running more - heavy rain; extensive tile drains - no practical solutions 
 Let's have a good look at downstream ponding; review the dam size height/volume; look at average 
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water flow, etc. 
 Flooding is a natural event 
 Winter grazing best practice 
 These areas occur everywhere during severe rainfall which is not frequent. What about town 

stormwater etc. you can't have double standards. Education would be more effective. 
 This happens when we have severe rainfall which is in fact not that often, ponding a minor issue. 

Where does Invercargill's storm water go? 
 Areas around swales and gullies could have buffer zones of 10 or 20m 
 Educate farmers about the problems and solutions. And I am not talking about writing somewhat 

pointless articles. Form Catchment groups Have Land Sus officers bring information, science and 
advice to help. 

 Exclude stock From critical source areas - If possible plant locally sourced natives which will help 
improving the water quality 

 The research from Telford backs up that smart grazing (i.e. grazing towards critical source areas) 
greatly reduces sediment loss etc. We need more education around GMP for farmers. 

 Very carefully. Education is the best way. But just because someone works up a critical source area 
doesn't mean that anything will go wrong if you manage thing correctly 

 Supporting education, collaboration and best practice is the way forward in our opinion. Substantial 
gains can be made by educating and engaging with farmers about best practice management of critical 
source areas e.g. buffers, direction of grazing, suitable paddocks for crops. In our opinion, more rules 
and consent restrictions will not achieve the gains you want - you need to be educating and engaging. 
The land sustainability team do a great job on this already. Give farmers credit for moving a long way 
in terms of attitude and leadership in a relatively short space of time. Providing resourcing and support 
to role out more education and engagement would achieve further gains without compliance and 
consent costs. 

 Farmers need a suite of tools/approaches available to deal with this issue particularly in a winter such 
as we've just had when it has been good to see ES using discretion when dealing with this issue. Best 
practice is not always practicable but again as long as ES are willing to allow farmers the flexibility to 
deal with the low hanging fruit first then meaningful progress will be made. It maybe that a wetland at 
the bottom critical source area on a farm/area could readily be converted to a wetland to intercept 
overland flow thus mitigating the effect of several upstream/uphill critical source areas and addressing 
the problem long-term? Even a temporary solution like filtering it through a couple of straw bales and 
constructing a pond for sediment to settle out could be considered - if ES could provide guidelines so 
resource consent was not required for disturbing a waterbody perhaps after consultation with a land 
sustainability officer? 

 I agree that this stuff is not good getting into the waterways. I agree with fencing off waterways and 
keeping stock a certain distance away from that. As farmers we don't like seeing our nutrients 
disappearing. If it is in grass then we don't see a problem because the nutrients are being filtered 
through the root systems. In winter crop we can see how this can be a problem. We try to work 
around this by saving those areas to last or if it is a bad area then not sowing it and fencing it off. 

 By doing some plantings, but not too many as to making flooding and scouring worse. Some creek 
banks need contoured to avoid scouring. 

 The only way to guarantee improvement in this issue is to provide further guidelines and education to 
every individual farmer. More staff contact with Farmers explaining the best management practice in 
these areas is absolutely vital. If regulations were in place without informing as to why, farmers are 
more likely to try and hide or brush over their behaviour. If they are in fact informed as to what the 
issue is, and how to best manage it, then we will see improvements in water quality. 

 I think this is an area were improved management will help water quality. Improved awareness of 
critical source areas by farmers, improved grazing management, riparian strips - possibly larger for 
critical sources, wet land creation and in some cases retirement from farming. There will be many 
other mitigation techniques. 

 Education and best practice, on farm advice from land sustainability people, not by consent process 
 Identifying these areas and minimize the impact on the environment by submitting a plan for 

management of the critical sources Areas in the catchment that are having the biggest impact of 
contribution to the surrounding environment and putting a plan to address these. 

 In really heavy rain events the thought that we can manage critical source areas on hills is funny. The 
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water is always going to find the fastest way into the gullies and then down to the watercourse. In 
heavy rain events the water coming out of streams in our bush is or appears to be more silt laden than 
the run off from our pasture paddocks. In many ways you are suggesting changing how nature works. 
How else did the fertile river flats come about in the first place ? If you were to ban cultivation of all 
swales/critical source areas on our property you would render a large proportion of the property 
useless. I agree that leaving the lower proportions of swales uncultivated and in pasture is better than 
being in crop and the idea of grazing these areas later in the winter. Stock exclusions from critical 
sources areas during winter grass grazing would be almost impossible on our farm. 

 We cannot fight everything nature brings to us but common sense farming practices is the best we can 
do. 

 We already limit stock access to these areas and as a consequence of this we plan to put in more winter 
crop on better areas so that we can keep off critical areas during predicted wetter times ie May to 
August inclusive. Your limit of winter crop areas may affect our ability to choose carefully where we 
winter stock as our areas may need to exceed 15% to take account of the wettest periods. Limiting to 
15% does not take into account how long we wish to graze a crop for. 

 Ensure waterways are fenced off, and during wet period when the ground is saturated keep stock out 
of those areas. 

 The critical source for our farm is river banks that cave in. Where the river is fenced is the worst. 
 Environment Southland should develop good management practice guidelines for managing critical 
 source areas. There will be significant variability of critical source areas on farms and management 
 options. Farms can identify at risk areas and management options in a Riparian Management Plan as 
 identified in appendix U of the working draft for Water and Land. The support and guidance of 
 Environment Southland Land Sustainability Officers can assist farmers with critical source area 

management 
 
Comments – no 
 Carefully as every situation is different 
 Maybe looking after those who have waterways going through and damaging their farms rather than 

changing them more 
 Best practice, giving advice and checking and consents number 
 You don't need to do anything, use the money we give you appropriately! 
 Not by consents as it won't solve the problem 
 With extreme wet season, weather, most farms experience ponding. However these tend to run off 

quickly when rain stops - naturally. You speak of losses for farmers? Need to get water away 
 Is this nature? If so, we have no control 
 You can only manage rain events by harvesting water for future use. We can't control natures rainfall 
 Open drains allow much more erosion than do buried, piped drains. Wh have lined sensitive areas 

where sandy soils were wont to wash using some materials as effluent pond liner 
 You can't, only a good farmer will 
 Cannot suggest any ideas here as my property has no critical source areas 
 Wintering only 15% farm means more intensive grazing 
 There are no critical source areas on my land 
 They can be managed by cleaning them out if they fill up 
 Let nature take its course with natural filtration 
 Because I am already managing this. 
 The way we winter now is fine.  We are moving to more standoff pads 
 What are critical source areas and what are the issues, before that can be addressed 
 Discussion required with farmers experiencing these problems 
 Under pressure" - term too vague.  We notice that swales with long grass shift the water just as much 

as short grass. 
 By trying to keep a reasonable cover of grass on them 
 Ponds and plantings, work with farmers to identify these areas, do an LEP (Land Environmental Plan) 
 Practically, in discussion with landowner 
 Natural rainfall events can hardly be decreed as creating anything new and critical. Overland flow is 

what it is! What I observe is perfectly normal in the modified environment. Again I suggest the 
evolution of ideas is a critical element in how to manage water quality. 
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 Heavy clay laden soils are drained into open ditches using tile and mole drainage systems the tile and 
mole drainage system acts as a filter in its self .In large rainfall events there will always be over land 
flood events. Hill country is different case with intensive development on step slops. A lot of sediment 
is produced from river banks and stream banks all our main river are major contributors to the 
sediment loading .If our lowland was left over time it would return to swamp as it was 150 years ago. 

 
Other comments  
 On slopes over 40 degrees allow free range low intensity grazing. On slopes under 40 degrees allow 

strip grazing with 20 metre buffer zones to the natural lip of the gully. On slopes less than 15 degrees 
allow strip grazing to within 5 metres of the lip of the natural dip, not to the edge of the water. This is 
critical. From personal experience, a sparkling clean spring water supply was never the same after my 
father ploughed virgin land too close to the gully drop off. 

 Again it is not your job to manage my farm. You have the wrong attitude but educating people is very 
acceptable and appreciated 

 SIEIA Response: Eel fishermen regularly observe critical source areas during rain events. They should 
be noted on farm plans as areas where intensive land development should not occur, and where 
possible be rehabilitated. 

 This is just good management. Mitigations should be among the rules for permitted activity (and 
other) farming. 

 To manage these people have to be made aware of what to look for and given practical tools to deal 
with these.  When doing this it is vital to educate farmers and show hard data to prove/show what 
effects it has/what improvement it makes.  Then farmers will come on board and buy into it. 

 Use topographic instead of landscape then all land types included. 
 The very nature of sustained rain events is to cause overland flow – both infiltration and saturation 

excess – the level of which is dependent on a number of variables which will make it difficult to 
develop policies to manage critical source areas. Recommended alternative - A long term policy 
approach starting with identification of highest impact areas and how to best manage them. 

 The ‘Erosion and Sediment Control Guideline for vegetable production’ referred to below includes an 
evaluation of potential overland flow paths that can carry contaminants.  Recognition of such areas is 
an important component in managing the potential risk.  Horticulture NZ supports the use ‘Erosion 
and Sediment Control Guideline for vegetable production’ and undertaking a paddock assessment as a 
means to manage such areas for vegetable production operations. 

 Trial work carried out at Telford has clearly demonstrated the importance of carrying out best 
management practices when it comes to grazing in winter time especially. Generally grazing towards a 
critical source area will be reasonably easy to manage. There is virtually no additional cost in adopting 
this concept. On hill country the management of critical source areas may be more complex. Where it 
is not possible to follow best practice maybe there are other choices such as establishing silt traps 
lower down the swale to collect sediment. It was suggested sending a leaflet out to all farmers 
explaining the concept and why it is important would be worthwhile. 

 Overland flows from swales on winter grazing can be problematic, and we particularly identify that 
gullies bottoms and larger swales should be grazed with care or withheld from grazing during periods 
of overland water flow. A buffer left in grass of 5 m on undulating ground and 20m on land over 15 
degrees slope would be an appropriate management tool from overland flow filtering by grass and 
other vegetation. 

 We have two critical source areas on our hill block where we intend to construct wetlands. 
 Stop cultivation on high country. Huge runoff, that's why our rivers are so dirty with sediment 
 

Wintering stock - Do you support this approach to intensive winter grazing? If not, how else could 
we manage intensive winter grazing? 

Yes 42 No  73 

 
Comments – Yes 
 By allowing no cattle on crop paddocks. Cattle go straight through the soil and bog the sub-soil as well 

which is a major issue. 
 Have these guidelines as a best practice. Educated farmers about the cost of poor management $/ha 
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of lost soil and fertility 
 Perhaps option 1. common sense to look after the land needs to be required. Every operation is 

different 
 15% of land should be lifted to 20% 
 Exclude stock and maintain 20 metre wide buffer zone from waterways on slopes greater than 15 

degrees and 5 metre wide buffer zone from waterways on slopes less than 15 degrees 
 A fair amount of discretion is needed as can be related to the actual weather rather than the months of 

the year 
 Yes I agree with your suggested approach to managing intensive winter grazing and your rationale for 

such actions 
 More education, like Telford results.  Bigger buffers where needed and serious critical source systems. 
 Present farm policy is to create buffer zone and temporarily fence off waterway during intensive winter 

grazing, e.g. swedes. 
 The area allowed at 15% is inadequate as some hill country stock require more area as crops are not as 

high yielding as low country 
 The 15% rule will limit farmers ability to farm sustainably as it may be necessary to put in fodder crops 

for much longer than the normal 2 months. This then will impact on the areas required. Unintended 
consequences will then follow. The setbacks appear fine although it will depend on the vegetation 
between crops and watercourses. Native vegetation will probably have a better effect that grass so 
there should be some leeway as on hill country the vegetation is likely to be native rather than grass 
which may reduce the distance proposed. One size does not fit all. 

 On my farm I know that winter grazing of fodder crops contributes most of my nutrient loss to water 
ways. Management of winter grazing needs to be of a very high standard. I feel there needs to be a 
strong emphasis on research in this area. 
 

Comments – No  
- 15% is a very high threshold .At time you could be cropping 15% just for regrassing 
- We are already creating buffer zones and fencing of waterways. Just let farmers get on with it we are 

chipping away at it in good time, Rules will only cause against know it all councils. 
- The limit of 15% of total farm area in winter crop is unrealistic and will have negative effect on the 

environment. Producers will be forced to grow higher yielding crops that will require higher 
applications of fertiliser and chemical. The stocking rate over the winter period will also be higher as 
what farmers would have previously grazed on (for example) 25% of their property will be limited to 
15%. This concentration will cause more damage to soil structure, create sediment runoff and have 
negative effects on animal welfare.  

- Only some land is suitable. Following crops i.e. cereals, use up these extra nutrients before they leach. 
- Limiting what can be grown on heavy soils, fodder beet grazed on heavy soil is a disaster 
- Limit the amount of stock that can be on per hectare of crops. All waterways should be fenced anyway 
- You already have buffer zones for waterways. Some farms probably have more than 15% in winter 

crops in non-marginal areas i.e. Northern Southland and this should be allowed 
- Only on developed paddocks not tussock and native country 
- Could seriously affect individuals right to farm their own property profitably. Good practice advice in 

simple form should be regularly forwarded to farmer via flyer/email etc. 
- Intensive riparian management. Diary stock owner to only send stock to winter on farms with 

approved riparian management plan. Alternative to consent 
- Make it Southland wide and do 3m set back from waterways 
- Graduated slope to M from creek e.g. 15 degrees = 15m, 14 degrees = 14m 
- 15 % threshold? [illegible] have to stay under you are only shifting the problem (e.g. cow [illegible]) to 

another area in Southland that may be worse ground type 
- I can't see how you could police such a policy fairly 
- Maybe leave it to farmers that know what they are doing 
- Our farm looks after waterways that are set stocked for winter - high country doesn't. Leave it alone! 

Get set stocked 
- Slopes should be greater than 20% as agreed on in previous consultations 
- 15% is ridiculous. It will not change the amount of nutrients lost 
- What are you trying to achieve? Prove there is a problem before you try to fix it 
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- Winter grazing: We agree with managing intensive winter grazing using the following good practice - 
reasonable buffer zone along waterways, fencing stock out of waterways, and encouraging good 
management practices. We object to Environment Southland controlling farmers ability to use only 
15% of their land area for wintering on fodder beet crops. You are stifling the ability of farmers to run 
their farms. You would be better to promote and implement the above i.e. reasonable buffer zone, 
fencing of waterways etc. Neither option is preferred as you are excluding stock anyway so a buffer 
zone would not be required. Typically you do not have intensive grazing in the hill country and only 
certain types of stock are suitable to this country anyway. Many of the high country waterways would 
be unable to be fenced due to the terrain so you are asking the impossible anyway. Practicality needs to 
be undertaken and promoting good farming practices by the landowners or leasees would get a more 
favourable response. 

- Again it depends on type of livestock, topography, altitude and soil type. Individual cases 
- We do not want to go "consents' way! If proposed criteria could not be met, say on severe winter 

storms (ok if fine and frosty) farm could be compromised. I think the word "intensive" is the key word 
and should be looked at 

- Educate and encourage good management practice 
- Observation of present good practises that work now and promote them 
- Buy in from farmers and stocking to conditions and weather spikes 
- Again, trying to set arbitrary boundaries such as stock numbers or % landholding put you in an 

impossible position a) there is no correct answer and b) how could you enforce compliance? 
- We live in Southland and the weather is the boss, if it rains you get mud. I run a 6 year cycle and it 

works very well - no loss of worms 
- Following existing rules inspecting large scale grazers (stop targeting only dairy stock) 
- Not one rule fits all with many different approaches 
- The farmer must manage their winter grazing and like all things it can be managed well 
- It's common sense on the part of the farmer 
- Each farm on its own merits. A consent at no cost? 
- Restricting fodder crops to no more than 15% of land use will seriously impact incomes and the ability 

to feed the existing stock in Southland. Properties used as winter grazing blocks can require 30% or 
more of ground in fodder crops to make them viable. We are leasing our property to a farmer as a 
Diary grazing block. He requires just less than 30% to be in fodder crops. He has two other blocks of 
land in different locations. Neither of these blocks have fodder crops on them at this point. Adding all 
this land together would bring the amount of land in fodder crops under this farmers control closer to 
15%. A lot of farmers work this way with having milking blocks and grazing blocks. The grazing 
blocks tend to be where the fodder crops are put and there is often a need for more than 15% of the 
area to be in crop. 

- People have to pay their bills 
- Basically yes except the 15% area is ridiculous on drier land winter grazing blocks. This is unfair on full 

time grazers and ES is certain to face legal action from farmers and SPCA for causing animal feeding 
issues. 

- Farmers will grow higher yielding crops on less ground for the same amount of stock units 
- A sufficient strip that stops and filters runoff into a waterway, it varies for different properties and 

land uses i.e. could be only one metre 
- Have issues not being able to go above 15% of fodder crop in Old Mataura zone without adequate 

research and science to support this 
- Maintaining 5 metres buffer on crop, fencing off waterways is enough 
- Try getting farmers on side with guidelines as are in place now, logical and doable. Again bureaucracy 

gone berserk 
- Normal winter grazing is to make efficient use of winter food 
- Heavy winter grazing only lasts 10-12 weeks of the year 
- No more than 15% in winter grazing - what does this do?  The same number of cows will still be 

wintered.  If this rule is applied and farmer will use 15% then the cows might be wintered on less 
desirable soils for wintering.  Best practise: yes.  What are the real effects of wintering on water quality?  
What would happen if we would all put our stock in barns?  Is there a dilution effect with heavy rain in 
the winter?  And with the river life being dormant over winter, how much does wintering really effect 
water quality? 
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- We strongly oppose this approach. It will drive completely wrong behaviours by encouraging people 
to maximise the output on the limited area.  Forcing people to focus on rules, shifts their focus away 
from being innovative to improve outcomes.  In addition, it is completely unworkable and illogical.  
Many farmers have multiple farming blocks and it is impractical to split the wintering across them, 
plus they require more than 15% of their area to winter their own stock.  Where are all those cows 
going to go for the winter?  Do you want the responsibility for the animal welfare impacts that could 
result?  We agree that massive attention needs to be paid to intensive outdoor wintering due to the 
potential negative effects, but there are big gains to be made from requiring good management 
practices rather than setting limits on wintering itself.  Educate farmers about the water quality 
problems caused by intensive winter cropping, and about ways to improve outcomes.   

- Don't change it.  In a 50 mm 24 hour rainfall no method will work unless in a shed. 
- Fencing stock out of waterways and a buffer zone 
- Don't put in a 15% figure; best practice advice; get people involved in LEP plans 
- Leave it up to people to manage their own grazing limits to reduce runoff not set limits in stone 
- We have managed our farm without pollution or runoff with 50% of farm in fodder crop.  Equality 

for all business farming is required, whether established or in different zone areas 
- This rule will lead to more intensive wintering, more fert+cows/area = more runoff 
- Everyone knows different crops give different results, so an arbitrary rule is not necessarily 'best 

practice'.  Buffer zoned have caused our creek banks to fall in and grazed banks stayed firm. 
- With education.  Best farming practices.  The weather is different every year 
- There are some fantastic ideas here but the 15% rule will just make the available ground for wintering 

much worse for the environment, as it will be intensifying a small area 
- All high country generally has a lower stocking rate.  And crops can be managed so the impact is at 

minimum 
- Not 15%, probably 20% - very arbitrary figure.  Where does the slope % measure come from - is it an 

average?  Needs to be more variation increments from the 5 m - 20 m.  Needs more discussion before 
included as law!! 

- Retain 3 metre grazing rule. Relax grazing timeframe to 1 June - 30 August 
- Poor management will impact on water quality with less than 15% of land in winter crops just as those 

adopting a range of quality management practices can have minimal impact with much more than 
15%.  What is the science behind this 15% limit? And what are the land valuation impacts and what is 
the implication of fairness for the design of this policy for heterogeneous dairy and support farms? 
Recommended alternative - Clearly outline the mechanisms involved in deterioration in water quality 
in winter cropping systems – is the risk with overland flow or through the soil profile and how is each 
risk minimised? Standardised management practices need to be developed and monitoring of them 
undertaken at time of both crop establishment and at crop utilisation. Encourage effective alternatives 
such as free stall barns. 

- Wintering Stock - The !5% of land only in fodder crop is definitely not going to achieve any potential 
goal of reducing nitrogen loss in fact there is no science behind this number and it will probably 
increase the problem. The reason for this is the fact that at the moment farmers are placing their stock 
on dryer land that will not pug and soils are not saturated. Imposing this rule may mean farmer have 
no choice but to winter stock on their own land so increasing the pugging and nitrogen leaching. THIS 
IS COMPLETELY UNDESIRABLE. Having to get a consent poses lots of problems firstly you have 
to be able to change what you do if the weather conditions are not desirable and it takes far too long 
to get a consent. 
 
Choosing to sell surplus cows earlier in the autumn rather than later in the autumn reduces the number 
of animals grazing through the prewinter period – thus reducing the number of urine patches and thus 
urine load. This is a relatively minor change in farm management with a small impact on production 
and profitability (cull cows will not be carried through the winter and therefore are ‘surplus’ animals as 
they will be replaced by younger, newer genetics). This can be modelled reasonably well in Overseer.  

 
Wintering on low protein diets such as fodder beet compared to more typical higher protein diets such 
as kale reduces urinary N concentration (surplus N) deposited through the winter. Preliminary results 
from research underway indicates per hectare N-losses may be similar with Fodder beet and Kale diets, 
however once the higher yield of fodder beet is accounted for, N-losses per cow (or total N-losses in 
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the catchment) are likely to be lower from grazing animals (sheep, deer, cattle and cows) fed low 
protein forages (pers. comm.). 

 
Diverse pastures:   NZ and Australian research reports the inclusion of chicory and plantain in 
traditional ryegrass / white clover swards can lower the N concentration by 30 -34% urinary (eg 
Pemberton et al). This can be incorporated into permanent pastures with minimal impact on farm 
productivity. Simple versus diverse pastures – opportunities and challenges in dairy systems. K.G. 
PEMBLETON1*, K.N. TOZER2, G.R. EDWARDS3, J.L. JACOBS4, L.R. TURNER1  
 
… In more recent work, the effect of including chicory and plantain in the diet on urinary N excretion 
has been examined. In a metabolism stall study; (Woodward et al. 2012) measured N partitioning in 
cows fed either perennial ryegrass-white clover forage or forage that also contained chicory, plantain 
and Lucerne. Both urinary N concentration and urinary N output were lower (2.6 g versus 6.2 g N/L 
and 100 versus 200 g N/cow/day, respectively) from cows fed the diverse forage. A reduction in 
urinary concentration of 30 to 34% has been observed in New Zealand and Tasmanian grazing 
experiments (Totty et al. 2013, K. G. Pembleton unpublished data) with cows grazing diverse pastures 
containing chicory and/or plantain compared to standard ryegrass-white clover pastures… 

 Oppose. Although this doesn't affect our platform directly it does our winter grazing. And for 
environment on smaller land area. Look at leaving it up to the grazier to work out the rotation % with 
a good BMP in place. We like to be proactive therefore got infrastructure i.e. feedpads/pond/calving 
pad for consented number of cows. Stick with consenting cow numbers so you know where you stand 
in regard to capital expenditure 

 it's not ES's job to manage farm grazing systems 
 I support the idea of buffer zones but you have got to be practical and allow farmers to graze these 

areas after [illegible] 
 I think the 15% is too harsh and it should be 25% and there would be less administration policing 

required if it made more sense on the farm as well3b I think that the 3 metres as the buffer zone on 
the flat land was adequate as it allows room for the creek to be cleaned as well if there is a fence there 
to keep stock out . We have a buffer zone of about that in place for many years and it appears to work 
well. I think that stock should be restricted in all lowland locations but where there is more extensive 
areas it would not be practical and it may be better to control stocking rate . 

 You say "We know intensive winter grazing can cause significant issues for water quality from losses 
of nitrogen, phosphorus, sediment and bacteria (E.coli), so managing winter grazing is critical to 
improving water quality, especially over the period of the year when soils are saturated." Your last 
SOE report and other reports show for phosphate, ecoli and sediment the region is "Holding the line". 
You are overstepping your brief of 'hold the line' targeting theses issues. Don't work outside your 
brief. Save it for the catchment limit setting process. That aside I do know wintering creates a 
Nitrogen hotspot which is a concern of mine. However limiting the area farmers can winter on to 15% 
is a daft suggestion. Again the credibility of the council has declined in my eyes. Limiting the area to 
15% will drive some farmers to intensify on a smaller area. More animals on a small area creates a 
bigger problem. This is another daft suggestion that has cause for concern when it comes to the 
interaction with stakeholders. What can you do? Support/fund the Balance Agri nutrients research on 
a model that advises farmers on correctly applying the right nutrients, based on the soil and crop 
needs. Then extend this model out through catchment group that you should be forming. 

 Using an "input" parameter i.e. controlling the % of land winter cropped will force farmers to work 
around this and possibly create worse outcomes e.g. only crop 15% of their farm/runoff but bring in 
80% of the feed as supplement and do fodder beet to get 30tonDM/ha etc. GMP listed above are fine 
but assigning a % will not work. More education and tools like wintering plans and farm 
environmental plans would be much better. 

 Our concern is that if wintering area is limited to 15% of a landholding it may cause farmers to choose 
to make more use of crops e.g. fodder beet that are particularly high yielding to allow intensification of 
the stocking rate on a limited area. It may drive behaviour to attempt to gain more crop from each 
hectare available, e.g. overly high use of nitrogen & fertiliser. 

 I consider a set back from water ways on slops greater than 15 degrees a reasonable solution but not 
requiring a consent communicating and education is a much better out come. I consider the 15 
percent of your property for winter crop as poorly thought out some property's are more suited to 
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wintering than other the [illegible] is suggesting that all farms should winter there on stock is poor 
farming practice and not the best outcome allowing farmers to run there own business using best 
practice. 

 We think that with the 15% rule then people will be putting in higher yielding crops, applying more 
fertilisers, more sprays, more stock onto the same area for longer so we cannot see this being better 
for the environment. We see this as being much worse. Leave it the way it is. 

 Yes a buffer zone, but allowing crop to be grazed then fence a new greater buffer. Depends on 
contour. 

 I don't think the 15% rule will work, as farmers will be forced to have higher yielding crops in 
unsuitable places. Some will be forced financially to grow crops to make the farming business 
profitable, so the correct methodology using best management practice with education and 
communication is the answer I agree with the stock exclusion rules. In our catchment, we already 
follow these guidelines and know we are helping improve Ecoli and Sediment issues, other farmers are 
not following this methodology and this I believe is why our local catchment is poor in the Ecoli and 
Clarity readings 

 On my farm I know that winter grazing of fodder crops contributes most of my nutrient loss to water 
ways. Management of winter grazing needs to be of a very high standard. I feel there needs to be a 
strong emphasis on research in this area. 

 15% rule would create winners and losers, between landholders of contiguous land and those whose 
land titles do not adjoin. 

 Wintering plans are submitted indicating crop grown, sprays , cultivation direction, prevailing wind, 
critical sources, stock class, dates grazed etc. No % but good management practice on farms and 
discussed before the wintering starts 

 A 20 metre exclusion zone from waterways over the board is impractical. On flat land the present 3 
metre zone works providing stock is grazed towards the waterway. On slopes the exclusion zone needs 
to be greater. Once again I believe education and communication to be more effective than rules and 
regulation 

 As long as the buffer zones are met there should be no need for a consent. I think there should be a 
more relaxed attitude taken for wintering sheep, as they do not pug the ground near as bad as cattle. 

 10 metres is sufficient and 5 metres where slope is less than 5%. Height of river bank is a big factor in 
this equation. Sheep and cattle graze differently. Cattle should be excluded but can be easily with a hot 
wire.. Riparian strips we have heard of are failing and causing more damage to the waterways with 
banks caving in. 

 This approach is inherently flawed and will lead to many unanticipated outcomes. For example, higher 
yielding crops leading to increased concentration of nutrients; farmers will pay more attention 
to/optimize fertilizer application to ensure maximum crop yields are obtained; dairy farmers may 
transition to stand-off pads or wintering shed but once this initial investment has been made, there will 
be an incentive to maximize return/make it pay through imported grains/feeds therefore increasing 
stocking rates further. Again, ES are focusing on the input rather than the effect. I am concerned that 
such a rule would require the majority of farmers to seek resource consent. This will cost additional 
time and money which could be better directed toward farm environment plans, working with ES land 
sustainability officers or direct efforts to mitigate. Also, there are not enough suitably qualified people 
to undertake this work for ES regardless of how much rates increase. ES, as with all councils, also have 
a problem attracting and retaining high quality staff to process consents. This rule would massively 
distort Southland's economy - land values, economic opportunities, more strain on roading 
infrastructure, relocation of people etc. This rule is not about holding the line as ES puts it, it winds 
the clock back in some zones and will limit farmers ability to winter dairy cows below levels they have 
previously wintered. We are being asked to incur financial penalty with no clear link demonstrated 
through comprehensive monitoring. While the precautionary principle is advocated by ES, I believe 
given the significant ambiguity that exists around the nutrient pathways, the science of the interactions 
that occur in waterways/environment, and the lack of long term monitoring and trends. Are we 
responding more to public perception influenced by media opinion or the actual state of waterways? 
There is a natural inclination to look back and think everything was rosy/perfect but sometimes this 
doesn't reconcile with empirical evidence. 

 DHL does not support the following buffer distances being implemented. DHL already has an 
extensive 
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fencing network of waterways. The distances set out should not be used as a definitive measurement. 
Consideration needs to be given to the size of waterway, the potential risk and water quality status of 
the nearby waterway. DHL would like to see the development of guidelines compared to set distances. 
Farms can identify at risk areas and management options in a Riparian Management Plan as identified 
in appendix U of the working draft for Water and Land. The support and guidance of Environment 
Southland Land Sustainability Officers can assist farmers with advice for waterway management and 
protection 

 
Other comments  
- One method to mitigate nutrient loss during crop grazing is to under sow many different seeds along 

with the main food crop i.e. under the swedes could be clovers, grasses, radishes, sunflowers, plantain, 
chickweed etc. The animal will either eat the undergrowth or tramp it in. Either way, it is protecting, 
nourishing and building soil. 15% of land in crop is not necessarily enough to sustain a herd through 
winter. If a farm's report card is ticked, the acreage under plough is not relevant to land and water 
quality. The exception is steep (over 40 degrees) hill country which should not be overturned. 

- Is sheep a problem or just a problem in particular areas?  If so, state where. If this is a cow issue then 
direct policies and rules via dairy consents. 

- You risk bankrupting farmers with your we (you) approach. Everybody has a mortgage, try to 
remember this. I winter away from waterways (temporary fencing) 

- Partly. Where has 15% come from, we currently do about 10% just for sheep. If we were to take on 
dairy in future we would be over 15% with little impact on water. Do support buffer zones and cattle 
exclusions from water 

- Happy to support options 1 and 2 but not with a consent 
- There has to be another way. We don't want to farm by "consent" 
- section 3b; (i)for most properties (especially hill) it may be more effective and practical to have wetland 

& ponding treatments at or near the hill base or farm exit (rather than trying to exclude stock from 
multiple water runs) (ii)your slope definition does not consider local effects of strong overland flows. 
For example flatland below terraces and hillsides may experience overland flows that strip cultivated 
soil in a single rain event. These areas could be partly be protected by a ditch along the toe of the 
slope. However during periods of rain the ground also produces springs... the water may emerge over 
the entire area as the water table effectively rises through the soil profile 

- SIEIA Response: The approach is correct, but as written it is grossly inadequate to provide 
improvements to water quality, and therefore needs more detail. For example, measures to improve 
water quality should include no winter grazing on slopes > 15 degrees, no winter grazing on porous 
soils where nitrates can escape to groundwater and no winter grazing within 50 metres of a permanent 
or temporary waterway. 

- We need to go as far as possible with permitted activity/criteria systems, to limit the expense to 
farmers and the council from jumping through hoops and reinventing the wheel for every farm. To 
that extent I support the draft approach. We should be able to identify the range of scenarios 
(including via the physiographic work) and specify mitigations for different areas. 
Criteria should include recognition of critical source areas in winter grazing e.g. a 20m buffer zone is 
pointless if the runoff collects and crosses it via a runnel/rivulet. There needs to be effective 
mitigation, not just box ticking. It needs to state what must/must not happen i.e. ‘runoff does not 
enter waterways’, not token things which must be done even when ineffective. 
There may be scope for larger buffer zones, probably in pasture, that are lightly stocked i.e. where 
small numbers of stock can access waterways. This could enable more efficient fencing and flexible 
land use. See 3b & 4 below. 
Should not a physiographic approach, and an RMA approach, be one that encourages specialisation 
and innovation according to natural resources and land use capability? Why say that all blocks can have 
no more than 15% wintering when the impacts from some are greater than the impacts from others? 
Perhaps the 15% should be tradeable to areas with lesser impacts? 

 Buffer zone from waterways. It is not practical to set a 20 metre wide buffer zone from a waterway. 
Every paddock on my farm varies on their slope to the waterway through my farm. One paddock 
never has a runoff into it because of the slope from the ditch going the other way so it never has a 
runoff into the ditch so setting a distance is not practical. Cultivation. When I started farming on 390 
acres I put in up to 100 in gran and also grew seeds for the winter. Being 58 years old now my family 
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will be taking over the farm within the not to distant future and to make it work they may have to do 
winter grazing of cows to make it work. This would mean increasing winter feed to a much greater rate 
than 15% of the farm area. No one has the right to tell us how to run our farm this way by restricting 
the winter feed we can grow. 

 Having buffer zones will help. Putting figures on things is creating problems 
 All farms in Southland, consented or not consented, be restricted to a certain number of stock units 

per hectare. 
- Support in part - Fencing stock out of permanent flowing waterways for cattle requires five hot wire 

fencing to be totally adequate my husband Allan states.  Yes 15% seems suitable.  Mitigation 
techniques such as pads, housing with herd homes.  You’ve already been making huge steps for 
endorsing the common sense approach with strategic grazing and if a temporary water flow due to 
winter season then appropriate temporary fencing especially with sheep is sufficient in our opinion.  
The cost to do more permanent electric fencing you’d have to identify critical source areas first as not 
feasible in our class of terrain and the cost benefit not practical always in large scale.  Operator’s that 
aren’t sole trader’s and have economies of scale and are more the Meat Companies preferential clients 
like platinum etc have more resources in funds and staffing to carry out more quickly etc. 

- We live in Southland!  Wet cold winters.  Some stock need to be wintered off pasture - even more 
mud, compacting and distressed stock and the risk of running out of grass if growth is delayed 

- Dairy grazing commonly uses more than 15% of the land holding, but is generally only for a 10 week 
period (mid May-end July) therefore Council needs to revisit the 15% as a grazing standard & reduce 
the time frame as 1 May to 30 Sept is too long. 
 We have 2 sheep properties, one is just 150 acres, so when we winter the hoggets on that property, 

we are using more than 15% of the land holding. Farmers with multiple properties DO NOT run 
each property as a separate unit, but use them to complement each other & maximise their 
options, so the 15% rule would be very limiting. 

 Wintering is part of the farm’s pasture rotation, so good farm practice dictates that the same 
paddocks are not used every year for wintering therefore reducing the environmental impact. 

 Note that farmers have already been asked to fence off waterways with a 3m buffer but this plan 
proposes a 5-20m buffer on hill country. The cost for a sheep farmer to re-fence would be 
prohibitive.  

- How often are the records, needed to be sent to council, what are they going to do with this 
information. What about contractors who apply effluent they will need to record also. It takes time to 
carry out the recommended requirements. Effluent application happens at different times 

- We support a buffer zone of 5m at slopes less than 15 degrees and 20 metres at slopes over 15 
degrees. We do not support a number of points in Rule 21 for winter grazing. There is no scientific 
evidence provided to support this rule.  There is no allowance for consideration of existing land use. 
This is inconsistent with other rules where existing activities such as existing tile drainage or consented 
dairy will continue to be permitted. Because winter grazing was not previously a consented activity, 
should not mean that those undertaking intensive winter grazing are now penalised. On page 7 of 
“Towards a new plan” it is explicitly stated that existing high intensity farming would be permitted, yet 
rule 21 contradicts this. We support a buffer zone of 5m at slopes less than 15 degrees and 20 metres 
at slopes over 15 degrees. We do not support a number of points in Rule 21 for winter grazing. There 
is no scientific evidence provided to support this rule.  There is no allowance for consideration of 
existing land use. This is inconsistent with other rules where existing activities such as existing tile 
drainage or consented dairy will continue to be permitted. Because winter grazing was not previously a 
consented activity, should not mean that those undertaking intensive winter grazing are now penalised. 
On page 7 of “Towards a new plan” it is explicitly stated that existing high intensity farming would be 
permitted, yet rule 21 contradicts this. Prohibiting winter grazing on more than 15% of the Old 
Mataura and Central plains zones would have a serious negative impact on the economic viability of 
many Northern Southland farmers and local economies, harming the local community. Land holding 
entities should be defined as land holding owned or leased by an ownership entity with more than 50% 
common shareholding, whether it is contiguous or not, as this provides flexibility for farmers to 
manage their land holdings and rotate crops in a practical way. 

- We require more than 15% of winter grazing area for our cows. 46% was used in 2015. Our cows are 
wintered in mobs of 100.  As we move towards an all grass wintering system, a greater % will be 
required. A 5 metre buffer on our hill country would be favoured by us, as a 20 metre buffer would 
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put to much land out of action. 2.4 ha in an extreme case. We do not want to apply for a resource 
consent to feed our cows. 

- Only winter cropping 15% of the land for grazing. First issue is that it puts graziers out of business 
completely without permits. Second many farms with complete in house systems still need more than 
that just to feed there own stock. Third we along with most other farmers I am sure choose carefully 
the paddocks to graze on so they have minimal pugging anyway. We all know either from experience 
or otherwise if you pug the ground it firstly costs a lot to make back into a useable state with 
cultivation and secondly costs in loss of production in subsequent years due to soil structure damage. 
So why make a policy of which people already know and do – unless its just another means to collect 
revenue from permits. Fourth the mention that the landholding must be continuous. I have a few 
problems with the fairness of this – but the major one. 1 of our families farms has 3 sections, 1 section 
in not connected to the main farm and has some distance of maybe 1km to get to it yet it is in the 
same title but wouldn’t be entitled to use the 15% of the entire farm allocation on that block because 
there is more than a road separating it yet it does and has done for generations worked as 1 complete 
farming unit and now with this change would no longer be able to fully do that. 

- We are a couple in our 30's with a young family who have just recently purchased our first sheep farm. 
We are very concerned about the proposed approach to intensive winter grazing.  A year ago we 
purchased a 360 acre block of land classified as 'hill country' and lease my parents property which is a 
similar size and also mainly classified as hill country.  In order to finance the venture, we have to run 
an intensive dairy support operation over the winter.  Under the proposed rules, the dairy support 
operation would become a non-complying activity with no guarantee a consent would be granted (19% 
of our farm is in winter crops for fodder grazing).  If we were unable to continue this operation at this 
current level, we would be bankrupted, which is a source of considerable stress for us. While we 
appreciate the environmental effects intensive wintering can have, we would suggest that an approach 
that encourages best management practices to be adopted or raising the area to 20% would be most 
appropriate at this time.  During the limit setting process, a more informed discussion can be had 
about the options for achieving water quality targets and the costs of these options.  At present, there 
doesn't seem to be any cost benefit assessment of the proposed approach to intensive winter grazing. 
 

Which option do you favour? Is there another option for managing this wintering in the Hill 
Country physiographic zone? 

Option 1 14 Option 2  50 

Comments – option 1 
 Over the past 35 years we have spent$1.15 million on riparian fencing, ditching, draining and tree 

planting to keep stock out of waterways 
 I support option 1 with consents needed if within these buffers 
 N limits, critical source work and Telford winter grazing best options 
 Education. I have ploughed and down to within 3m on steep hill and had no surface run off because I 

fence it back and keep that last piece until the load is off the water system as late as possible. In 2 
seasons I have not seen surface run off from a winter crop here. 

 
Comments – option 2  
 This is totally insane This would rule out at least 40% of my farm for winter crops. Just going to make 

my farming business more uneconomic. Hilly paddocks a great for cropping as they don’t pug up and 
stay dry in the wet weather, I would argue that flat paddocks create a hell of a lot more pollution to the 
environment. You only have to smell the stagnant sick soil of a flat paddock vs a hilly one. 

 Once again no cattle allowed on any form of crop. 
 Only where it is practicable to do so; light grazing to control weeds 
 20 metres is stupid, 5 metres is enough if done right 
 Neither - you can't exclude beef cattle from a waterway at anytime, this is ridiculous 
 I would support this as a best practice recommendation 
 Neither option is appropriate or workable. Hill country applies to a very large % of farmed ground 

which can be easily managed with proper grazing techniques 
 Let them develop the hill country so they do not need to do intensive winter grazing. 
 Again N loss limit 
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 However I feel 20m is a lot for 15% slope, 15 degrees is not that steep, 20m is a lot of land out of use 
 Educate and encourage good management practice 
 15m buffer zone is good. Need science on limiting nitrogen per application 
 Be able to graze the buffer zone last if in crops 
 Be able to graze the buffer zone last if in crops 
 it is important to allow sheep access to riparian areas to keep weeds in check. Limited grazing only 
 Buy in and appropriate management i.e. settling areas etc. 
 And only allow stable fertilizer types to be used when growing winter crops 
 Five metre buffer zone from waterways no matter the contour as you can graze top -bottom would be 

OK 
 It depends largely on when areas are grazing and weather at the time too 
 So long as waterways fenced and possibly back fences to stop animals wandering back to waterways 
 Class of stock, sheep a lot less damaging than cattle 
 Apply only to intensive grazing above 15% su/ha 
 More aeration, mole ploughing, building humus and using more biological farming techniques helps 

assist healthy soil structure which can very beneficial .  If soil is in full optimum health (microbial) it 
can work well better with more toxic substances.  More education on our biggest asset the soil, as 1cm 
can be one farming generation and requires far more respect as this 1cm can be lost or sold and our 
heritage of organic matter lost to sea.  Cattle pad’s and herd homes their must be more sustainable 
methods to increase these in Southland rather than a gravy train.  Perhaps Venture Southland could 
look at SIT or overseas relationship to build cheaper kit sets 

 Education 
 2, as lesser of the evils.  Education.  Consents is only clipping ticket.  It's always a wrong approach 
 Nice simple clear rules, rather than consents.  Concerns that 15% is not enough to feed Southland's 

cows - a lot of cows are wintering in Otago and Canterbury.  They may need to be wintered in our 
province if those regions also make similar rules 

 Any buffer zone needs vegetation to absorb excess nutrients being washed down via both surface and 
ground water flow. Farmers will likely prefer to keep the buffer zones in grass for mowing winter feed 
from. Grass cover does not filter well as it does not sufficiently impede surface flow and does not root 
deep enough. Buffer zone vegetation needs to be native to support native biodiversity in the buffered 
waterways. 

 We have reservations about the physiographic zoning - when we converted our farm and obtained 
resource consent it was apparent that ES did not know the soil types or any geographic info about our 
property. In reality, how can you have full soil type/geographic info about all of Southland?? Managing 
and restricting activities based on physiographic zones is a big step and we have concerns about how 
robust ES's knowledge of the zones can be. How would farmers challenge their zoning if they 
disagreed with their allocated physiographic zone? How much will this cost? What would be burden of 
proof? What happens when there is more than one zone on a property? We see the benefits of buffer 
zones for wintering but would like to know how this is going to be implemented in practice. How will 
you measure etc? Once again, we think education and engagement will provide the gains without the 
need for consents and more rules. 

 Same as question 3a. Use back fencing and graze then re-fence (electric) Block grazing (more settled). 
 We on our Farm have for many years had Buffer Zones we have voluntarily left, and we have directly 

seen this to be an advantage in minimizing overland runoff. Each particular paddock needs to be dealt 
with differently, and Option 1 will restrict the economics of the farming operation in a totally 
unnecessary way. In many places that would severely restrict the actual amount of a paddock 
cultivatable, where as with good management practice and education, Option 2 as a maximum 
restriction may be viable. 

 Winter grazing is only for 60 - 90 days of the calendar year. The rest of the year there is relatively no 
stock on farm. This should be taken into account also, rather than just setting a certain % of land use 
for winter grazing. If we were to take it on an annual stock units approach, and those total stock units 
for the calendar year fall below the 'high intensity' stocking rate, then we believe this would be a fairer 
approach. The stocking rate over winter would effectively be spread over a calendar year. There would 
need to be scientific evidence backing what is a 'fair' stocking rate, a balance between the 
environmental impacts and the financial viability of the farming operation. An allowance also needs to 
be made for those who have already fenced off their waterways, and that may be 3 metres as opposed 
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to the 5 metres. Or an long timeframe, i.e. 20 - 30 years to move the fence out 2 meters. 
 I think option 2 is a good compromise and will achieve good outcomes for the environment. 
 I support number 2 although hill country contour is quite variable even within a paddock and a 

blanket rule will not be necessary in all cases. Farmers should be able to have discretion. 
 2 is preferable to 1 but as for above question 10 meters should be sufficient. Too much land out of 

production. A huge impact where testing at water leaving farm may show there is no problem. 
 
Comments – no preference stated 
- On slopes over 40 degrees allow free range low intensity grazing. On slopes under 40 degrees allow 

strip grazing with 20 metre buffer zones to the natural lip of the gully. On slopes less than 15 degrees 
allow strip grazing to within 5 metres of the lip of the natural dip, not to the edge of the water. This is 
critical. From personal experience, a sparkling clean spring water supply was never the same after my 
father ploughed virgin land too close to the gully drop off. 

- None 
- You can't come and tell us how to run our farm. There is not problem with high country practice of 

farming 
- Neither. A temporary hot wire is best. I fenced off a creek and bush block, had to, the gorse and 

broom drove me nuts for the next 30 years. I stopped fencing – permanent 
- This should be left to land owners working the land 
- Not an expert on hill country farming 
- Neither. Either way you are 'excluding stock' so a buffer zone would be pointless 
- I don't have experience on this [hill] country. An issued consent doesn't cure a problem, it only makes 

it legal, like the smell at ICC sewage ponds 
- SIEIA Response: Both options are grossly inadequate to prevent significant water pollution from 

sediment, nitrates, phosphates and pathogens. The following is required: 
- Exclude stock and maintain a 30 metre wide buffer zone from permanent and temporary waterways 

on slopes greater than 15°, and in areas where soil types (as per maps) do not support intensive 
grazing. and a 5 metre wide buffer- zone from waterways on slopes less than 15o 

- Neither. 20m is 4 ha per km length, two sides. Many farms have many kms waterways. Current best 
practice advice is the best way to go 

- Not sure 
- All cattle should be kept out of all waterways. I have all waterways dry or wet fenced and have a 

riparian strip on one side 
- Runoff can travel large distance in adverse weather conditions, problem won't change 
- I think an intensity option is needed for wintering in the high country i.e. exclusion from waterways is 

not needed below a certain stocking/discharge rate. Many streams in hill country cannot be effectively 
fenced at 5 or 20m distance because of high water flows in floods, gullies coming in perpendicular to 
the stream, short ‘gorge’ sections etc. Perhaps a larger area around the stream can be fenced and left in 
pasture and a limited stocking rate allowed. I am not sure that a slope degree rule is enforceable. Slope 
angles vary continuously; are we talking average slope? A proportion of the land? Over what distance 
is the slope measured? What about the sides of gullies that intersect the stream? Small steep areas 
might be subjected to a bit of ‘constructive ploughing’ to bring them within limits. 

- Neither. Good management practices 
- In my experience, farmers in this zone are managing the wintering to a satisfactory standard already 
- On smaller farms, paddocks tend to be smaller and hills are not always big. A 20 metre buffer on a 

small hill and paddock makes cropping difficult or ineffective. Most ground that has been worked up 
in the past is required to be worked up in the future for effective management of a property especially 
smaller properties. If the 5 metre measurement is taken from the edge of the usual waterway not the 
edge for example of a ditch, then in most cases this would have less impact on grazing lost. The size of 
a paddock and the number of ditches should also be considered when thinking of buffer zones. For 
example on our property there is a paddock of 1.5 ha with ditches on three sides. Paddocks of this 
type need to be cultivated at times but larger buffer zones make things difficult. 

- None. Farmers already manage land on hill country that minimises damage to land 
- Some people can manage and some can't. Just need more help to some people, not costly consents 
- Common sense as it is now 
- This is not directly relevant to us, but again, we would recommend education and focus on good 
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management practice rather than rules based on arbitrary numbers.  Every situation is different and 
farmers know their land best.  Provide them with information about the problems they need to be 
avoiding and let them make good decisions rather than farming to rules that are not based on effects. 

- Neither.  The buffer zones grow gorse, weeds and  rubbish.  These only hold a limited amount of 
sediment.  Just a fraction. 

- Every farm has different and varying creeks, etc.  Weed control would get out of hand and fencing 
costs prohibited 

- None of them.  Cattle and deer should be excluded from water, but not sheep as there is no evidence 
that sheep exclusion helps the environment as banks become unstable 

- Neither - all waterways should be fenced 
- Neither - education is the key.  And it should be outcome based, not rule based 
- Farmers need to have the chance to run their properties due to GMP and the ES FEP 
- Most farmers in the hill country have a good idea of what needs to be done on their property, after all 

it is their life an they don’t want it ruined 
- Neither, I think both could work on a sliding acale.  Number one and 2 should be considered 
- Both options have merit.  However, they are only for the Hill Country.  I support this criteria 

becoming a requirement for other vulnerable areas used for intensive wintering of stock and a 
consenting process if necessary.  Environment Southland has previously expressed concern regarding 
intensive winter grazing over tile drains.  There may be a case for lax grazing of these areas adn 
provision of a runoff area to avoid intensive strip-grazing, with consequent effluent and stock health 
issues 

- Neither, working on bank erosion like what is being done in Waituna will do more good 
- Neither. There are huge economic disadvantages in slope and buffer zone requirements 
- Proposed 20m buffer zones are excessive 
- It's not for me to decide how hill country should be farmed- that's the owners prerogative 
- Neither. Education. Farmers are generally care givers of the land so if there is a problem they will 

finish. 
- Neither. School farmers on best management for their specific case. As owners of the land we are also 

concerned. 20m is a lot of affected area 
- Neither. And I don't appreciate that this option in not provided. Again sediment, Ecoli, and phosphate 

have been "holding the line" in Southland according to your 2010 SOE report. If we refer to estuaries, 
you will never "hold the line" in an estuary, by nature they catch suspended sediment and nutrients as 
they enter the estuary. Forget about buffer zones in the hill country - save this for the Catchment 
Limit setting process. The line is being held. 

- Allow the farmer to decide on buffer zones with advice from ES land sustainability officer. Use best 
practice management. Setting strict rules on buffer zones does not reflect the topographical variation 
on farms. This approach is too rigid. 

- Above Neither is an option. You should have given us 3 options. This is stacked. 15 degree slope 
affects a good portion of Southland. How on earth are you going to monitor all of this and get permits 
out and who is going to pay? A 20 m buffer makes many paddocks much smaller. We are going to be 
inundated with fences. 

- Neither option is favoured. We do not want more people driving or flying around telling us what to 
do. We are sick of looking behind us all the time. 
 

Stock access to water. Do you agree that all stock should be progressively excluded from 
waterways? 

Yes 40 No  77 

Comments – yes 
- Common sense here. All large animals, sheep in some places 
 Where possible and practicable, exemptions in high country. This can only happen where practical - 

e.g. exemptions in the high county. ES cannot classify all stock to be excluded. Riparian planting 
should not be a forced cost on farmers. Fenced waterways also need managed for excess growth and 
weed control - good management practices should be able to be applied. How are you going to 
control riparian areas on farms that don't have sheep? No comment on the timelines as I think ES 
need to consult with farming industry bodies and farmers to how it would be best to deal with 
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waterways first. 
 Where it is practical 
 SIEIA Response: Yes, all stock should be progressively excluded from waterways, but all dairy cows 

should be immediately excluded from waterways. 
 if possible 
 Sheep are ok, they don't like water 
 Take note - excluding stock from waterways would require a water system on the farm. A huge cost 

which requires time and money availability 
 Where practical (consider flood prone hard to fence) 
 I support stock exclusion from waterways, again with Government support to share costs of fencing 
 Agree that all stock should be excluded from waterways & that those farmers who use streams as 

stock water supply need to install stock water systems  BUT From our own experience, fencing off 
the creek resulted in the growth of long grass & weed species which have collapsed the creek banks 
and every time the creek floods, we lose more of the banks so our original 4m buffer is now barely 
2m. Therefore, while we support excluding stock, we think that limited grazing to control excess 
growth should be allowed. Fencing for sheep is much more expensive than for cattle so we think their 
timeframe should be extended to 2025, especially if a stock water system is also required. Council 
should take into consideration food prone areas. We have a boundary fence which is submerged 
whenever the Mataura River floods. Maintaining that fence is very time consuming & expensive, 
especially removing flood debris. It would be very difficult to maintain a number of flood prone 
fences. 

 We agree that all stock should be progressively excluded from waterways. 
 We are supportive of the exclusion of all stock from waterways in the hill country zone during the 

intensive winter grazing period by way of introducing buffer zones. Avoiding wintering activity on the 
most vulnerable parts of the landscape would help minimise soil damage and the associated risk of 
overland flow. 

 How does public perception reconcile to the science? Are we excluding stock for appearances sake or 
is there a measurable beneficial effect? Our experience is where we have fenced of stock because it is 
beside the main road and visible, the stream banks are collapsing - they are dominated by clumpy 
cocksfoot, capture sediment when the creek overflows building the banks higher until they collapse 
into the water. Willow, gorse and broom require significantly more control through chemicals and 
mechanical removal on an ongoing basis introducing more sediment to the creek. I have concerns 
whether this is financially viable long-term. On the same creek where sheep and cattle continue to 
graze the banks, banks are more stable, its course is more stable/not scouring out at corners and the 
weeds are easily controlled (I can send pictures if an illustration helps). If cattle are provided an 
alternative drinking source (trough), in my experience they spend considerably less time in the 
waterway - perhaps, a rule could be constructed that stock are excluded when soils are wet/saturated 
but if alternative reticulated water is provided and no significant discoloration or bank pugging 
occurs, then sheep and to a lesser extent cattle are encouraged to graze and help maintain river and 
stream banks? While ES have said in the rule limited grazing will still be allowed, I believe they need 
to be clear and explicit in the situations where this is permitted so that the farmer and ES have 
something to fall back on when queried by the public. The majority of our rivers and streams are a 
culturally induced landform - we have confined them to single stems instead of braids, introduced 
willows and rock rip rap to stabilse banks/course, introduced fish species to the detriment of native 
species, didymo etc. They need ongoing human maintenance and I believe limited stock grazing is 
part of this rather than increasing mechanical and chemical remedies. ES also need to be wary of 
unintended consequences - in our case, we decided 6-7 years ago in response to public 
perception/complaints to fence our portion of the Mataura. Historically we had grazed sheep in this 
area but due to flooding we opted to single wire fence and to remove the sheep and replace with 
cattle. To fully utilize the initial investment in fencing and reticulated stock water, we cropped and 
winter grazed dairy cows then subsequently regrassed and improved fertility of the area increasing 
stocking rates and now apply regular nitrogen to the area to sustain intensive beef finishing. Our N 
leaching is considerably more now because of higher stocking rates, N applied, and large concentrated 
cattle urine patches but we have reduced P and sediment loss. The river banks appear less stable, ES 
have to spray more often for gorse and broom and more mechanical removal of willows and 
construction of rock rip rap, and the fishermen now complain about the rank grass and getting shocks 
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from the electric fence. I have concerns about requiring riparian planting. In the riverine and oxidising 
zones I was under the impression N leaching is the bigger issue rather than P and sediment loss. If 
this is the case, then riparian planting will achieve little other than diverting attention/resources away 
from the real issue. The public perception is of leafy shrubs and trees being best - they look nice, 
lower water temperature and look after in stream invertebrate - fish. However, if the aim is to 
intercept P and sediment losses (which is what riparian fencing as I understand is about as N 
predominately leaches to groundwater first then to surface water) then grasses, sedges, rushes etc. are 
preferable to mitigate against these overland flows and provide environmental benefit. Essentially, 
would ES be wanting riparian planting for the warm fuzzy looks nice public perception angle or 
because there were quantifiable environmental benefits? I am also considered than ES appear to be 
hijacking the biodiversity/indigenous vegetation policy in order to promote riparian planting thus 
removing landowners flexibility to innovate and mitigate. I believe the timelines are achievable as long 
as there is provision for farmers to seek consent where they cannot practicably meet timelines - there 
needs to be clear guidance from ES about what a consent need contain and ways to mitigate impact in 
order to simplify and limit the cost of consents. There also needs to be clear definitions and 
identification of what constitutes a waterway early on some farmers can plan - the goal posts cannot 
keep being moved. 

 It is much more costly to fence sheep out of waterways than cattle how great is the benefit? 
 I believe all stock including sheep should be excluded from all waterways as soon as possible.it should 

be easier to put in a stock water scheme and no consents or charges or monitoring should be required 
to sink a bore and take water if for stock, domestic or dairy shed use. I have been dairy farming in 
Southland for over 20 years and as farms have been progressively converted to dairy I have noticed 
less and less dead sheep in the creeks until now I see virtually none. The result of no sheep access and 
so I believe that sheep have no place in creeks and drains. It should be mandatory to have stock water 
schemes in place. The establishment of rank grass etc. is what should be encouraged. 

 All cattle and deer need to be removed from water ways to have positive impacts on water 
 
Comments - no  
 Not practical in hill country 
 Sheep in limited numbers are ok 
 Not sheep 
 Not low intensity e.g. hill country 
 We have a level bank where sheep keep it weed free and is very good bank protection 
 Have no problem with limited sheep grazing 
 Completely against sheep having to be fenced from waterways. Waimea stream flows the length of 

our farm and we also have two creeks. This water source is the sole supply of drinking water for stock 
as no reticulated supply goes that far. Our reticulated supply is under summer pressure quite often. 
An extension would mean the Balfour/Lumsden supply enlarging to come down the Waimea Valley 
Road and comes at a large cost. 
Secondly fencing (sheep out) would be near impossible with the non straight fences that would be put 
up as the Waimea changes angle all the time. Floods would forever wash away sheep proof fences, 
cost involved would be prohibitive and fencing land off would promote weeds and gorse. 
Often the riverbank not fenced off is in better condition than where it is fenced, possibly stronger 
grass root structure. Do sheep really do much damage/polluting having a drink as they don’t usually 
stand in the water. I really do have grave concerns on this issue. Forget sheep exclusion. Riparian 
plantings discretionary. 

 I do a lot of duck shooting and have done for a long time. Over the years I have seen waterways die 
from fencing and planting as water becomes shaded, green and dead because of no light getting in. 
also huge erosion as long grass causes banks to get washed away and fences stuffed. 

 Permit sheep 
 Some aspects and consequences of permanent fencing off creeks 

• As vegetation builds up in the creek bed, as a result of stock exclusion, the creek water flow is 
confined to a narrow raised water channel. This leads to tile lines that feed into the open drains to 
struggle to be effective with obvious consequences. 
• Weed invasion of riparian strips. 
• more prone to flooding of susceptible land increases in occurrences and severity 
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• Animal welfare issues. If climatic challenges such as the severe icing that occurred 10 years ago that 
froze all troughs in the basin, top to bottom, for 3 weeks leaving creeks, the only access to water for 
the stock. Also mechanical pump failure, my farm has a deep well submersible pump the requires a rig 
to lift it out for repairs, the nearest being Invercargill and there is often a wait for a suitable new 
pump. The last one I replaced had to come from Australia. 
• The need for mechanical cleaning of creeks that disturbs natural grassy creek beds and sides. 
• Need of toxic sprays to control weed invasion. 
• Cost factors. A lot of the expenses cannot, under present legislation, be claimed as maintenance but 
are treated as a capital improvement at 8% depreciation rate, making the absorbing of costs much 
more difficult. 
• Creeks are often not in a convenient paddock place for fencing causing difficulties in stock 
movement and control. 

 Stock from waterways. My ditch has a hard bottom and sheep do very little if any damage in the 
summer time and need this water at this time of year. Excluding them from May to September I have 
no problem with it but the 1st September, the 30th would be a lot more practical and easier to manage. 
If all these proposals go through then there will be no more dairy consents to convert so the sheep 
farm prices would drop a lot. If this happens there their rates would have to be adjusted accordingly or 
you will have a war to fight. Water has only become an issue since all those dairy farms have popped 
up. To most people with any farming knowledge this was always going to happen and be a problem. 
Now you are trying to shut the gate after the problem has happened and picking on all farmers. Sheep 
farmers don’t overstock and most don’t cause all these problems you are now trying to fix. I’m 
understocked at the moment but if a family member takes over my farm and increases stock numbers 
they will not be getting consent from you. 

 There is no point in excluding all stock from waterways.  Sheep provide many benefits to banks, and 
how will be pest control and bank management be carried out if they are excluded.  We do not see 
sheep as a problem outside of intensive winter grazing periods.  Dairy cattle are already excluded, and 
we are comfortable that other cattle, deer and pigs should eventually be excluded also, although 
timeframes for doing this need to be long. 

 Cattle, deer and pigs straight away, all ages 
 Husbands say’s NO as we are classed in hill country and not feasible in numerous ways for our sole 

trader operation. I Robina support in part as cattle are the biggest offender and largest polluter but I 
say if more evidence is provided in relation to especially sheep and it’s overwhelming and better 
resources available for transition.   Excluding cattle from permanent flowing waterways agree with, 
removing cattle from waterways is a key focus as at least three times plus more pollution it seems than 
other farming species.  Yes can agree with you on cattle, deer, pigs from waterways in those zones 
identified but 2017 but maybe a pinch and not sure of what scale the issue is to complete. Excluding 
sheep in those zones listed (Marine terraces, Gleyed, Oxidising, Central Plains and Riverine) by 2021 
gives five years, which seems reasonable when our aquifers are shallow and quick flushing and leach 
more in these zones.  But will be those whom are impacted more and should be identified and given 
more time if they have more tributaries and will be using the mitigation tools already planned with 
limiting stock numbers, riparian block buffers, critical source areas identified and wetlands.  Consent 
only if it’s quick, inexpensive but more perhaps tools such as LEP or FFAP part of management and 
working alongside the individuals rather than potentially a bullying attitude which doesn’t do any good.   
We have an ageing farming population and a very conservative attitude in Southland which needs 
assistance, has ORC or other RC achieved outstanding relationships with community as they could be 
helpful? 

 Fencing off all waterways impractical.  Again, creating ponding areas, wetlands and sediment catching 
areas allows this water to be filtered.  Small creeks that cross a flat paddock and have been fenced off 
become clogged with weed, lifting the water table and finding a new path outside of riparian fencing.  
Creeks that cut through a paddock requiring to be double deer fenced with additional gates and 
culverts would be financially very expensive.  Unnecessary to fence off small creeks that don't run all 
year.  Good management to keep stock away from these areas at times of high flow is a solution. 

 Is the rest of NZ going to pay for this and compensate the landowner? 
 Sheep not harming banks, they control weeds. Most ditches need to be regularly cleaned to keep tile 

drains clear or return to swamp 
 We do not agree that all stock should be progressively excluded from waterways. On Te Anau Downs 
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stock have had access to waterways since 1859 without any detrimental effect on water quality or 
ecosystem health. We are opposed to fencing out all waterways as the cost implications for a farm as 
extensive as Te Anau Downs is tremendous and prohibitive. Furthermore, fenced out, ungrazed berm 
areas can become a fire risk and become infested with noxious weeds. We live in a high rainfall area 
with frequent floods which could damage fencing along waterways. For cost reasons we are opposed 
to riparian planting being made a requirement. Voluntary riparian planting should rather be 
encouraged through awareness raising and incentives. 

 Again there is no scientific evidence provided to support the exclusion of non dairy stock from 
waterways. Is this proposal to manage nutrient or sediment losses to waterways? It would seem 
reasonable to prevent stock from accessing large named waterways of significant size on “easier” 
contour. Sediment dams and weirs to aerate water may be an alternative to fencing on fast flowing 
smaller hill country water ways. It is noted the cost of fencing hill country waterways may be very high 
due to contour, etc. 

 Again sediment, Ecoli, phosphate are all holding the line. You are trying to create rules beyond your 
brief. It is patently obvious that the 'Sediment fingerprinting' research shows bank collapse and erosion 
is the main contributor of sediment to estuaries. Fencing off sheep waterways will surely speed up this 
bank collapse. Your own staff know this to be true. What should be done is multifactorial research to 
understand what the factors are that contribute to bank collapse. This areas should then be 
subsequently identified and management considered. Once the science is completed, the creation of 
catchment groups would provide a great vehicle for the identification of high risk zones and 
management of them. 

 Need good, peer-reviewed science to show that the cost of this is justified by the benefits achieved. 
This represents a HUGE capital investment from farmers and it needs to be justifies. 

 We think that cattle, deer and pigs should be excluded. If we take all stock away from the waterways 
then the grass left behind becomes rank and unable to filter the nutrients coming off the land. We 
think it is appropriate to controlled grazing of these areas. The cost of planting, fencing and 
controlling the weeds on this areas is high. There would be need to be some kind of financial help to 
achieve this. 

 10 years. Work on one stock then another to get it right. We want to plant and fence more, but 
finances don't always allow this to happen immediately. 

 Cost of fencing and riparian planting of ALL waterways will put us out of business. Yes certain 
waterways should be fenced, some riparian planting done, dairy cows kept out but this should all be 
assessed on a case by case, farm by farm basis. The cost should doing so should be recognised as a 
factor in deciding what should be done, when etc.. Extensive farms cannot realistically fence all 
waterways nor would doing so make any difference to erosion, nutrients etc.. Excluding animals e.g. 
sheep, from waterways results in serious weed problems in those areas - broom, ragwort, gorse. 
Grazing is needed for economic weed control. 

 I agree that cattle should be excluded from waterways but I strongly disagree that sheep should be. 
Sheep do not like standing in water and do not generally urinate or defecate in waterways. In my 
observations they only visit waterways during dryish times when they are lactating, lambs seldom do. 
When drinking they approach the water, drink then back away with minimal disturbance to the edges. 
Sheep do not damage the natural vegetation growing in and near the waterways (flax, tussocks rushers, 
etc.) In our case it would be financially crippling to fence all our waterways. 

 I can understand cows and in winter but sheep don't choose to get their feet wet in fact they avoid it as 
much as possible. While I don't disagree with fencing and riparian planting it is a huge cost for a sheep 
farmer, much more than for dairy cows and these guys have had the big money to pay for cheap 
fencing. Every little stream is not achievable. 

 Sheep do not need to be excluded. Alternative water schemes are another huge expense and not 
needed on sheep farms. 

 
Comments – no preference stated 
- Sheep need bridges or culverts at critical crossings. They prefer not to stand in water to drink. 

Temporary buffer zones are needed for strip grazing. Where there is evidence of broken banks and 
muddied water, permanent fencing should be required, otherwise not compulsory for sheep. If you 
insist on fully fencing off water from sheep, troughs and a water supply will need to be arranged. Miles 
of fencing and piping, huge expense and months of work involved. With health and safety in mind, 
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much of this work will have to be manpowered and done in the farmer's spare time. For cattle, option 
2 is preferred: exclude stock from waterways where 20m of land leading to the water has a slope of less 
than 7 degrees. 

- It would be good if everyone did it voluntarily 
- NB - notice that in Australia it's the opposite, access to water for animals supersedes any soil issues 
- Stock should be excluded from streams and rivers. Low stocking rates may be permitted next to 

ditches. See also comments above re high country. The effect of sheep grazing in preventing weed 
establishment and bank erosion is pseudo-science. We cannot base a plan on a handful of anecdotes. 
Sheep in streams cause contamination and erosion, and probably establishment of weeds. Let’s not 
undermine the effectiveness of the plan and the sacrifices of other farmers to appease this sort of 
thing. If there is evidence around this, let’s see it. I don’t think the waterway definitions in the draft 
will have the desired effect. Some small streams have natural values. Other larger waterways may be 
better used for farm drainage and contaminant attenuation. Defining streams by depth may encourage 
farmers to make more, smaller ditches, which will be exempt, and by lowering the water table may 
even take flow from nearby streams, making them exempt too. Pools in streams could be filled in to 
avoid the depth criterion. As with slope – how much of the stream has to comply for depth or width? 
We go back to averages and the near impossibility of measurement. Or we go for max/min and 
encourage creative modifications of the infringing areas. Open ditches will be important for 
management of tile drain discharge. This will affect issues of riparian planting e.g. whether the 
waterway will be dredged (‘cleared’) and access needed for this. There needs to be an integrated 
approach to managing waterways. This will require identification of which waterways have ecological 
and recreational values and which are for management of farm drainage and contaminants. It is not 
reasonable to protect every farm ditch because it now has fish in it. Some streams however have been 
turned into ditches and managed as such. It will be critical to identify which are which, and to manage 
the interface between drains/ditches and natural/recreational value streams as a point of discharge. 
That is where a pond, wetland or other mitigation could be sited. It is also where compliance 
monitoring could be focused. 

- Excluding stock from water ways works well on our farm in lowland Southland.  I think there needs to 
be a clear definition of a water body and a high stocking rate before embarking into the higher 
country.  Excluding stock from waterways creates a significant cost in fencing, stock water systems and 
on-going weed control. 

- Some stock needs to be. 
- Stock access to water - Most dairy farms are already fenced and a lot of lowland sheep farms this 

should be encouraged in flat land including all life style block as a high proportion are on low land, but 
it is an impossible task in some hill country areas and a huge expense to all farmer and  not economic.  
Riparian planting should be farmer discretion as this too is expensive. Trees actually shade grassland 
leading to bare soils which in turn allows less filtration of nutrients.  
Physiographic Zones - There is not enough science behind this zoning and farms that fall into two 
zones can be severally disadvantaged. 

 Fencing off waterways is a good idea 
 Cattle, deer, pigs - yes. Sheep, no. 
 Not sheep, just cattle and deer 
 Never. What is proposed is unworkable. 
 Why not align this with the cultivating on sloping land rule - if the surrounding land has been 

cultivated (and therefore will generally have higher stocking rates and easier to provide reticulated 
water) then exclude stock otherwise a rule about preserving a filtering scrub buffer around waterways 
by limiting burning/spraying - i.e. a de facto stock access barrier. I worry that by excluding stock in 
some circumstances will adversely affect bank stability - I think ES would be better to focus on 
encouraging retention/enhancement of vegetation (matagouri, flax, sedges etc) adjacent to waterways 
without focusing on fencing. Again looking at low-hanging fruit - the cost of fencing will be 
prohibitive with little beneficial effect in extensive hill country thereby discouraging farmer buy-in, 
whereas by limiting burning and spraying adjacent to waterways (minimal cost) and promoting 
vegetation stream stability is achieved alongside a filtering effect and discouraging/limiting stock 
access to waterways. Some distinction would need to be made between a gorse filled gully which is 
fixing nitrogen and contributing to the problem and indigenous/naturally occurring vegetation, 
however, ES needs to be wary though that they do not try to achieve this by manipulating the 
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indigenous/biodiversity rule to achieve their desired outcome in this space as this will lead to farmer 
resentment and suspicion of ulterior motives. Option 2 is very unclear and I worry about 
implementation and interpretation of an unclear rule. Does option 2 mean where slope is less than 7 
degrees fencing is required but over 7 degrees fencing is not? I know ES are trying to make an 
allowance for practicality, but this appears to be putting a rule in place for appearances sake and not 
actually dealing with the effects. Option 1 is more clear cut but I think it needs to be graduated more 
i.e. all permanently flowing waterways over 2m and 50cm deep regardless of contour unless vegetation 
preserved/enhanced limiting stock access and promoting stream bank stability; all waterways over 1m 
and 30cm deep where the surrounding land has been cultivated (ie. a quasi measurement of stock 
grazing intensity). 

 Set stocking near streams or electric fence them in the wet season. 
 The actual practicality, and economical viability of both of these rules is very questionable, and the 

science behind the 7 degree rule is questionable too. Forcing some certain areas of Hill Country to 
fence off every creek and force them to install water systems would be a highly economically 
unsustainable, and possibly an animal welfare issue with the actual distance animals would have to trek 
to get access drinking water. 

 Hill country is difficult to manage at best I consider a policy of education a much better outcome 
 Neither of above options. We have found more damage is done when streams are fenced off. Rank 

over grown grass rips away the bank when the creeks rise., ES is assuming all water ways remain 
constant depth and width. This is not so in tributaries. 
 

Should riparian planting be part of the stock exclusion requirements? 

Yes  25 No  8+ 

 
Comments – yes 
 Only if there is a biological benefit 
 Where practicable 
 Where practicable 
 Riparian planting is desirable, but not as imperative as stock exclusion. Riparian vegetation will re-grow 

naturally soon after stock exclusion, so any formal planting plan may be an unnecessary cost to the 
landowner in the short term at least. 

 Cattle will play in it and damage banks 
 Yes, where practicable. Not necessarily in low intensity grazing 
 Yes I agree that all stock should be progressively excluded from waterways and that riparian plantings 

should be part of the stock exclusion requirements- particularly the planting of natives and plants 
especially beneficial for bees 

 Farm by farm decision without massive costs in planning 
 Common sense 
 Riparian planting should not be part of exclusion policy – naturally growing grasses stabilise waterway 

banks and achieve a certain level of filtering 
 PHS is supportive of the initiative to exclude all stock from waterways. While the initial phase is 

proposed to involve exclusion of cattle, deer, and pigs from waterways on certain physiographic zones, 
it is imperative to exclude all other stock that are likely contributing to deteriorating water quality in 
Southland, including sheep. The year 2021 would allow land owners plenty of time to execute the 
exclusion, however, PHS has concerns that sheep farmers may opt for the consent option as it will 
extend the timeframe for completion of exclusion zone for sheep out to 2025. 
Riparian planting is an excellent way of introducing biodiversity and natural filtration of contaminants 
however allowing some stock access to the riparian area would require very clear rules to avoid any 
confusion regarding what is acceptable practice.  

 Riparian planting with locally sourced natives should be encouraged. 
 
Comments - no 
 Riparian planting should be illegal. It clogs waterways and is going to cost a lot to fix in the future. 
 in some places grass can be just as good, trees in right environment 
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 Let the farmer assess the needs of each situation. Make free advice available to them i.e. advisory staff 
 Not always as can inhibit the ability to manage waterway 
 Does this not build up weeds and slow down water flows in high rain causing more flooding 
 Even though we have planted 25,000 trees and plants in rivers, creeks etc. it shouldn't be compulsory 
 Encourage 
 Trees block drains and open ditches can't be cleaned 
 Over planting and stopping sunlight can have a bad effect on fish life within the waterway 
 Easy to exclude cattle with one hot wire. Sheep much more expensive! All dairy already fenced off. 
 I am all for fencing off waterways but riparian planting will be a disaster on my farm as I would block 

up all my tile drains and be farming on a swamp. Just fence waterways and don't insist on planting. 
Some waterways would be suitable for planting but not all so don't make it mandatory 

 It should be voluntary and there are places where it could be a hindrance to the flow of water, the 
integrity of the stream 

 Riparian planting should absolutely not be part of the requirements.  These need to be down to 
individual farm owner’s choice, as in many cases they are about biodiversity, not about water quality.  
They are expensive to establish and maintain.  If you force farmers into this, it will put them off 
voluntary fencing of waterways.  Farmers do not have a money pit for ‘nice to have’ developments.  
You wouldn’t force urban landowners to have a flower garden… this is the farming equivalent.  
Unless there is significant proof of the benefit and the cost-benefit stacks up, we absolutely oppose 
this.  Many people will put in riparian plantings voluntarily as and when it is suitable for them and their 
farm… this should not be a requirement. 

 Most of it achieves nothing.  It removes little N 
 Outcome based, not rule based 
 This allows for a safe passage of weeds, as evidenced by a new population of blackberry on our farm. 
 Stock have a right to water also 
 We have ES drains that are not permitted to be planted? 
 Riparian planting should NOT be part of the stock exclusion requirements.  Riparian planting may 

give a feel good/look good factor, but what is wrong  with good old grass for filtering sediment. 
 Some cases people do anyway, not a requirement 
 Grass acts as a buffer if the correct length. Sheep excluding in mob stocking winter etc. 
 Riparian strips yes, planting strips not necessarily, can sometimes be worse for bank collapse, rather 

than allowing the natural regrowth of longer sworded grass, tussocks, and bank holding native shrubs. 
We are firm believers that Sheep are totally fine to access waterways as long as not under intensive 
conditions, when they definitely should be excluded. In our catchment, where Sheep have had access 
to our pastoral stream, they have continued to have good stable banks allowing for good grass filtering 
margins, and this has allowed good free access for fishing and other recreational activities. To assist 
the Ecoli and Water clarity issue we have in our catchment I believe keeping Cattle Deer & Pigs 
excluded is vital. I also question council and DOC owned landholders, as to whether maintenance of 
wild ungulates such as deer and pigs is being addressed as they have free access to creeks and streams, 
and cause a major amount of water clarity and Ecoli issues. 

 Riparian planting is failing in one farm we know of where $100,000 has been spent on riparian 
planting. Now they have a bigger problem. Not feasible in flood plain areas. Gorse and broom 
growing in these areas will require spray which should be avoided near waterways and they are 
nitrogen fixing so may create more problems than the status quo. Cattle and sheep are different. Sheep 
don't stand in the water to drink but keep banks clear of weeds and available to fishermen. 

 Riparian Planting only if subsidised by local government or government. It is going to take a lot of 
time to educate all farmers, fencing to be carried out etc. 2017 is too soon. 

 
Comments – no preference stated 
 Riparian planting is great, however the earth does clothe itself in suitable species over time if left to do 

it's thing. Encouraged but not compulsory please, except on problem areas needing bushes for 
stabilisation 

 Not suitable in some areas 
 We have embarked on an aesthetic riparian planting plan on our farm.  I think riparian planting should 

only be a required activity where there are beneficial outcomes. 
 What are the exact benefits?  What would happen if we all do this?  Who pays for it? 
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 Yes for cattle No for sheep.  Riparian tree planting is expensive the key is riparian block.  Cost analysis 
re benefit concerns me.  As viewed at times and mentioned prior in submissions that data such as 5-
15% beneficial in riparian planting, so seems possibly an unnecessary expense when rank grass can be 
the filter.  Trees provide greatest significance more so in amenity and biodiversity values and are 
numerous folk working on the right plant species for the nitrogen pollution especially.  The riparian 
block buffer grazed only in summer months of December – February perhaps only by sheep 

 Riparian planting could be part of the stock exclusion requirements, where appropriate.  Native plants 
already present should also be fenced off.  Environment Southland education and assistance would be 
useful to ensure success, including advice on alternative sources of stockwater.  Fencing completed 
within time lines by creating a revolving fund to be repaid over time through a special rate 
 

Are the timelines achievable? If not, when is more appropriate? 

Yes  35 No  63 

 
Comments – yes 
 2025 is achievable, most dairy farms are already done 
 Should have been pushed onto some ignorant farmers yesterday! 
 Subsidies will be needed for riparian fencing and planting 
 The timelines for this are achievable. 
 For cattle, yes 
 n/a for sheep 
 If forced.  Sheep probably aren't a big problem.  Cattle, deer and pigs are.  Planting and big buffers 

and silt traps should be a critical source points and some other points 
 In part think they can be but will be some parties more impacted and have the other mitigation tools 

for use.  Always some minor parties impacted greater and system doesn’t fit well 
 5 years - everyone treated the same - easy and fair rules 

 
Comments – no  
 Let farmers chip away at it. I am currently doing 1-2 paddocks per year where required. I think ceasing 

stock access to creeks is a good idea as it tends to be where any sick ones go to die. But what I do not 
need is a council telling me when and where it has to be completed, This will make me dig my toes in 
and stop doing it voluntarily. Just butt out ES ! Come and have am look at what I’m doing if you like 
but don’t tell me how and when. 

 Riparian planting are happening with fencing, but they do not need to be made compulsory This 
timeline is not achievable. The cost of fencing water ways and the stock water scheme that will be 
required are substantial. In the current financial climate for all agriculture sectors this cost will be too 
much to wear for many. 

 I believe that it may be achievable within 20 years, but at present the economic climate that is farming 
doesn't allow the sort of funds required to complete this task. Also in addition to our last comment, if 
the council is going to enforce the fencing of waterways, then the council should pay for this to 
happen. They also should be reducing the amount of rates that the farmer pays. 

 Achievable for who? If rivers are fenced at 3m you get 3m of Broom. We fence at 1m and temporary 
fence in winter. 

 Can't give a time line but there is not enough income stream to cover the amount of fencing required. 
Excluding sheep would require a huge amount to be spent on water reticulation at the same time. 
More money we do not have to spend. 

 Never. You cannot exclude stock in hill country from waterways. This is their only source of water you 
idiots. Also I can't fence off part of my waterway as it gets flooded and wipes out the fence so 
unachievable 

 If you try to make this into a rule you will end up with a high % of farmers being unlawful and a very 
complex piece of legislation. 

 Can Council indicate when incomes are going to increase to a level of profit that will allow farmers to 
function profitably and sustain extra consent costs as well. 

 Never for sheep. The rest depends on intensity. Target high risk first for greatest gain. This should be 
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done real soon! 
 Every property is different. Some could achieve these outcomes in 6 months and others would need 

10 years 
 Go back to best practice 
 As your leader Ali Timms stated at meeting at Mataura, to make all sheep farms do this policy, all 

farms would go broke! 
 Never 
 Don't agree with it anyway. We have plenty of natural cover, tussock etc. no need for more 
 Through the suggested best practice ideas 2090 
 2030 
 This depends on the economic situation of the farmer for the cost of fencing unless the council is 

prepared to subsidise. Bulldozed fencing lines will increase the soil erosion 
 The yardstick keeps moving. You can't change things once set up 
 20 years, then I might be retired! 
 High country streams with little stock is not only impossible to fence but extremely expensive with 

little difference to water quality 
 No,  it needs to be very gradual to keep people onside 
 Some waterways have appropriate settling areas in the form of filter areas or bogs negating the need to 

fence out stock 
 Money - who's going to pay for it? 
 2020 to allow financing of winter systems 
 Much more science is required before farmers will willingly co-operate. At present I see potential for 

legal challenges 
 For animals other than sheep the timetable may be ok. There is no need for a timetable to fence sheep 

out  as it has never been an issue and sheep farmers should be encouraged to graze waterways 
 Plans should be put in place with ES to fence worst areas and work from there, cost of fencing should 

be considered 
 Never! Sheep hate water and getting wet. They do not stand in it and muck it up anyway 
 Not practical to exclude sheep from waterways on extensive properties not economic to fence 

waterway and replace with reticulated water 
 Easily achievable by idiots sitting in offices. You, of course, could get out and put the fences up and 

pay for them, it is you who want it. It is not necessary 
 It will take at least 10 years to tell if certain management techniques work 
 There is more to it than just fencing off waterways. We need water for stock 
 Stupid. Huge areas of hill country impractical full stop 
 December 2017 is not enough time for change, particularly where waterways are required for water 

supply.  But it is fair that these farmers should have to have a plan in place to progressively establish 
fences.  It is difficult to put an absolute timeframe in place as the requirements for different farmers 
vary drastically. For a farmer who would need to establish a water system and a significant amount of 
fencing, this will be very expensive… timeframes would need to be dependent on their financial 
situation and on the effects being caused by access to waterways on their farm. 

 Extend time frame for drinking water parcel water for drinking 
 Entire process has been started land and as it's proceeding in an ad hoc/stop-start way 
 Economically a 10 year lead in time would be viable 
 Leave as long as possible.  Get better science on water quality in next five years for better data 

evidence to support 
 Since you have reduced available funding this timeframe is unworkable.  Extend it to 20 years 
 No need to rush, better to do more research and create something that is effective 
 Major farming change is happening everywhere you look as we all become more environmentally 

aware.  Why is ES trying to move ahead of the scientific data being gathered for the end of 2017 
 2045 
 Nothing is achieved by rushing in and making rules that don't work.  More investigation is needed 
 A lot more can be done with more time to achieve results before legislation creates a divide between 

farmers and ES 
 There shouldn't be a tile line, it should be working with catchment groups and forming catchment 

groups where there are none, to work TOGETHER! 
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 Nothing proposed has flexibility 
 10 years with 90% finished - rolling hill especially there is massive cost.  Estimate cost of sheep 

fencing of waterways and water scheme on our 100 ha sheep and beef farm - $400-500,000.  Water 
from bore supply is difficult to find 

 It is logical to exclude stock from water ways through my farm. I never needed ES or is predecessor to 
tell me that, but I don’t have any desire to tell others how to behave unless they directly affect me. 
Currently they don’t. 

 There is no need at all as water quality is not deteriorating in our area. Fencing/planting the amount of 
creeks on our farm would make most people go broke or worse [illegible] 

 It isn't needed. The water quality in the area is fine and is not deteriorating. Fencing all waterways 
would be significant cost to farmers. Monitor the issue by each catchment 

 When finances allow or funding is provided by ES or Government body. We have spent a ship load of 
money putting in fences which will get washed away in floods (no medals, no honours, no accolades, 
no press). Just us getting on with the job. We won't be thanked, we aren't big enough to worry about 
unless we do something wrong 

 
Comments – no preference stated 
 Starting from 1 Dec 2017, 1 year more for a 100 hectare property, 2 years for a 200 hectare property, 3 

years for 300 hectares etc. 
 I can't read timelines in 4. I keep cattle out of waterways -  20m is a lot, 10m is plenty 
 Yes and no. Depends on what rules are put in place 
 Probably 
 Timelines are futuristic! But Council considering requiring consent if unable to fulfil for any reason is 

not on 
 Not sure x 2 
 Not sure, not spring time 
 Neither, depends on the beast, woolly bears don't like water 
 Possibly  
 There are some farms still relying on natural waterways for stock drinking water. Putting in a water 

system is very costly and in some cases it is impractical to do so because of the type of terrain. Stock 
still need access to water. Non intensive grazing has less impact on waterways. Many farmers are 
already fencing off areas where they have noticed negative impacts by stock, either temporarily (as in 
intensive winter grazing) or permanently where ongoing damage is done. At times of intensive winter 
grazing stock should be excluded from waterways. 

 Consent cost! Work with people to achieve good results 
 

Which option do you favour? Is there another option for managing the issue? 

Option 1 28 Option 2 5 

 
Comments – option 1 
 Because we are at the very head waters some of the springs and creeks don't flow all year round 
 Large waterways or small ones? All small ones placed underground 
 Needs to be common sense, some areas not possible 
 For dairying and beef/deer on intensive type country 
 Should be different for sheep 
 probably a combo of both.  3 m buffer on flat land by waterway 
 Option 1 choose but was a challenging question and interpretation.  Critical source areas will be 

beneficially identified here.  The key is permanently flowing waterways 
 I prefer 1 but the problem is not only limited to stock wading and defecating in the larger streams and 

rivers "over one metre wide and 30 centimetres deep" its the smaller feeder streams that form part of 
the catchment, small creeks such as the Hedgehope and other small tributaries get overrun by stock 
and are simply too small to be taken notice of by local authorities and since many of the farmers in 
question have large properties which makes it almost impossible to check if they are fencing off 
waterways without inspection, then without a financial incentive or disincentive they will not act to 
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help what they view as a trivial impact on the environment. Who cares about 5 cows shitting in a small 
spring creek in the middle of a 50 acre farm in southland? My opinion is that stock should be excluded 
from all permanently flowing waterways with riparian strips either side. 
 

Comments – option 2 
 15m is too far 
 Still 20 metres is too much. Hill country farmers should fence as well no matter who they are 
 Riparian strips need to be able to be [illegible] 
 I think each property needs to be taken separately 
 
Comments – no preference stated 
 A better option would be to concentrate on getting town sewage up to scratch. The streams in my hill 

country would leave any stream on the low lands quality wise for dead as well. 
 Neither 
 Answer would depend on a visual assessment of each area. One size does not fit all. Stocking rates 

would also be of major consideration to making a balanced decision. 
 What about wild animals? Are you making rules for them? 
 None, use common sense 
 Same option to keep deer in Fiordland National Park out of the waterways 
 None, both quite impractical! 
 None 
 10 metres away from creeks on workable land would be plenty 
 Option 1 needs clarification on the flow. Wild animals e.g. pigs, deer and goats are already in DOC 

land the source of our water 
 Open drains and lowered streams need digger access for cleaning 
 Neither 
 Neither 
 Neither, please consider the promotion of piping open ditches. More practical long term 
 Outcome based 
 Not really an option for extensive hill, especially sheep 
 I'm guessing 'less than' is a typo. All dairy already excluded from waterways. Are sheep really such a 

problem? My guess is yes, occasionally 
 Neither. Poorly written, where is 4c? 
 Same as 3b (Runoff can travel large distance in adverse weather conditions, problem won't change) 
 Don't agree with any. Not practical or affordable to do so on a hill farm 
 Shouldn't that be more than 7 degrees 
 Have family farm, low intensive, not practical or possible 
 I'm not sure what this question is , not well identified 
 If this means an average water width of 1 metre and 30cm deep and dries up over summer then no.1 is 

a reasonable option assuming the waterway is greater than these dimensions. If not, sheep do not need 
to be fenced out as they do not affect banks or water quality etc. 

 None. Costs dictate what is viable due to limited funds unlike ES who keep raising rates 
 If you are taking land you need to pay for it 
 Dig in the rivers and create a sediment trap prior to estuaries 
 Impractical use; best management guidelines - farmers will adhere to these 
 Cattle exclusion is something to be worked on, however they need to have drinking water 
 Exclude all stock from waterways over 1 m wide and allow water consents for adequate stock 

water/farm 
 Neither.  Monitor the water quality.  Only step in when there proven to be a problem 
 Use farms own FEB rather than blanket laws 
 Each area or farm has to be dealt with on its merits around climate/soil structure 
 As in previous answer, being so prescriptive in a plan doesn't fit with just about every farm being 

different in contour, not soil type. 
 Using best practice 
 I am concerned with permanently fencing waterways for a few reasons. Sheep fences are very 

expensive. Many of these water ways are flood prone and fences will be destroyed and the fences will 
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also cause its own damage when it is washed out. Fencing a water way such as the Waimea stream 
causes problems with weeds. We have the Waimea on our farm and the neighbouring side has been 
fenced from cattle for many years. That side is completely covered in long rank grass, broom and 
gorse to name a few. The long grass causes erosion/slips on that side. Whereas our side with sheep 
able to graze to the edge is weed free and significantly less slippage. The neighbouring side is 
completely inaccessible by foot and the anglers who come from around the world to fish there can 
only get up our side of that stream. If we put up an 8 wire fence and excluded our sheep we would 
certainly have the same weed problem and the region would undoubtedly lose tourist revenue as they 
would not bother travelling from Alaska, Australia and America to name a few to fish here as they 
have done for decade some of them. Many of them rent houses, stay in hotels, buy meals etc. while 
they are here. That money goes a long way in many industries. 

 It would be arrogant of me to have a view on a high country area save to say that evolving practice by 
innovators will be the best indicators of success or failure. 

 Neither. The current practice is working for the majority. Focus on the cases where it isn't and educate 
 Neither. The current rules for sheep and beef are working 
 Options don't make sense, read them! Shouldn't it be more than 7 degrees? 
 Neither. And I don't appreciate not having the option to choose "neither". Again Sediment, Ecoli, and 

phosphate are all "holding the line". Focusing on these issues is working beyond your brief. Save it for 
the Catchment limit setting process. Additionally these rules are completely impractical. Repeating 
similar options after the Hill Country Rule consultation suggests to me you were not listening to the 
public back then. 

 Again, need science as part of the education. 
 Neither option is practical to quantify and does not reflect natural variation on farms. Stock should be 

allowed access to hill at a non intensive stocking rate. 
 We do not agree with the exclusion of sheep from hill country waterways as it would be of huge 

financial expense to sheep farmers, and the cost of sheep proof fencing and maintenance may drive 
land use change, from extensive sheep farming to intensive cattle farming. 

 The distances set out should not be used as a definitive measurement. Consideration needs to be given 
to the size of waterway, the potential risk and water quality status of the nearby waterway. Set 
catchment areas at risk as a first priority. DHL would like to see the development of guidelines 
compared to set distances. Farms can identify at risk areas and management options in a Riparian 
Management Plan as identified in appendix U of the working draft for Water and Land. The support 
and guidance of Environment Southland Land Sustainability Officers can assist farmers with advice 
for waterway management and protection. 

Cultivation on sloping land. Do you agree with this approach to managing cultivation? 

Yes 47 No 51 

Comments – yes 
 Used as guidelines 
 For winter cropping. What about returning to grass on flat land? 
Comments – no 
 More flexibility and the buffer zone must be allowed to be regressed after crops 

Are these bands practical? If not, what would work better? 

Yes 29 No 66 

Comments – yes 
 There is usually a stop gap (+20m) before my waterway 
 But only 5 metres. You talk about no cultivation above 700m, what's the difference - our mountains 

are constantly eroding from weather anyway. 
 This was happening before farming, impossible to stop completely 
 Good common sense! 
 SIEIA Response: We agree with this approach. These bands are practical, although we would prefer 10 

metres for slopes 0 to 15 degrees. This is because runoff can be equally heavy on gentle slopes during 
high-intensity rainfall. During heavy rain, the main difference between slopes is the risk and degree of 
slipping and slumping, rather than the amount of nutrients entering the waterways. 
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 Only for crop, not for re-grassing and unconsented unless consistent breaching 
 Yes I agree with this approach to managing cultivation because of the impact on soil and nutrient loss  

when cultivation is done on inappropriate sloping land. Yes these bands are practical and can be 
modified with more strict criteria when physiographic conditions require this to ensure less run off of 
contaminants, soil and nutrients 

 Critical source will be required with other measures 
 Yes in part, but KISS strategy keep it simple seriously though.  We cultivate up to approximately 300m 

but plenty do above this and 700m seems very very generous.  Water quality and retention is also 
encouraged with tussock and still seeing plenty being removed sadly e.g. Clutha/Gore boundary to 
Tapanui and Hokonui’s.  This isn’t addressed in plan in my opinion.  Are these bands practical? 
No, this would work better, suggesting 5 metres for 0 – 15 degrees but hence why not keep it simple 
and use 10 metres for greater as this doubling and you’ve addressed critical source areas as well.  Not 
sure why the need for consent if you’ve already addressed critical source areas and statement doesn’t 
include if near a permanent flowing or temporary waterway.  Wouldn’t it be more practical to do a 
FFAP than consent, that Farmer’s actually loathe consents it  doesn’t assist with building the best 
relationships and not time efficient when the industry is often time poor.  I’m thinking if 5 metres, 
then 2.5m on each side of one main waterway and cultivating above then 5m and same situation with 
suggesting 10. But you’ve been preaching the 3metre rule so conflicting policy.  
http://www.massey.ac.nz/~flrc/workshops/15/Manuscripts/Paper_Vibart_2_2015.pdf. Study 
identifies modelling and that sheep & beef have the highest costs for mitigation.  Details like 2% of 
farm being in riparian block, study says a 5ha wetland or 1% of farm in a wetland is key value to 
farming as the kidney that filters 

 Like that it's simple 
 I do agree in principle, but feel long term a better process would include Education and 

communication as to what the best method of grazing management is actually going to provide the 
best outcome in each situation, possibly with monitoring through Aeroplane, followed up with visits 
onsite by Sustainability staff 

 Depends on the vegetation in those buffer zones. 
  
Comments – no 
 have a % of the area being cultivated being within the bands e.g. under only 15% if the area over 15 

degrees 
 Again there are far bigger pollution creators than this 
 Every area is different, it may be impossible not to work within the proposed limits. Producers are 

already leaving appropriate buffers. If it is not broken do not try to fix it 
 Every paddock is different and needs to be treated as such. All paddocks have varying degrees of 

slope, so there is so many to apply just one rule to them. 
 20m is a lot to leave in old pasture when you want to establish new when re-sowing the paddock 
 Slopes are not steep enough at these degrees 
 2m 
 Graduated slope. Only a one in 10-20 year event to regress 
 Get a grip on the real world 
 Nothing works better. Let US look after our farm. We don't cause erosion or any problem by 

cultivating 
 Too far 
 5 metres only 
 Variable distances, use a bit of discretion 
 No farmer wants slips - crop wastage, soil erosion. They managed the crop on contours to suit land 

and weather conditions 
 Cultivation on sloping land: You are taking farmers basic rights away to farm their land in a sustainable 

manner whilst looking after the environment in their own right. Wrapping red tape around this right 
and having to apply for consents for cultivation of the rolling land (within 15 degrees) is nonsense. 
Twenty metres is a huge area of land that may only be sloping between 15 - 20 depress for example is 
ludicrous. No cultivation above 700 metre above sea level is stifling development and the breaking in 
of land. Forcing farmers from normal farming practices. Different types of farmers will be limited on 
what they can or cannot do on their land - this would really be limiting intensifying land use. Within 

http://www.massey.ac.nz/~flrc/workshops/15/Manuscripts/Paper_Vibart_2_2015.pdf
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the 20 meter area - again how are you going to control weed and rank grass if you don't have sheep? 
Common sense must prevail. 

 The bands proposed are far too restrictive and should at least be halved 
 A rule for cultivation?? Common sense. There is always innovation. The farmer will know his land and 

what's best 
 In heavy rain the difference is only minutes. The difference is how it is grazed 
 Ban water soluble fertiliser 
 Cultivate' best practice habits 
 What has question 5 got to do with cultivation, the arrow points to tile drains 
 As now, farmers moving stock if needed 
 On any land with gorse-broom etc. sometimes will need to cultivate to control these weeds 
 Common sense farmers 
 Again weather and type of stock grazed has to be taken into account 
 Each paddock on its own merit 
 If a freshly cultivated paddock is hit by heavy rains there is soil movement. How much movement can 

depend on the fineness of the soil. Coarser soil is far less likely to move in heavy rains or blow away in 
strong winds. If less soil moves into waterways then less contaminants will move with it. During 
cultivation if soil is left coarser and not worked up too fine then this could reduce the need for larger 
buffer zones. 

 Leave it alone 
 15% slope should need 5 metres as a lesser slope needs none and is impractical 
 Depending on common sense and stock type, shouldn't apply if going into grass 
 Hill country farmers would ignore restrictions. How hard would it be to get consent? 
 20 metres is highly impractical and is not needed 
 Well, what do you know, another bloody consent from a bloody bureaucrat. Try 5m up to 25 degrees, 

10m over 25 
 Government could pay landowners not to use this land 
 Leave alone or a standard 5m band 
 Maybe 10 m 
 Leave it to the farmer to manage his own land.  He is the one that wants to retain the land 
 Should not be altitude dependent.  3 m buffer 0-20 degrees; 6 m buffer above 20 degrees 
 Don't use figures, use education, field days, best practice, LEP plans 
 You can't stop farmers farming their land to the best economic and environmental use - would be 

biased.  Weed pollution would reign 
 Education, some paddocks are not just suited for cultivation 
 Farm by farm.  Because ridge width varies from farm to farm 
 Totally against farming by consent.  The time and cost of someone with no local knowledge telling us 

how we should farm - not on 
 I agree there needs to be work done but 20 metres is too much in some places 
 Doing an LEP, and assessing which areas are of the property are high risk, and adapt grazing 

techniques and buffer zones 
 I see money and clipping ticket her again.  Gets people's backs up.  They are already rated 
 Should be able to develop land (not for intensive grazing) 
 Neither, using best practice guidelines. Look at farm economic cost in reduced income 
 Educate and let common sense prevail. 
 5 to 10 metres more appropriate for steep country, how is 15 determined? 
 Why do we need consent to do anything? More compliance costs and affecting practicality and 

productivity 
 10m - 0 degrees to 15 degrees. 50m - 15 degrees over. Lower the cultivation down to 300m above sea 

level - this is your critical source area 
 Again - Phosphate, ecoli and sediment are all regionally 'holding the line' according to your 2010 SOE 

report. Focusing on them is working beyond your brief of hold the line. Education will work better 
than creating rules based on misleading premises. 

 You guys are mad, do you plan to lease this land as you take more away from us?? X metres won't help 
if you don't manage the paddock correctly. Education and working together is the only way forward. 

 I commend ES for the approach it has taken to developing this rule and hope it adopts a similar 
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practice when it comes to formulating good management practices for the other physiological zones. 
In general I think the bands are practical although I hope ES retain some discretion when enforcing 
the rule as in some instances for safety/stock movement etc. exceptions need to occur. Although I can 
understand the perception that cultivating about 700m is bad (and personal I don't think it necessary 
or desirable on our farm) I don't think there is anything that automatically makes this more damaging 
than cultivating land below 700m. Provided farmers can demonstrate best practice and limited effects, 
they should be allowed to apply for consent - to make this a prohibited activity is a step too far and 
not based on cause and effect. 

 Number of stock per hectare (reduce) on winter crop. Fence greater buffer zones when crop is eaten. 
 Buffer zones are a good idea. But often on my farm, land slopes away from the waterway as a result 

off it's original excavation. It is pointless to have a buffer zone in these cases. Cultivation method will 
also have a big impact on sediment runoff and the size of the buffer zone required. e.g. direct drilling 
minimum tillage will have less run off than full tillage. Not all cultivation is to establish winter feed 
crops. 

 Similar approach but make 0 - 20 degrees a 3 m buffer. Make > 20 degrees 10 m. 
 A 5 metre rule for all, too hard judging degrees on slopes and the slopes vary so much in an area that 

is being cultivated. In this instance a waterway needs to be more defined, seeping springs should not 
be counted as a waterway. 

 10 metres is sufficient for greater than 20 degrees 
 Depends on the vegetation in those buffer zones. 
 We only agree to the managing of cultivation above in regards to fodder crops for winter grazing only. 

The farm land that can no longer be farmed under these rules should be repurchased by the 
Crown/Government. 

 If a paddock needs cultivated it should not be ES's decision to allow or prevent it from happening. We 
do not need people driving around looking at gradients. Consents are too slow and expensive to be of 
any use. 

 DHL would like to see the development of guidelines compared to set distances. Farms can identify 
at risk areas and management options in a Riparian Management Plan as identified in appendix U of 
the working draft for Water and Land. The support and guidance of Environment Southland Land 
Sustainability Officers can assist farmers with advice for cultivation on sloping land. 

 
Comments – no preference stated 
- 15 degrees is only just off flat. Give at least up to 20 degree slopes for 5 metre buffering to the drop 

off. Use 20 metre buffer zones on slopes over 20 degrees and leading directly to flowing water, 
including a 5 metre buffer on the exterior of the gully lip and drop off. On slopes over 45 degrees, a 
mole plough or tyne harrows and direct drilling would be used to counteract compaction or refresh 
pastures, rather than the conventional plough. New technology keeps coming. Some extensive flats 
over 700 metres above sea level may be suitable for cultivation. Ploughing seriously undermines the 
soil bacteria count, worse at this height, but this can be rebalanced with an appropriate spray. 

- Not always practical 
- I don’t know 
- Topography will dictate 
- See above comments re wintering. I think we need to specify that runoff to streams must not occur, 

regardless of any mitigation measures or lack thereof. 
- Agree, broadly speaking, not in all cases. More research needed on this 
- Paddocks have so much variation on their slope, how would you determine the angle? 
- Yes and no. Needs to be on a case by case basis. Sustainability officer can help 
- What is the expected benefit?  What is the outcome?  Need smart goals. 
- What is the basis for the extension from 3m to 5m?   This is just eating into the ability of farmers to be 

economic – and without profits, how do you expect us to make all the farm and farming 
improvements you are asking of us?  If there is justification for this extension, let us see it.  But it 
appears to be an arbitrary number which will cost us money for no reason. 
Regarding the bigger slopes, again where has the 20m distance come from?  Is this scientifically based, 
or just a nice number?  Different slopes and different situations will require completely different 
approaches to receive the same outcome.   
A better approach would be to educate about the risks, impacts and good practice approaches and 
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allow farmers to make the right decision for their situation.  For example, cultivation of slopes for 
regrassing during dry periods causes no problem.  You already have rules in place that allow you to 
prosecute farmers who cause excessive discoloration of waterways.  Instead of adding more rules that 
may or may not generate the effect you are looking for, educate, and police the rule you already have in 
place. 

- In addition, your definition of cultivation is excessive and incorporates many normal farming practices 
that do not negatively impact on water 

- Paddocks so much vary on the slope how would you determine to angle? 
- Nutrients can be managed on own individual farm plan. 
- If a tractor cannot safely be used the slope is too steep to cultivate.  Buffer zones created by fencing 

and planting natives would serve a number of purposes including prevention of contaminated runoff, 
loss of topsoil, shade and shelter, biodiversity corridors, carbon sequestration 

- Is there a degree of slope beyond which cultivation should be prohibited? 
- We agree with no cultivation over 700m HOWEVER we do not agree with the definition of 

cultivation, as it would mean that no gorse/broom/weed control could be undertaken over 700m nor 
could grass be over sown or fertiliser spread. Unless Council intends to procure all Hill Country land, 
they need to recognise that those farmers have to make a living & so have to be able to grow grass. 
Why have buffer zones changed from the norm of 3m to 5m? We have been told for ages to use 3m, 
now we are being asked for 5m. Surely it would be better to stay with 3m & get every farm complying, 
than to move the yardstick & get resistance? A 20m buffer for slopes greater than 15 degrees is a huge 
area (where did 20m come from?) It might be better to make a 3m buffer to 15 degrees, a 5m buffer to 
17 degrees then a 10m buffer over 17 degrees.  The definition of cultivation to include non- soil 
disturbance activities such as hay/silage/baleage making is not necessary. If we have a buffer zone 
from waterways for crop & pasture planting, then surely any hay/silage/baleage making is therefore 
going to be outside that buffer & thus compliant. 

- The approach is based on a slope category and buffer distances from waterbodies. The ‘Erosion and 
Sediment Control Guideline for vegetable production’ sets out a range of mechanisms for managing 
the potential movement of sediment as a result of cultivation.  Buffer distances are only one 
mechanism.  Horticulture NZ would rather see that appropriate mechanisms are used to manage 
potential effects, rather than setting an arbitrary distance. The Horizons One Plan includes a condition 
that requires that: 
 
Bunding, silt traps, interception drains or other alternative methods to minimise sediment run-off to 
water^ must be installed prior to and maintained during cultivation AND For vegetable crops listed 
within the Commodity Levies (Vegetables and Fruit) Order 2007 a paddock assessment must be 
undertaken in accordance with the Code of Practice for Commercial Vegetable Growing in the 
Horizons Region (Horticulture New Zealand) Version 2010/2. Generally cultivation for vegetable 
growing will be undertaken on slopes less than 15 degrees, but a mix of mechanisms is sought rather 
than an arbitrary setback distance. 

- There is no approach being given for grass to grass cultivation. Farmers should be able to renew grass 
in the 'buffer zone' without requiring a consent. I give limited support to the approach to buffer zones 
for the above reason 

- Proposed 20m buffer zones are excessive 
- We agree with no cultivation over 700m HOWEVER we do not agree with the definition of 

cultivation, as it would mean that no gorse/broom/weed control could be undertaken over 700m nor 
could grass be over sown or fertiliser spread. Unless Council intends to procure all Hill Country land, 
they need to recognise that those farmers have to make a living & so have to be able to grow grass. 
Why have buffer zones changed from the norm of 3m to 5m? We have been told for ages to use 3m, 
now we are being asked for 5m. Surely it would be better to stay with 3m & get every farm complying, 
than to move the yardstick & get resistance? A 20m buffer for slopes greater than 15 degrees is a huge 
area (where did 20m come from?) It might be better to make a 3m buffer to 15 degrees, a 5m buffer to 
17 degrees then a 10m buffer over 17 degrees.  The definition of cultivation to include non- soil 
disturbance activities such as hay/silage/baleage making is not necessary. If we have a buffer zone 
from waterways for crop & pasture planting, then surely any hay/silage/baleage making is therefore 
going to be outside that buffer & thus compliant. 

- We support graduated buffer zones as described depending on slope. 
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- We would oppose the buffer of 20 m for greater than 15 degrees and support 5 m for greater than 15 
degrees. Too much land would be lost to inferior grass species. 

- PHS is supportive of the initiative to introduce buffer zones to areas of cultivation on sloping land. 
Proposing no cultivation in hill country (>700 metres above sea level) is supported by the knowledge 
that vast quantities of pristine water flows downstream via Southland waterways. This Alpine water 
provides dilution of contaminants associated with human activity and is an important factor when 
looking to maintain or improve water quality in Southland. 

-  

Discharges from tile drains. Do you support this approach to managing tile drain discharges? If 
not, how else could we manage discharges from new tile drains? 

Yes 20 No 96 

Comments – yes 
 Only if wetland is there already. Discharge from tile drains : Yes managing the drain via a wetland is a 

good idea but only if it was there in the first instance and farmers are NOT required to create a 
wetland area. 

 Your biggest problem! Half of Southland is covered in tile drains and most property owners don't 
know where they all are - possible to sort out some of the bigger drains, could help 

 SIEIA Response: Yes. The creation of filtering wetlands will have the added benefit of providing 
additional habitat for shortfin and longfin eels, and other native fish and waterfowl. 

 Any set criteria should be solution-based rather than proscriptive to maximise range of solutions and 
site responses 

 Yes I agree with suggested approaches, especially establishment of wetlands, which would contribute 
considerably to improved water quality 

 Discharges from tile drains can be managed by filtering through existing ponding areas or wetlands 
away from the end of tile.  A filtering area adjacent to end of tile drain would only lift the water level, 
creating problems by reverting land back to pre-drainage levels of saturation 

 But not on flat land where you would have to excavate to get a pond 
 Only if applied to new proposals.  Put hydro dams in?? 
 It is excellent to see the tile drain issue being highlighted in regards to water quality improvement. Any 

initiative pertaining to new, existing or extensions of existing tiling drains, should be supported by a 
thorough understanding of the extent of tile drainage around Southland. Mapping would provide the 
practical information required to make informed decisions about long term solutions to this problem. 
It is a practical step towards providing some control moving forward. 

 Time frames need to be long as the cost will be need to be factored in. More information on effective 
filters, on the right track but more time to allow the thinking to catch up. Learn from the what is going 
on and what is effective Different drains will need different filters depending on flow and fall 
 

Comments – no 
 the science behind this is flawed 
 Most of our Waterways already exit via wetlands. Again farmers have been doing this for years with 

out the need for councils creating jobs for people to get on the high horses 
 The current system is working well. Being able to drain the land means less pugging and soil damage 

from livestock, the rate of pasture growth is also much better, ultimately leading to a reduction in 
fertiliser use. We would be prepared to manage water discharge form drain when the runoff from 
roads that crosses our land is also managed and filtered. 

 It is virtually impossible to run a tile drain into a wetland to filter it. It may work on large scale newly 
developed project, but not on smaller drains. 

 This question suggests ES is anti-farming 
 More tile drains = less surface run off = cleaner rivers 
 Use your heads, no wetlands should be [illegible]. This just looks like keeping someone in a job 
 It's better to control the fertiliser being put on the land rather than the drain coming out of it 
 Don't know but you need a clear flow area for drain discharge or they will continually block up 
 The problem is dairy effluent so enforce it. 
 Is this a big problem? Concentrate on the big problems 
 Creating wetlands at tile ends could also create a lot more drainage issues. Keeping drainage ends clear 
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creates a faster flow from properties, allowing for a flushing process 
 Drains needed to stop erosion i.e. under runners 
 All discharges from tile drains are better than the alternative 
 Do not see that there is an issue as any drainage I have done has clean water flowing from the drain 

within 24 hours 
 More important to maintain rivers and stop rivers eating banks and creating sediment 
 Technology 
 There is no need in the high country to be [illegible] with this. Impact negligible 
 This is nuts and should be dropped.\ 
 Don't. 
 Old tile systems should not need permits. Not able to create wetlands in drains 
 Do you know how tile drains even work? They need a clear end so they don't block or silt up, so 

require a clear end to allow good discharge. Not all farms and ours is one, would allow for all areas to 
be filtered in some way before entering a creek without causing huge impacts on already laid tiles. if 
any were to be blocked it would result in significant areas of land reverting back to bog land causing 
more problems on soil due to pugging over winter. some areas may be set up as wetlands but if this 
was a requirement to be able to do any extensions or development it would be unworkable on many 
areas. But it really depends on where the discharge is going i.e. into rivers or minor creeks where it is 
filtered naturally 

 Not in general and only if effluent has been sprayed over them 
 Ridiculous to need a consent. Wetlands will not change where the water/nutrients etc. end up and 

defeats the purpose of tiles 
 Absolutely no! 
 Hedgehope stream was lowered in the 1960's - no buffer zones! 
 We manage them all the time. Our farm has relied on tile drains for over 100 years and it is this system 

that allows us to farm it at all. I would be strongly against affecting that in any way 
 There are a lot of other factors more important 
 More science on preventing getting into drain tiles etc. New [illegible] straw/wood chip on top tiles 

etc. 
 I've had tile drains monitored by ES and they haven't explained the results, must have been too good! 
 Allow our drains to run clean and I have not seen any sediment discharge, only shallow drains may 

have a problem 
 All our drains run clear and I have not seen any sediment or discharge, only shallow drains may have a 

problem 
 All drains on this place run clear 
 Most cases on normal stocking rates don't cause problems 
 Detractors will use this to discredit the cause 
 In fact, subsurface drains are better than open drains for preventing sediment run off. Good drainage 

is 'sine qua non' for all farming systems. Yes much of Southland was once swamp. Is this what you 
want to aspire to? 

 Tile drains shift clean filtered water. All ditching I have done never seen any contaminated water 
 The soil removes sediment so no management required 
 We are strongly opposed to the proposal of creating a wetland or filtered area before the tile discharge. 

Because of the lack of fall in some areas, we need all the depth we can to create flow for drainage. 
Installing an unproven wetland and filtration area will impede flow immensely, leading to serious 
blockage issues, negating the effectiveness of this type of drainage system. Tiling systems already have 
a natural filtration process through the soil membrane so feel that the drainage system is already 
perfectly adequate without any interference. 
We are also strongly opposed to requiring a Consent to extend an existing tile system, or installing an 
entirely new tile field. Southland is based on extensive tile systems, designed by the farmer for land 
drainage improvement and we feel he/she is the best person to make those decisions without adding 
to the already extensive and expensive amount of paperwork we have to do. How many more 
monitoring officers will ES need to employ? 

 Impossible to do. Maybe monitor at risk drains (i.e. ones that travel through dairy effluent discharge 
land) 

 Every tile drain I see has clean water coming out of it. Cleaner than if left open. Unpractical to do as 
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you suggest. Completely impractical to put a sump at the end of a tile drain as in most cases would 
defeat the purpose of doing it in the first place. Often more practical to tile a wet area rather than 
fence it off, and get cleaner water from tile drains (stock can't get to water to foul it). Safety - often 
things are drained for safety reasons, especially on hill country. Tapping springs into tile drains 
provides cleaner water as stock cannot get into the creek and the soil covering drain filters nutrients 
out before it gets to the water. Note - there is a huge difference in the type of stock farmed. sheep are 
a lot easier on the countryside than cattle. every farmer is not a dairy farmer and shouldn't be classed 
as one. 

 Water has to go somewhere 
 After the initial discharges from a new drain they are not [illegible] differ much from an old one 
 This rule would effectively mean a new tile drain would be a waste of money as if you block tile end 

with a filter it will mean water backs up in the tile. This rule should not be considered as if we did that 
to all tiles Southland would become a swamp again 

 A properly installed tile drain always has crystal clear and clean water coming from it (no sediment). 
Encourage farmers to drain land as it is far better than wet swampy farmland. Any farmland unsuitable 
for farming will still be left natural. This is Southland 

 If done properly shouldn't the ground act as a filter then go out the drain? 
 Not a problem, one rule doesn't apply to all farms 
 How is the council going to know? 
 Can't be managed 
 No proof of sediment being discharged from tile drains 
 This is pathetic. Imagine all the flat areas with wetlands at the end of tiles, might as well go back 100 

years with Southland as a swamp. Who employs such economic traitors with that type of thinking? 
 Southlands is built on tile drains. Plan could turn land back to gorse infested swamps 
 Not possible to police 
 It is not the spring water that is the problem 
 Southland farming was created on tile drains. Impractical (dumb) 
 Discharge from our farm tile drains, most of the time are clean and drinkable, naturally filtering 

impurities. 
 Absolutely not!  Tile drains prevent ponding, soil damage, soil erosion, and allow relatively clean water 

to enter waterways, instead of water that is full of sediment.  And forcing the development of a 
wetland at the exit point of tile drains will again add more cost, forcing farmers away from this good 
management practice instead of encouraging it.  Properly installed tile drains rarely remove sediment, 
but they always reduce overland flow.  The lack of ability of poorly drained soils to hold, process and 
distribute nutrients can be very detrimental to waterways.  

 Not achievable for my farm as it is tidal 
 Do not even think about this.  We need MORE tile drains, deeper ditches, no trees planted over drains 

- it blocks everything 
 Impractical in many cases 
 Too hard to police.  Simple filtering can be done.  Tiles are usually at critical source points 
 Use best practice, ponds small after drains would work if practical to catch sediment 
 Not practical because of flat nature of farm 
 Not possible to police 
 There must be equity and parity of farming.  You can't have one rule for established drains and 

another for new drains 
 Absolute nonsense!  Monitor = outcome based, not rule based 
 Water discharge from tile drains on our farm appears to stay cleaner during heavy rain than straight 

runoff 
 Encouraging where possible (sometimes not practical) 
 The most ridiculous idea yet.  Southland would soon revert to the swamp it was before Europeans 
 It seems in theory it could work, but practically needs more thought. 
 Encourage owners to have ponds where possible 
 No way - extensive tile drains - Southland would not be a profitable swamp 
 Put restriction on fertiliser and effluent applications 
 If drains are correctly managed on hill country they should carry clean water from the source 
 Tile drains require maintenance and often extension to ensure they achieve their objective of land 
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improvement. I have never observed sediment discharge from our tiles – sediment loading of 
waterways during/after rain events would appear to be most significant from overland flow (what were 
the results of the councils’ recent study of tile discharge composition?) Given the enormous scale of 
the existing tile network in Southland this policy would have a marginal impact on desired outcomes. 
Recommended alternative - Limit this policy to large scale tiling projects only – the ‘scale’ to be 
defined 

 How realistic is this? What is the cost involved? Does that include replacing existing drainage? What 
does a specifically designed filtration and nutrient reduction system mean? I have priced bark and 
lignite to place over nova flow, instead of gravel, way more expensive. Wet lands at which part of the 
paddock would they be expected to be located, you could end up with a wet land in every paddock 
potentially. Who is responsible for the mapping of the drains? What will the council do with the 
information? Look at critical areas where this may be applicable otherwise you may end up with a 
wetland area in every paddock at some point in time. 

 We oppose the introduction of a wetland at the discharge point of a tile drain. We would have wetland 
areas dotted all over the farm, as tile drain extension is an ongoing event.  In one 8 ha area, we have 
15000 tiles plus box and sod drains. The cost of wetland establishment would be enormous.  We 
cannot control the hydrology of the land below us, but we can manage it with tiles. We still want to 
have the drainage of the land as a permitted activity. 

 Southland without drainage is like Canterbury without irrigation. LOST so no restriction on drainage. 
Leave drainage as is. If filtering wetlands are successful, identify suitable places for these rather than 
[illegible] areas everywhere 

 The province is what it is because of tiled drains. New tile drains or extended tile drains with new rules 
archives what? Surely soil is a great filter and drier soil (as opposed to waterlogged farms) is advanced 
water filtering. A fair proportion of the province is what it is because of tiled drains. Restricting new 
drains achieves what? Surely the filtering effect of drainage to have drier farms (as opposed to 
waterlogged areas) is a good thing for water quality. Prove it to be otherwise. 

 The surface above the drain acts as a filter. A wetland would only reduce the drains effectiveness by 
[illegible] 

 The [illegible] above the drain acts as a filter 
 Subsurface drainage is critical for developing and maintaining productive land in Southland. If we 

don’t have drainage then wet areas would become severely pugged when grazed by livestock 
potentially resulting in overland flow into waterways. Very costly process in developing wetlands 
and/or filtration systems. Not practical. Recommended alternative. Take the rule out of the plan 
altogether. 

 Tiles are there to drain wetlands. Is making a wetland not just moving the problem? 
 Impractical as a high number of tiles would have an outlet that could be under water in high rainfall 
 We are also very opposed to the proposed approach to tile drains, given the impracticality of 

constructing wetlands at tile drainage outflows in many cases.  The appendices to the AgResearch 
seasonality report available on Environment Southland's website notes that such wetlands should be 
considered where 'landscapes allow’ and that they are dependent on slope and contour.  The way the 
rule is currently worded in the working draft could be interpreted to mean this requirement applies to 
each new mole drain as well. 

 This would be a significant change in thinking. Moving toward the area of daftness. Do some research. 
Come back to farmers once you have understood what you are proposing. 

 Discharge will have to be via newly established filtering systems rather than via existing natural 
wetlands. 

 By opening up existing drains they will quickly fill up with sediment. this will cause they whole 
catchment to become a swamp, like it was before the underground drainage was put in. The down-
stream costs would be enormous, with the added social aspect of neighbour fighting neighbour etc 

 We are strongly opposed to the proposal of creating a wetland or filtered area before the tile discharge. 
Because of the lack of fall in some areas, we need all the depth we can to create flow for drainage. 
Installing an unproven wetland and filtration area will impede flow immensely, leading to serious 
blockage issues, negating the effectiveness of this type of drainage system. Tiling systems already have 
a natural filtration process through the soil membrane so feel that the drainage system is already 
perfectly adequate without any interference. We are also strongly opposed to requiring a Consent to 
extend an existing tile system, or installing an entirely new tile field. Southland is based on extensive 
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tile systems, designed by the farmer for land drainage improvement and we feel he/she is the best 
person to make those decisions without adding to the already extensive and expensive amount of 
paperwork we have to do. How many more monitoring officers will ES need to employ? 

 This absolutely would not be practical!! This needs a complete rethink. 
 How do you know what comes out of my drains?? You have no idea and seem to think a blanket rule 

will fix it. Why don't you get up people's drives for a yarn and a friendly chat. 
 While we do not have tile drains, I think it would be impractical to discharge via wetland in all 

circumstances as fall in the system would be compromised. Would ES recognize mitigation if for 
example it was easier for a farmer to construct/enhance a wetland near the top of their property 
thereby intercepting his neighbours nutrients rather than his own but overall having a neutral effect on 
nutrients leaving their property - an offset situation? 

 We see farmers not putting tile drains in if you go through with this approach. We imagine there will 
be pug gin of paddocks, large pools of water lying in paddocks causing more damage to the rivers. 

 Tiles in open ditches. Ditches act as filters. Still need cleaning (varies). Production would fall drastically 
if tiles stopped. 

 I consider were the lie of the land suits a filter system at the end of a drain this should be encouraged 
requiring a consent to put in a drain is just a waste of resources Southland is built on tiles and is a 
important part of any farming business . 

 Construction of wetlands will be of benefit in some cases. It will be impractical to construct wetlands 
at the outlets of each tile drain. Is the construction of larger community wetlands in strategic areas 
feasible? Maintenance of tile drains is an annual task, issuing consents for this will take a lot of 
resources. More information on wetland requirements would have been helpful. 

 Hard to see how this would be practical on farm. It may be something that could be implemented in 
some situations but certainly not as a standard rule/approach by Council. Maybe for a small number 
of problem areas in a catchment. There are already natural underground watercourses which have had 
drainage infrastructure put in to stop collapse/improve drainage. 

 In part we support this, however believe it should be not imposed on every farm, as depending on 
farm contour and soil type it may not be practical, or economically feasible, e.g. a flat farm with 
multiple exits for drainage? A collaborative approach could be encouraged between neighbouring 
landowners for a more effective, cost efficient result. 

 Time frames need to be long as the cost will be need to be factored in. More information on effective 
filters, on the right track but more time to allow the thinking to catch up. Learn from the what is going 
on and what is effective Different drains will need different filters depending on flow and fall 

 The idea of wetlands to filter the discharge from tile drains sounds like a good idea in theory but our 
clay based soils can only be farmed successfully because of tile and open drains. If wetlands were to be 
used to filter discharges this would have to be managed by ES to ensure wetlands were strategically 
placed so as to be effective. One wetland may well be enough to filter the discharge from several farms 

 Depends on whether the province wishes to grow or stagnate. There will always be an effect from 
drainage. Highly impractical and perhaps we need more drainage so that the ground stays drier for 
longer and plant life can soak up any nutrients that may be liable for leaching. Completely negates the 
reason for tile drains in the first place to create a wetland at the end of a drain especially on flatter 
ground. On hill country there are already gullies that will act as a filter to any leached elements. 
Encourage the growth of plant life in paddocks to do the job if required. The flood banking of rivers 
to protect assets, urban and rural has meant that sediment and contaminants are not able to be 
deposited where they have historically been left, i.e. the flood plains of Southland. Should we be letting 
farmers create sediment traps without having to go through lengthy and difficult hoops. Let us put 
larger dams on farm without resource consents or at least make them free along with free engineering 
advice. 

 I believe this could certainly be looked at some stage, perhaps ES could be proactive at looking into 
manmade filtering systems, that would benefit the whole community. The actual practicality of the 
new rule working is zero, as well as the fact all existing drains would rem in the same, 99% of the 
problem will still exist 

 Farm drainage is essential. Who will pay for the filtering systems? Permit and resource consent costs 
would have to significantly reduce. 

 This is not ES's decision. If we need to put a drain in to remove boggy areas we will. Who is going to 
"police" this and at what cost? Who is paying? as I am not. 
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 This just needs thrown out, a crazy idea plucked out of thin air with no reasonable thought put into it 
whatsoever. 
 

Comments – no preference stated 
- Tile drains have been working fine for over 100 years without your help 
- Discharges from tile drains.  Our tiles run clean. The rules will not affect all the tiles presently laid. 

Surely the intention is to have policies and rules for potential contaminators. Are these dairy farms and 
aren’t current rules on irrigators clear about spraying effluent at above field water holding capacity? 

- Yes and no, where possible. It is not practical 
- Stupid idea 
- On hill, wetlands might be a good idea, on flat can't see how this would work 
- Tile drains make land farmable and limit runoff. They are a conduit for nitrate but this can be an 

advantage if it makes mitigation possible. (Groundwater remediation is difficult or impossible). 
Wetlands or treatment systems will need to be located in the open ditches into which most tile drains 
discharge. (Others may discharge directly into streams or rivers which is more problematic.) It is not 
feasible to find the location of all tile drains and/or their outfall points. One wetland or treatment 
point at the end of a ditch could serve all the tiles flowing into it. It may be as simple as a partial 
barrier of the ditch, a hay bale or similar, or if that does not allow sufficient fall to keep the drains 
running, a hole scooped out below the bed level. I suspect we do not know enough about tile drain 
mitigation options to require specified treatment systems at this time. I like the idea of monitoring 
control points e.g. the discharge of an open ditch into a stream, and leaving the farmer to control the 
discharge. This could be by treatment systems, stocking rates or adjusted farm systems, feed types etc. 
They can tackle the problem at source, in the tile, along the ditch, or at the discharge to the stream - 
whatever suits the property and operation and the farmer’s own preference, provided the discharge 
meets standards. With a clear target – and a few years to achieve it – this will guide investment by 
farmers and technology suppliers/farm consultants into developing the right options, and encourage 
innovation. Most Southland farmland that needs draining is drained. I think it is more trouble than it is 
worth to make rules around new tiles seeing they will only be a tiny fraction of tiles that exist. This 
does not apply, however, to drainage of current wetlands (or increasing of drainage peripheral to 
wetlands) where controls will be needed. 

- I can see the aesthetic benefit of wetlands in tile drains but am very concerned at the on-going cost 
they impose (either in maintenance or taking up productive farm land by raising the water table).  If 
they were to be enforced, rather than at farm boundaries, I believe they would be better as community 
projects at a catchment level.       

- Each drain on its merit, if possible and practical a wetland definitely 
- Wetlands need to be practical for each farm to achieve without great grazing land loss or great extra 

cost 
- Neutral. This would be one of the most challenging for rural sector and see no support from peers 

possibly.  Soil has a key role in this, quality aeration and optimum soil health.  Sediment traps, dams, 
identifying critical source areas, buffer blocks would seem very practical measures.  Yes the tiles are a 
highway of nutrients but measures exist to build better conditions many you’ve already included in 
plan. A strategic approach especially around the hot spots will sort itself out when nutrient limits set 
and overseer will identify the operator’s weaknesses.  We use biological fertilisers that are profitable 
and sustainable as system encourages resilient soil health especially but not being overstocked, 
encouraging humus growth are a few techniques helpful with climate disruption.  The BioAg 
Biological practice is about stabilisation of soils, finding in the last twelve months more individuals are 
seeking interest as they are becoming sensitive to chemicals etc in the food chain. 

- Drains cannot of themselves cause adverse effects on water quality.  Farming practices, such as 
intensive grazing all year round, or excess fertiliser application, have a detrimental effect on water 
quality.  There is merit, however, in managing new or extended tile drain discharges via a wetland or 
similar filtering system, as appropriate.  There is equal merit in refining agricultural practices to limit 
leaching of effluent or fertiliser 

- Something needs to be done for water quality.  More ideas need to be canvassed, discussed and 
evaluated. 

- Discharge from farm tiles - As for the suggestion of a wetland or filter system it is completely 
ridiculous for all low land farms the majority of the area would become a wetland. The Southland 
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plains are full of drains and mole drains a necessity for dryer soils. Saturated soils leach more nitrogen.  
It could be appropriate for some areas of hill country, some farmers are choosing to do this already 
and with the right education and advice and research into its benefits others would too. 

- The extent of tile drains in Southland is known to be extensive, but location of all drains not 
necessarily known.  Therefore putting in place a regulatory regime has considerable challenges.  
Horticulture NZ considers that the approach should focus on installation of new tile drains so that the 
mitigation methods can be included as part of the initial design. 

- Wetlands and filtering systems will incur significant cost - the Waituna trial costs are approx. 
$2000/ha. Who is expected to pay? What does the economic analysis show of this approach? 'could' 
greatly improve water quality does not = 'will' greatly improve water quality. Mature wetlands over 
time leach P. Has the future effect of numerous wetlands at the edge of tile drains leaching P being 
studied? Are we setting up future generations with a potential water quality problem? Wetlands as duck 
ponds etc. can at certain times of the year contain significant e-coli contamination. Has the 
extrapolation of this been studied/reported on if these were to be created? The draft plan is silent on 
replacing clay tiles with novaflow - this needs to be specifically excluded from this. 

- We have no water quality issues associated with tile drains on Te Anau Downs Station. 
- Subsurface drains are an essential part of farming & have been installed since agriculture first began in 

Southland in the 1800s. So this proposal has a major impact on every farm. Subsurface drains are a 
recognised problem on dairy farms where effluent & nitrogen is being sprayed onto pasture. However, 
we do not see such drains as a major problem on sheep farms. We would like to see some recent test 
results from drainage discharges. 

- We do not support the requirements for wetlands to filter tile drainage systems.  Again there is no 
scientific evidence provided to support the proposal. Wetlands filtering tile drains will be hard to 

manage and may cause large amount of farmland to become un‑usable. Many tile drainage systems 

have numerous outfalls that would be hard to manage. At times of high rainfall and tile drain flow the 
receiving body water volume will generally also be high leading to the likelihood that nutrient 
concentration in both the tile drain and the receiving water body may not be at elevated concentrations 
so without evidence to the contrary it is hard to quantify the size of the issue. 

- Tiles – I know ES said at the meetings this one was going to go but just in case I will say if we were 
limited with what we could put  in on this land and how we can extend and maintain then this land 
would revert to swamp. We cannot create wet marshes at the end of tiles as the fall is so slight in most 
of this area it would case the whole tile line to be useless as it would back the water up to the start of 
the tile making it completely unusable. 

- Discharges from drains . We farm on former swamp land and if there were no tile drains it would have 
remained as swamp . if it is to be developed fall is needed . It may be a lot more practical to restrict 
stocking rate and nitrogen application 

- Drains may be from a spring which is a clean water source so need no filtering for contamination. 
- DHL supports the concept of a set of guidelines for good management practices for tile drain 

installation and extension to existing drainage networks. The installation of tile drains may help assist 
with issues around critical source areas. A permit process for tile drains may act as a barrier to this 
potential improvement. Similarly requiring a permit process for minor drainage improvements may 
seem to be onerous. The need for significant changes for tile drain discharges should be determined by 
the status of specific catchment areas and actual water quality of the discharges. Why have a blanket 
set of treatment options to implement if they are not required? DHL appreciates the difference of 
installing a new tile drain network or significantly increase the area of an exiting network on discharge 
quantities. The need for significant changes for tile drain discharges, e.g. wetlands or filtering systems 
should be determined by the water quality status of specific catchment areas and actual water quality of 
the discharges. Why have a blanket set of treatment options to implement if they are not required? 

 

Household onsite wastewater systems. Do you support this approach to managing onsite 
wastewater systems? If not, how else could we manage onsite wastewater systems? 

Yes 61 No 45 

 
Comments – yes 
 Fair enough to have them inspected when property is sold, but this should be funded from ES rates 
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 This is the greatest pollutant on our Mimihau river 
 Yes that is reasonable however if the tank is full the farmer finds out the hard way. That happened to 

me. 
 Septic tanks checked once and then left alone 
 So long as you don't force changes. If the old system is working fine i.e. don't trust that you wouldn't 

be over the top in saying an old system is inadequate 
 Some of the town systems are a disgrace. ES needs to sort this out too! 
 But could also check them at other times 
 What about property that is not sold i.e. ES land in Te Anau and discharges to Lake Te Anau 
 SIEIA Response: Yes. This approach is supported. The presence of human pathogens in waterways 

has a significant effect on the ability to market eels for human consumption. All efforts to prevent this 
are supported by SIEIA. 

 We went through the process of putting in a new septic tank when we sold farm about 8 years ago. I 
doubt if it is still working as stock have been allowed to wander over the [illegible] it was fenced at the 
time 

 This inspection would have to be undertaken by an independent qualified person, not employed by ES 
 As long as it involves all residents with septic tanks - urban and rural. 
 Yes, BUT - said qualified person should not be in the business of specifying or installing wastewater 

systems 
 Yes- as a septic tank owner I need to be responsible and this is one way of ensuring septic tanks are 

meeting their standard requirements and not contaminating underground water supplies. 
 Check every 10 years.  Biggest problem is that the solids aren't planned out.  People didn't understand 

how they work 
 installation needs registered and perhaps maintenance recorded.  Planting Buffer maybe required 

depending on system.  Need publicity to build encouragement to use biodegradable products or 
organic for optimum health of these systems.  Most folk wouldn’t understand the running of a septic 
tank.  Depending on the soil type is crucial as Don Moir has expressed some systems don’t work best 
in some soil types, so we need more qualified individuals like Mr Moir or ES staff that can provide 
quality information which is limiting in our region with qualified individuals as we ourselves found out.  
Some systems are costly and not worth the benefit. 

 PHS supports this initiative as it is an excellent way of ensuring properties are being sold with 
operational septic tank systems. New property owners could also be provided education to ensure 
appropriate maintenance of the septic tank system. 

 As long as there is enough capability to do this? 
 Who will the suitably qualified person be - a plumber, someone certified by ES or an ES staff member 

themselves? Over time will ES seek to have this information appear on all LIM reports? A similar 
approach will need to be taken to municipal waste water treatment to ensure fairness across the region. 
What timeframe will councils be allowed to upgrade facilities and what impact on rates will this have? 
Will the investment (cost/benefit ratio) and time frames for transitioning be similar to what is allowed 
for farmers? 

 Can toilet waste go septic and waste water to field drain (soak area). These need to be designed well 
and for site, not by book. 
 

Comments – no 
 a 5-10 year time frame is better 
 More red tape and no doubt compliance cost for something that is working well 
 Mine have been checked 
 Many rural properties are never sold! 
 Once again, common sense people 
 Progressive development of whole community sewage systems for all districts 
 Is this a big problem vs the effluent from large cow herds 
 It is usually obvious if a septic system has failed. It has not proved to be a large problem in rural 

housing, but would be more prominent in urban situations that could be addressed by sewerage 
schemes. 

 $30,000. Show me the data 
 Why should we have to pay for our own sewage and get charged for you to come and inspect it? 
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Aren't we getting our incomes restricted and rates increased by this plan? 
 Most people can smell when things are not working, it doesn't take another staff member to work it 

out 
 Our consents already do this, just doubling up. Prove there is currently a problem 
 Household on-site waste water systems: These are already managed when they are installed i.e. as per 

instructions and signed off. No need to meddle with the current system. Current regulations on new 
properties should ensure or prevent failures. No need to double up on other regulators 

 On the farm area there are more nutrients from animals 
 Why not promote other systems rather than enforce septic tanks that everyone knows they pollute 
 Should be mandatory to have septic tank serviced every 5 years! 
 Problem overstated 
 Leave as it is 
 As all new systems come under Council requirements nothing needs to change 
 Have you any evidence that this is a major problem? 
 Some properties aren't sold for generations. Needs a timeframe and education on what and what not 

to put down drains 
 It is working, leave it alone 
 This could cost my business $100,000 dollars plus if I had to replace the systems on my farms. The 

impact of these old systems is negligible and the new systems still pump the water into the ground any 
way at a huge financial cost in GST setting up and running costs 

 "a concern" to who?? Another clown to come and "let" us farm? 
 Anyone knows when it is not working (dumb) or job creation only 
 Worry about cities first; huge cost to manage; better money spent elsewhere; educate - best practice 
 Limit the distance between dwellings and reinforce it.  The failure of septic systems has occurred 

where dwellings are close together and bores are in the same area.  SD Council and ES need to be 
together on this approach.  It is currently failure because of two councils.  Perhaps we should have 
only one council, as the rest of the country 

 Data from new management system long term??  How far is septic tank from watercourse? 
 After Wellington stops pumping to sea we will fix our problems 
 Needs to have longer timeframe 
 Everyone should be made to bring up to standard within 5 years - this is everyone's problem 
 If wastewater systems are up to consent standard should be ok 
 Marginal impact. Recommended alternative - Focus on best practice for all new installations 
 The approach of checking a system when a property is sold is not appropriate. Some properties are 

not sold for generations and these systems may well be the ones that are failing. I would support a 
system that requires all systems to be given a WOF say every 10 years - or at an interval that takes in to 
account the age and design of a system. This may encourage landholders to upgrade systems to more 
modern and enviro-friendly systems earlier than otherwise. I do not support the approach of requiring 
a suitably qualified person confirming a household on site waste water system as operational when 
property is sold, as the sale of a property is not a robust checking system. 

 People can manage their own, nobody wants to have a blockage 
 A survey of all wastewater systems should be established. Rules should then be established to 

progressively tackle the worst offenders. This rule will allow many of the worst offenders to go scott 
free whilst some owners of better systems will be hurt. 

 Systems will need to be checked at the time a property is sold as well as every 10 years. 
 What about the photos I see from town outlets that can only be worse. 
 I consider your policy inconsistent on wastewater .we have a lot of life style blocks around use all there 

effluent systems end up in our creeks on our heavy clay soils suggesting this not a problem until the 
property is sold is just an easy way out in the case of some property's may not be sold for 40 years? 

 If water quality is failing in the surrounding water bodies, will need to prove that your septic system is 
not contributing to the levels. If our property sold, we would need to get 5 sign offs, big ask, if one 
fails then held up farm sale? rethink of when property sells to rather a septic tank operational 
certificate valid for a time period. 

 We do not think that farm dwellings should be singled out for this when they are generally isolated and 
away from waterways. We think there are bigger problems with household wastewater in more 
populated areas of Southland. 
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 Leave the land owner to take care of it. The last thing we need is someone driving around looking 
down our "loo". Who will pay for this? Not us I hope. 

 There is danger that this condition may set a precedence for other guarantee conditions in the transfer 
of certificate of title, e.g. electrical, structural, water system, etc. The purchaser of the property 
traditionally is responsible for due diligence prior to purchase. There are a range of different waste 
water systems. As part of appendix U in the working draft a section for wastewater systems should be 
included. 

 
Comments – no preference stated 
 Why would you want to manage this area, there already are other agencies to look at Health and Safety. 

Health Dept. etc. why the doubling up? 
 Suggest biannual WOF for household waste systems as well as property sale inspection WOF 

requirement. (most septic tanks need to be emptied every 2-4 years) 
 Septic tanks definitely need attention over time. We should look at new ways of handling household 

wastewater too. Separation/recycling/composting/energy recovery 
 Is it possible, even for an expert, to know whether a septic tank is leaking in the majority of cases (i.e. 

where leachate is not already evident)? We don’t want to set up a rubber-stamping industry while 
problems remain buried. Why is inspection tied to property sales? This may target potential conflict 
between ratepayers or between ratepayers and the council – it does not target environmental effects. 
There may be areas where there is a natural risk of septic tank failure e.g. high water table. Perhaps 
these should be targeted instead. 

 Possibly, reluctantly 
 Property sold can mean farm succession meaning both the buyer and the seller are relying on the same 

income source. What is Environment Souths approach to systems that are considered not operational? 
Will people be given options? That is will they be given suggestions for upgrading existing systems or 
will whole new systems be required? I have heard new waste water systems can cost $20,000.00 to 
install. In a purely commercial sale who will be responsible for a failing waste water system, the buyer 
or the seller? In a commercial sale there could be a written agreement between buyer and seller as to 
who will pay for repairs this could be included in the sale agreement. Failing this, people need to know 
who would be held responsible, the buyer or the seller? 

 Ambivalent about this rule… but not sure that you will be able to enforce it? Do you have authority to 
prevent the sale of a property?  I don’t believe that landowners are required to make certain that a 
property is ‘compliant’ prior to sale unless it is a requirement of the sale agreement. 

 Septic tanks can be a problem, I agree, but any changes need to be kept at a monetary cost that people 
can afford.  Huge money is being asked for new systems being installed at present 

 Not every farm changes hands on a regular basis.  A positive alternative would be a check by a suitably 
qualified person, of domestic wastewater systems, which if found to be failing are remedied and repaid, 
over time, through a special rate 

 Yes and no.  The loss of groundwater has to be monitored against what already exists 
 What is going to happen if the opinion goes against the present system - do all houses have adequate 

land for new systems??  Town wastewater also needs to meet the same criteria. 
 We feel that this rule is unnecessary as the upgrade of wastewater systems is already happening as 

properties are renovated, as per the building consent process, plus all new properties have the new 
approved systems. To say that you have to upgrade your system in order to sell your property, and 
spend several thousand dollars in the process, is just wrong. 

 We feel that this rule is unnecessary as the upgrade of wastewater systems is already happening as 
properties are renovated, as per the building consent process, plus all new properties have the new 
approved systems. To say that you have to upgrade your system in order to sell your property, and 
spend several thousand dollars in the process, is just wrong. 

 Questions include what is the definition of operational for an on-site domestic waste water system and 
what qualifications does a suitably qualified person need to have to check the system? If existing septic 
tanks are deemed to be non-operational what technology is available and at what cost to remedy the 
situation? What time frame will be allowed to upgrade the system? 

 We are quite capable of checking our septic tanks by visual examination water testing at outlet. 
 People need to be encouraged to clean the septic tanks out on a more regular basis or if new houses to 

have a wetland filter or in ground depending on research on the different effects from the systems. 
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 This could open a can of worms. If urban areas are happy to do the same with their waste water 
infrastructure and pay the cost of upgrading on the same timeline then okay. Should not be a rural 
only issue. 
 

 
 

Surface and groundwater takes. Do you support the approaches taken for surface and 
groundwater takes? If not, how else could we manage the water takes? 

Yes 62 No 24 

 
Comments – yes 
 Over 90% NZ freshwater is wasted out to sea 
 Should have been controlled years ago 
 Should be no water allowed to be taken for irrigation 
 Not sure, need more information. Stock and household = higher priority than irrigation: irrigation 

encourage, storage and peak flow takes 
 Not sure, I now don't trust you enough to say yes, even though this could be sensible 
 Yes, but only if all urban [illegible] have water tanks to capture roof water for use as household waste 

water. Council could subsidise this. 
 You cannot fairly deny existing use rights e.g. irrigation and stockwater 
 No permits needed under 90 cubic metres 
 Water storage dams? 
 Yes but don't let simplicity rule - make rules. Having various sources of water is logical. You may 

need to look that up in a dictionary 
 Very concerned about water table levels in Southland 
 I agree with no more consents being granted for Cromel Stream and North Range Aquifer because 

of their current over- allocation and suggest that water takes be reduced in these two areas on a 
percentage basis, so they come in to the allocated regime for consents. I agree with the new water 
take approaches as outlined and the standard maximum volumes per day from all sources as a 
permitted activity 

 About 300 cows or 900 with green wash.  If all water fenced off then lots of water schemes required 
 Support in part, need to use more Australian rural water measures and capture the rain and use it 

more wisely in small dams for electricity or irrigation.  I can see us using K line irrigation on hill 
country as there are limited practical steps especially with climate disruption accelerating 

 Restrict water for irrigation fairly 
 Horticulture NZ supports an approach to manage the scale of permitted water takes but seeks to 

ensure that such provisions are equitable across all agricultural sectors. 
 PHS are supportive of this streamlined approach to manage the allocation of water takes in a 

sustainable manner. 
 Human and stockwater is the significant priority 
 As long as it is fair to everyone. Would need a separate consultation period with specific areas. 

Human and stock water is a priority for everyone 
 Who over-allocated these? As a Council it comes down to you. Council had the final say on this - 

sort it out 
 While I commend ES for making water takes for aquifer pump tests non-consented, I believe that 

the max pump rate of 75lt/sec needs to increased to 100lt/sec if ES require constant rate tests to be 
performed at production rates. ES need to set clear rule around what tests, duration, volume, 
information etc. that applicants need to perform and supply when seeking groundwater consents - a 
standard approach across Southland needs to be applied to provide clarify and ready interpretation. 
 

Comments – no 
 I believe no water for irrigation should be taken from the aquifers or bores. It should be stored in a 

dam or pond and taken from rivers in high flow times under 86 cubes n o consent is good 
 This rule should be more site specific 
 Volume of take would have to suit the size of the property and state type requirements 
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 Perhaps water storage areas could be considered, both privately and collectively 
 Prioritise, have a set water allocation and stick to it 
 No problem here, what are you talking about! 
 First in best dressed for irrigation water takes is undemocratic and unfair. Some form of allocation or 

payment is needed 
 Surface and groundwater takes: This should be on a case by case basis in conjunction with purpose. 

Requiring a consent for aquifer pump test purposes in our view was a waste of resourcing 
 SDC is managing. Once Council for Southland only 
 I think you are too generous. Am totally against surface water takes. Users of groundwater should 

pay for takes 
 Over regulation is not the answer 
 Only where groundwater is know to be a scarce resource then I suggest a charge per M3. Southland 

is not generally short of surface water. Extra storage areas could solve any issues 
 There should be two rules. Wells of 100 metres deep free (artesian), up to 9 metres managed 
 Same as now or risk animal welfare problems 
 You are wanting to write another rule like the last which you have no way of monitoring 
 Stick to current rules nad only restrict water takes if there is not the water 
 All properties should be able to take adequate water for stock and domestic purposes.  Over 

allocated areas need their water takes reduced as per NPS.  And new farmers should be able to take 
same amounts 

 It is my view that the first in first served model has fundamental faults. ln an ideal world each 
property should have equal rights to water based on its area with allowance for topography. Under 
that model tradeable rights would be allocated and tensions now obvious would not have happened. 
But the sunk cost of the users have happened and that’s why making any changes is now difficult 
without society thinking about paying full compensation if they wish to restrict current users. 
Changing rules to destroy a property right is undemocratic. There is plenty of opportunity in 
Southland to harvest and store water to take pressure off surface and groundwater. But there will be 
the usual suspects likely to be opposing such water security. They are the same ilk who worry about 
climate variation and who don’t trust in the evolution of ideas and want to stop societal betterment. 
Please stop the politics ES and let responsible progress flourish. 

 Daily volumes should not be increased. 
 If people already have consents and have invested in infrastructure, it would not be fair to change 

these. I would support the above rules applying to new applicants. 
 Bigger operations need more water, maybe an allocation per kg Live weight per ha which would 

allow for equal allocation determined by size 
 
Comments – no preference stated 
- The 'one source only' approach you suggest is unworkable and unfair. Take the case of a run with a 

spring out the back of the farm. This is tapped to supply a drinking trough. Also in the outlying hills, 
sheep have limited access to a stream for water. Then there is aquifer groundwater pumped for a 
lowland stockwater system. A separate pump on a separate shallow underground flow supplies the 
house. A rainwater tank supplies the woolshed. What sort of disruption are you meaning to cause? 
And why? Do you want to redistribute water, conserve water, or collect money for water? Money for 
water. The water isn't yours to sell. However if a user is wasting water you should be able to 
intervene. To know if water is wasted it is reasonable to require measurement in industry situations. 
A set limit cannot be used for an individual business as requirements vary, for example a factory 
farm compared with a free range farm. Domestic and stock water should be free. Clean-up water 
should be free. Irrigation water could be paid for. Any excess water collected and stored on-farm or 
within a local irrigation scheme would be free. Conserving water. There is plenty of water, except for 
about 3 months/year. If a plan was devised to save water for dry periods i.e. a dam, storage tanks, a 
pond, this could be encouraged. A dam would be designed to allow normal seasonal flow with only 
excess water stored. Fish and eel access should be provided. So long as normal seasonal flow was 
maintained, more than one dam could co-exist on one creek. As only excess water was taken, no 
charge for this conserved water should apply.  Fair distribution of water. Prioritise: a. animals get 
first option. They can't buy water. b. then humans and vegetable gardens/market gardens c. industry 
supplying 'value-added' product. d. emergency irrigation of freshly sown crop already sprouted and 
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now threatened in drought conditions, and only until they reach critical survival leaf height or it 
rains. e. excess river water available? - working up through your 'newly converted consents' list, i.e. 
last in first served, six months(?) free irrigation for pasture or crop establishment if the landholder 
requests it. The rationale behind this is that older established farms should be used to dealing with 
weather extremes, drought, feed conservation, feed procurement and why not a quick start bonus. 

- These don't apply to us on farm and collection of rainwater is plentiful so always fresh and clean 
- Your question is ambiguous. "aquifer pump test purposes" what does that mean? 
- SIEIA Response: The discussion document provides little evidence that many waterways are under 

stress from water takes in Southland. We agree that additional controls on permitted takes (to reduce 
these takes) may be necessary where they are warranted, but a new set of blanket Region-wide 
controls is probably unnecessary, and could cause additional costs for landowners. We prefer a 
system where additional controls are imposed where a catchment has reached a water shortage 
"trigger level". We support the proposal for aquifer pump tests. 

- I support that consent should not be required for aquifer test purposes. However, such bores should 
comply with installation standards, be limited to a specified take for a specified period (e.g. within a 
year of drilling) and ES must be notified of the details of the bore including drilling log, location, 
depth, size, water level and pump test results. All bores that are permitted or consented (including 
test bores which should not be permanently capped after testing) should have the provision that ES 
can access the bore by arrangement for water quantity and/or quality testing at our own expense on 
an ongoing basis if we so require, apart from any testing required as a consent condition. We should 
also have rights to publish the data and sample locations. This is vital to building our sketchy 
knowledge of the aquifers and reflects that these are a community resource which crosses property 
boundaries. Permitted groundwater take limits should be per hectare, not per block or per ownership 
title. Or possibly a small minimum take per block plus an amount per hectare. Smaller subdivision 
does not increase the quantity of groundwater available, so should not increase the total permitted 
take across an area. Surface water takes could be per km of waterway. What is the problem with 
different permitted activity criteria/quantities for surface and groundwater? (and ‘stock/domestic 
water’ – does that mean reticulated water?) These are not the same activity. Different limits may be 
needed. Permitting a combined surface/groundwater limit would make enforcement difficult, and 
make compliance by the user more complex even if they intend to comply. 

- Agree with no new consents for over allocated waterways 
- Not sufficiently conversant 
- Again more work needed on this issue. Without any formal training I Questioned the [illegible] 

consents at the time 
- Yes and no. Build more holding dams for water storage 
- No view on this rule.  Not informed enough on this issue.  However would want to be certain that 

the science is certain about the over-allocation 
- Cannot comment on this, does not apply to our area 
- Education first please 
- Consents from over-allocated water bodies need to be reviewed, as noted in the caveat which has 

been part of the consent process - namely 'that in light of future information the Council (ES) 
reserves the right to amend the consent'.  There also needs to be an assurance that water is being 
used efficiently.  Public perception of needless waste is reinforced by the use of large irrigators 
during a hot, dry nor'wester.  The reinstatement of appropriate shelter belts to reduce evapo-
transpiration rates of pasture and crop, and enhance stock welfare, should be required as part of the 
irrigation consent.  Every effort should be made to restore waterways to their natural flows by 
revisiting current water takes as well as funding alternative water sources, including rainwater harvest, 
for domestic and stock water, dairy processing, and pasture maintenance.  Alternative cultivars such 
as lucerne, which requires less water, could be added to the pasture mix 

- Not flexible enough.  Perhaps more storage of excess water should be considered 
- Increasing the non consent volume is practical.  Stockwater, etc, should, as in national papers, be of 

right - only water use outside national system should require a consent (can explain better if needed). 
- All the water for our dairy operation comes from the Hedgehope Stream.  It is very difficult to bore 

for water in the Hedgehope area. 
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Indigenous biodiversity. Would you prefer that wetlands and biodiversity issues were managed 
through one council? If not, how else could wetlands and biodiversity issues be managed? 

Yes 77 No 22 

 
Comments – yes 
 Not worried either way 
 ES should handle this, not SDC 
 Should reduce needless red tape and time-wasting processes 
 One council management, yes, Environment Southland 
 Same rule for all does make sense 
 Common sense should say that is a given 
 Should be managed through the Southland District Council. Why double up? They have better 

relationships with the rural community. 
 SIEIA Response: Yes, although this would require some considerable modification to District and 

Regional Plans. 
 Not enviro south though, has lost the trust of a lot of farmers 
 Ah yes but which or whom! 
 Managed through one council 
 There are opportunities to increase wetlands.  There are still native trees being destroyed 
 This makes sense as GDC wasn’t able to identify these with their knowledge and skills and seems 

obvious when ES is about environmental management and far more qualified 
 It would be preferable to have Environment Southland manage biodiversity and wetland issues as 

ecosystem health is crucial to ensure the quality and quantity of fresh water systems as well as the 
protection of soils.  Too often biodiversity protection has been compromised by short-sighted 
economic imperatives, without subjecting decisions to 'full cost accounting', with disastrous 
consequences for fully protected native flora and fauna and also for agricultural productivity.  New 
Zealand has lost over 90% of its wetlands so this initiative to encourage the retention and re-
establishment of wetlands, not just as filters for contamination but also for the biodiversity wetlands 
create and attract, as well as carbon sequestration (as do all native ecosystems and habitats) is to be 
highly commended.  Assistance with information and fence cost-sharing would be a positive 
incentive to landowners 

 We would prefer one council to manage the wetlands and biodiversity issues.  We would support 
your approach to encourage wetland areas. 

 Biodiversity issues through one council will be more straightforward for the public to understand 
and provide them with more confidence when embarking on the challenge. 

 Although the council needs greater farmer representation 
 Make it easier and free for farmers to create sediment traps and or dams without having beaurocracy 

crawling all over your property and effectively putting anyone off the whole idea. Most farmers see 
ES as a tool to knock what progressive farmers want to do. The cost of such development should be 
minimal and not be a hindrance to development of other areas of your farm.ie a trade off maybe. 

 Leave the management to Southland District Council. We do not need two councils driving around 
doing the same things. This sort of thing costs big money. 
 

Comments – no 
 needs to be a collective approach e.g. council community groups DOC etc. 
 Not a 100% sure 
 Do they need managed? Nanny state? 
 Definitely not! Leave our farm alone. Our farm is beautiful and healthy 
 We have a significant wetland (peatbog) and we manage it very well 
 Only if we had one Council 
 Individual Councils 
 Areas not owned and managed by the Crown can and are being well managed privately 
 ES is biased in their ideas and do not have the experienced staff to do it on their own. District 

Council should have 50% of the say here 
 Manage them ourselves 
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 Southland's high rainfall will maintain our existing water supply 
 By local council 
 Through catchment groups 
 New development of swamp could be looked at by ES 
 Collectively with iwi and landowners (i.e. catchment groups) 
 I don't think anyone trusts bureaucrats 
 Trusts, landcare 
 There are already enough rules to protect wetlands. All councils simply need to up there monitoring 

and communication with wetland owners. 
 While I think ES should get involved with biodiversity where it directly impacts on water 

quality/wetlands, I am wary that it will be used as another development impediment by planners, 
NGO's and the public to further ulterior motives - confusing land use and landscape 
concerns/effects with biodiversity considerations; where public perception and the associated warm 
fuzzies demand action such as landscape protection; an excuse to mitigate against indirect effects 
which could equally be managed by good management practices (eg. clearing matagouri by 
cultivating but the main issue is stocking intensity increasing so biodiversity used to strengthen the 
public/council response) etc. The job in front of ES and farmers is already large and complex 
enough without adding further responsibilities and rules which could confuse the issues and foster 
distrust and anxiety. ES need to focus on the core problem and not waste time and resources on 
peripheral projects/concerns. 

 Local groups and organisations can handle it. Single control loses control! 
Comments – no preference stated 
 Should still be up to the landowner 
 Doesn't apply for us 
 I don't know SDC's role in wetlands and biodiversity. Are they doubling up? Tut tut. There can be 

little native biodiversity without BIOSECURITY, meaning in this context, control of stoats, 
possums, rats, cats etc. 

 This would have to be answered by people who live near these wetlands 
 Unsure, Council's have a habit of inventing problems 
 Biodiversity, wetlands and treatment systems are not the same thing. A policy spread across all three 

will have compromised objectives. Treatment wetlands on farms may or may not be biodiverse. If 
their function is to remove contaminants, they should be designed primarily for that purpose. We 
don’t want to give farmers the impression we want wetlands on their farms because wetlands are 
‘nice places’. Other wetlands may have natural values or provide habitat for rare or important 
species. Which species? If that is their function, the species should be identified. Or if it is simply 
their wild or scenic character, that should be described, and whether it is for public benefit or 
intrinsic natural value. Or to provide ecosystem services to or beyond the immediate surrounding 
property. Some areas may have several types of values or functions and this also should be 
recognized, and the priorities of each. Lowland indigenous forest may be more rare in Southland 
than wetlands. Streams also contain biodiversity, and estuaries. Some agricultural landscapes support 
much more biodiversity than others. I think the biodiversity approach should be applicable to 
different habitat types, not just wetlands. 

 Not necessarily…  If someone is applying for a resource consent to their local district council, do 
they need to apply separately for some things to ES?  This wouldn’t make sense. There needs to be 
good processes between councils to make sure the process is seamless, but it should be possible to 
apply for all aspects of a development to one council. 

 I think all Councils should work together on this issue as it is such a big commitment and the more 
people who are involved and knowledgeable the better. Policies across Councils should be 
consistent. The approach to encourage the retention and creation of wetlands is an excellent one and 
I have suggested several places these could be beneficial in improving water quality above 

 Don't know enough to comment on cross over of responsibilities. 
 To avoid confusion and duplication of costs to ratepayers, we would prefer that wetlands, 

biodiversity and other environmental issues were managed through one council. 
 If society wants something, they normally buy it. That's the way to manage biodiversity on private 

land buy the right. And of course there is already landowners who value such areas and who don’t 
need rules to protect it. Respect about 'ownership' is the win-win in a decent society. 
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Do you support our approach to encourage the retention and establishment of wetlands? If not, 
what else could we do to encourage the retention and establishment of these areas? 

Yes 75 21 12 

 
Comments – yes 
 Why is ES managing wetlands and biodiversity, does Fish and Game need to exist? 
 Good to be seen to be working with farmers on these matters and finding common ground 
 Encourage wetlands, yes, with the land user's permission. 
 I have done that, it is very expensive to establish 
 Encourage 
 But we don't consider swamps as biodiversity areas but would put in more ponds for bird life and 

insects 
 But we do not consider swamps as biodiversity areas but would put in more ponds for bird life and 

insects 
 SIEIA Response: Yes this is supported, but "encourage" is a meaningless term. We would like to see 

a "wetland retention and recovery plan" developed by District and Regional Councils in Southland. 
 you have great staff on your sustainability team. Look how much has changed in recent years re: 

attitudes - it's working! The advice, the field days, the peer pressure, keep it up 
 but only in natural wetlands not poorly developed man made ones that are full of pests-weeds and 

costs ongoing. 
 To a point 
 But within practical terms 
 Not the establishment of new areas unless there was overwhelming evidence they were to be 

beneficial to the greater area, not someone's pet project 
 Only if these areas are in the wetter zones, not in free draining zones like Central Plains or oxidising 
 With support of landowners 
 But not on productive farmland 
 Retention and establishment of wetlands can be managed with rewarding farmers for doing this and 

show the real benefit of these initiatives. 
 Subject to area and viability 
 Support retention and establishment of areas if they have little potential economic value 
 Encourage gravel takes at the edge of drains and engineer filtering systems - easy to do 
 But policy can be challenging and not friendly and little follow-up.  We applied ages ago but 

communication wasn’t clear in application and stalled the project and NO follow-up 
 I can see benefit in using wetlands 
 Yes, but funding should also be made available to facilitate such an approach. 
 There is a cost to the land owner of maintenance of any of the above. There needs to be an 

acknowledgment that there is a public good in the retention and or establishment of the above. 
 Need to reward people for retaining and establishing wetlands. 
 Wetlands are great but are they economic for a land owner?? It will make it hard to get someone to 

take out 2ha of nice flat ground to let it go as an uneconomic swamp 
 Wetlands could form an integral part of farmers efforts to mitigate their effects. ES however need to 

provide flexibility and make sure farmers efforts are recognized - the cost of consents/consultation 
should be minimal, it should be a streamlined process with helpful advice from ES staff, landowners 
should have an expectation that public access will not be automatically extended or demanded, a 
distinction needs to be made between artificially constructed/enhanced wetlands and naturally 
occurring wetlands (credit should be given to the landowner) - they should not be penalized for 
doing the right thing provided minimum standards/best practice are adhered to, constructing a 
wetland should no then lead to the imposition of further restrictions on adjoining land. 

 Two years ago we created a wetland on our dairy farm. Environment Southland staff were helpful in 
giving advice and encouragement to us in the planning process. We were advised that Environment 
Southland may have been able to provide a grant to us for the planting of the wetland area, however 
we chose to not apply for the grant, as we were discouraged by the paperwork and obligation that 
would have ensued. We looked on the project as a very positive action, and we have gained much 
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pleasure and pride from setting aside and planting the area off our own bat, we did not feel that we 
wanted an obligation imposed on us when we were already feeling very positive and committed to 
the project. The wetland construction cost us $20,000, the cost of the planting was minimal 
compared to what we had spent already. If Environment Southland had chosen to contribute to our 
planting without any strings attached we would have been very appreciative. 

 Fines should be spent on fencing and planting NOT on administration! 
 Offer funding and flexibility with management of wetlands 
 There could be more done to educate landowners as to the benefits of wetlands, in improving water 

quality, biodiversity and for aesthetic reasons. If landowners were made aware of the benefits more 
may choose to construct wetlands. 

 Timing of nitrogen applications by all farmers, in relation to both soil water saturation levels and soil 
temperature, both of which have a major impact on the levels of leaching. There were far to many 
helicopters applying urea and sulphate of ammonia in far less than ideal conditions this spring which 
was irresponsible on the behalf of land owners and had me shaking my head. Not to mention the 
huge costs involved which in most cases were lost. 

 
Comments – no 
 Wetlands are not all that they are cracked up to be. We have small wetlands on our farm and the 

ducks that inhabit these do far more ecological and environmental damage than any cow ever could. 
 Landowner must get something out of it, they pay the rates/mortgage etc. If they are getting no 

income from this land, it is unfair for them to bear this cost 
 Like all things the devil is in the details. Support the use of carrots and not the stick 
 We have enough in National Parks 
 There are more than enough wetlands 
 We look after our wetlands ourselves. They are a healthy place for everyone 
 If farmers loose valuable land they need compensation. If not suitable for farming then make a 

reserve 
 Once again we can prove that over 35 years of deer farming there has been no degradation of our 

peat bog area 
 Walkways are ok but there would need to be a safe area to walk 
 Wetlands prove nothing unless you are a duck shooter. Ideal to drowned stock, danger to children! 
 Do we really want Southland to revert to swampland 
 Listen to the locals 
 Really? A century of land drainage for economic property will disappear in Southland with massive 

tracts of swamp back again 
 If you want them kept for public good you should pay for it 
 Southland Plans are beautiful.  No more wetlands as they grow gorse, rubbish, rabbits, etc. 
 I don't think we need to establish more 
 I believe we are fast approaching enough!  All are becoming biosecurity weed and pest problems, 

which gets lumped on ratepayer.  Totally unfair disadvantage 
 Encourage retention - but concerns over establishing new areas from productive farmland 
 Only if the landowner can afford to leave the area as a wetland. (remember ES rates) 
 The word "encourage" is too ambiguous for me to consider. 
 
Comments – no preference stated 
 Unsure how you are encouraging this 
 Retention should be encouraged and supported. Establishment should be left to the landowner 
 Farmers could be encouraged to increase and develop riparian zones if there were an economic 

benefit...for example Manuka honey has a high yield. Are there honey suitable Manuka cultivars 
available for planting stand in southlands shelterbelts and riparian zones? Are there other plantings 
that could economically extend riparian zones e.g. pinenuts/timbers 

 This would have to be answered by people who live near these wetlands 
 Council's encouragement seems to end up being a demand 
 Consent needed if over a certain size 
 They are all different, so each units merits with the possibility of trade offs 
 This has to be practical and financially viable for each property 
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 Only on case by case basis monitored under sec 32 RMA 
 Regarding retention and establishment of wetlands, we have no concern about you educating people 

as to the benefits, but we would not support any regulatory requirements around those 
 All existing wetlands should receive protection similar to ICC's significant indigenous vegetation 

zones. 
 Subject to ground contour 
 Not sure.  We would not like to see Southland revert back to swamp land.  Much work has gone into 

clearing and making land productive 
 Up to a point, not everyone wants a wetland on their farm.  It is just not practical and practicality 

seems to have been missed in a lot of these plans 
 Not explained well enough -I do support restoration and establishment of special areas (not sure it 

all should be wetlands). 
 Yes and no, non-rateable wetland areas 
 There could be more done to educate landowners as to the benefits of wetlands, in improving water 

quality, biodiversity and for aesthetic reasons. If landowners were made aware of the benefits more 
may choose to construct wetlands. 
 

Question 10: General. What activities have we missed that impact on water quality? How should 
we manage these? 

 
Comments  
 Urban areas. With the same rules and conditions as rural areas 
 You have not mentioned anything in regard to the town sewage pollution problem impacting our 

rivers etc. correct me if I’m wrong? 
 Effects of towns and cities; Be as strict on them as we are on farming 
 Major flooding events: Regional Council was set up to protect farmland from waterways. It seems it 

has gone full circle! 
 Town sewage discharges and duck shit - kill them all! 
 Towns and cities wastewater, old dump sites, Invercargill a classic. 
 Natural events like abnormal weather patterns that affect water run off and quality: Farmers will 

respond better to education of best practice rather than a set of rules 
 No groundwater to be used for irrigation. You also need to treat hill country farming separately with 

regards to waterways. 
 Forestry: land after harvest, urban centres: Forest: best practice guidelines 
 Waterfowl especially geese and paradise ducks, shags. Cull large numbers 
 Excess rainfall: Go to church 
 Overall, I was shocked by the proposals. Ill thought out, over controlling. Parts of the plan show no 

understanding of farming and our soils. Very disappointing. You should probably start again, this 
time follow your own science. 

 The run off from dead holes on farms. Although every farm probably needs a stock dead hole it is 
too easy to just wait until the animal is dead. Their attitude is I will just shoot it and throw it in the 
dead hole when in fact my business could help in a lot of cases. I have heard of reports from a 
Northern Southland farm where they shoot and buried between 200 and 400 cows because of an 
animal welfare issue. The issue I have is the attitude of just put it in the dead hole. Does your staff 
ever inspect the dead holes on a farm visit? If consent was required they might start to change their 
attitude. I would like to see the attitude that the dead stock hole was used in a last possible remedy to 
the problem. 

 Pest plants in waterways. Remove them 
 The fact that you should be maintaining rivers rather than making farmers broke and frustrated with 

red tape and rate hikes. Reduce rates and focus on what is important. 
 Roading run off 
 Fencing them off then spraying them [doesn’t specify who ‘them’ is] 
 Run off from towns like Gore e.g. paints, battery acid, detergents etc. Unsure, I guess they are 

monitored 
 Current grazing rules not being followed. Hard to manage because some people with never change 

bad habits 
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 Natural soil erosion on banks of rivers. It's nature. You can't regulate against it 
 Town sewerage, better systems 
 Rainwater - run off in towns. Untreated sewer discharges by towns/city. Filtration systems. Dairy 

cattle wintering systems 
 Correct information to start with. Some map information is incorrect. Your map puts us as a peat 

bog which we aren't 
 Why wasn't industry mentioned i.e. manufacturing, processing etc. They should be managed the 

same as you manage everyone else. We don't agree with the use of physiographic zone to determine 
what farmers can or can't do on their land. We are in a proposed Gleyed zone yet the description I 
have enclosed on Gley soils is interesting above all else. (Appendix 3) To say we would be limited 
because of our zoning would be detrimental to our normal farming practices and potentially 
detrimental to the cost efficiency of our farming operations.  

 Rain, snow and thunderstorms. Significant weather events. Nobody has any control over mother 
nature 

 WEED control!! Who is expected to control all this waste land from weeds because that's what you 
are promoting 

 Waste pits? Should farm waste pits be a consented activity, at least in their siting? Chemical 
containers, metals and dead stock go into these holes which may be burnt or partially burnt and may 
be directly in the water table? Is there a council mechanism for regular collection and treatment of 
chemical containers? 

 River and creek bank erosion/sediment - ES should manage consents for river work to prevent 
erosion, Fish and Game are too impractical. Floods don't get consents but they do a lot of damage 

 River and creek bank erosion/sediment - ES to manage consents for stitch in time works/floods 
don’t get consents but they do a lot of damage 

 River erosion, give the farmer more freedom to fix river 
 Stop ES catchment department cleaning weed out of the Waikiwi Creek, happens approximately 

every three years. It has nothing to do with drainage as drains are underwater. Twice a day at high 
tide and no flooding problem as there is a ponding area during high water. also leave watercress in 
our ditches to take up the nutrients and improve water quality. 

 Significant degradation from dwelling disposal in urban situations 
 Stock that graze soluble nitrogen excrete more N, simple as that! 
 Dairy farming! In very marginal areas/soil types. Stop some land from being converted or you 

stipulate stock rate! Walk properties before they convert, leave us sheep farmers alone 
 Too many. Waterfowl, Canada geese 350kg dung per day from 1000. Exterminated, this is a big 

problem is some areas and needs to be sorted. 
 Soil temperature vs N application? Using wintering barns? July/Aug/Sept nil usage. Less urine in 

wintering/early spring onto wetter soils 
 Water quality - other issues. The riverside walkways around Invercargill, which I think ES helped 

establish, bring home the importance of water quality to many people because they see and enjoy 
these natural waters daily, and observe their condition. Many of Southland’s rivers and streams are 
inaccessible, often with barb wire or messes of fencing going down into the water, and signs such as 
‘no Queen’s chain’, ‘no public access’ even alongside major rivers with riparian areas tens of metres 
wide. Some of this is ES or other government administered land. Access to, and appreciation of 
natural waters should be maximised to lift the profile of water quality and enable people to enjoy the 
values we talk about. Changes in water quality, both good and bad, will then be noticed, and 
remembered into the future. It would be good to see some notional targets for water quality which 
reflect what we think is ideal, even if these cannot be met for many years or possibly ever. We are 
trying to change phenomena which have been in motion for decades. It is better to compromise 
around timeframes and interim measures than to produce targets which are themselves 
compromised, which are then misconstrued as ideal. No one should stress about deadlines from 
central government, it is better that the process is sound and has support from the community (and 
is heading in the right direction) otherwise it will fall over at the farm gate. Especially if we require 
complex/expensive conditions or mitigations which turn out to be ineffective and are later 
abandoned. 

 Type of stock farmed. Individual farmer 
 Roads often drain into waterways. Influence of waterfowl - $64m 
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 Different classes of stock and land use 
 Runoff from rain on streets and roads, discharges from towns and cities 
 There has been no mention of giardia in lakes or ecoli hot spots below townships or didymo or 

game birds polluting waterways 
 The number of dairy farms but you are too dumb to see it happening. Cut the cow numbers and a 

lot of these problems would go away 
 The New river estuary has improved considerably over the past 24 years (has large dairy catchment). 

There is serious question over your water science and physiographic zone. I have at least 400 acres 
of flat country 

 Heavy rain on freshly graded gravel roads producing heavily contaminated runoff 
 There is a large amount of earth that moves in the rivers. Get in and dig in the middle of the rivers, 

deepen them.  This will create 90% more retention of sediment 
 Cadmium in fertiliser. Ban any fertilisers with cadmium 
 Urban wastewater/discharges. Same timeframes to implement changes and same rules for urban and 

rural 
 What are the 'game changers'?  Encourage innovation. Educate - there is good stuff out there but no 

one knows 
 No grandparenting to be applied. Get as much information before 2025 and use as much science to 

get more information 
 Birds and wildlife 
 Catchment groups have a great impact on water quality and should be utilised to encourage and 

reward good environmental practice 
 Council sewerage ponds next to rivers; long drops in rest areas; chemical altering waterways through 

people washing vehicles on hardstanding surfaces.  It appears that farming activities and rural land 
owners are wearing all the cost of clean waterways, when in fact built up urban areas can contribute 
considerably - disposal of reticulated sewerage waste 

 Town! Industry! Water quality is proved to be the worst just downstream from town centre. Tricky!  
They hold most of your voters.  I think for these you might need rules, rather than outcome based 

 We have made significant changes to our farming practices and are pleased to carry out these 
improvements.  Future improvements and laws must be based on peer reviewed science and then 
changes will happily be made 

 Catchment groups are good and close to the problems, within the areas they represent. Better 
education, good contact for Land Sustainability team. 

 Not a lot has been mentioned about our urban friends.  Farmers are not the only "polluters". It is 
perceived by many that dirty farmers are the source of all evil in our environment, and not just dairy 

 Bank erosion, bushland water degradation by native and non native animals (deer and pigs and 
ducks). Take into consideration the amount of bank erosion and natural contaminants before new 
laws 

 Abstraction of surface water from streams and rivers impacts directly on water quality and quantity, 
as well as stream health, as noted in the Environment Aotearoa 2015 report.  Restoration of natural 
flows by finding ways to avoid relying on that water source for agricultural uses is vital.  The lower 
Waiau River is a special case which requires urgent attention.    Urban stormwater and effluent 
systems - working with Councils to improve the treatment of sewage and other contaminants (with 
composting as an end product) needs to be a priority in tandem with this Plan to ensure that all the 
good work done upstream of towns and the City is not undone by insufficient investment in these 
systems.  Again, Government funding is essential to ensure success, for this and also rain water 
harvest for domestic use 

 Bank erosion, runoff from town drains and wastewater and sewage plants. Battering of banks and 
work with landowners to plant out bad areas, more worm farm ponds. 

 Township pollution of drains and waterways. I can safely drink out of my drains. Would any 
township people drink out of theirs? 

 Concerns over the rivers no longer being dredged. Consents need to be granted to remove gravel 
beaches.  We are concerned how much soil is being lost because this is no longer happening 

 Make sure town is up to standard  also. Restrict dairy numbers to what the farm can carry without 
grazing off in winter 

 Catchment specific. Is our water really deteriorating at all? These rules affect our future and current 
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land value. How accurate are the physiographic zones? We do not have gravel soils here. Work with 
land owners to set the bar. The line is being held - why change? 

 Location specific catchment groups would be more effective. The maps are not accurate, my soils 
have go gravel like the maps suggest. Is water quality actually deteriorating? Our local monitoring 
suggests otherwise. So why the rules that affect our land values and future productivity 

 Flooding - taking willows out of the river, speeding up flow. This is where the sediment comes from, 
eroding the banks 

 Speaking as a member of the Makarewa Liaison Committee for 30 years and having been involved in 
watching the so-called deteriorating of the river banks by stock, all cattle pigs and deer should be 
excluded from the zones mentioned in 3B. The reason I think there should be non exclusion of 
sheep, is the amount of long grass eg. cocksfoot and tall fescue which build up silt on the river banks 
and eventually the weight causes the bank to crumble in, taking more of the bank into the 
watercourse, than if the sheep were allowed to access the grass  behind the cattle fences.   Not all the 
time, but at appropriate times to keep the grass to maybe 100 to 200mm approx. Also this will keep 
broom under control which can be a major problem on hill country non-graze areas. Riparian 
planting with natives is a great idea, but large trees end up with no grass under them and filter no silt. 
I have flown over the whole Makarewa Scheme in a helicopter twice in the previous 10 years with 
Environment Southland staff, and the worst river banks in the whole catchment without a doubt, is 
the land fenced off by some dairy farmers, who have no ambition to control noxious weeds (gorse 
and broom).   Some enforcement to landowners on controlling noxious weeds would be a great 
advantage to Environment Southland costs and other ratepayers whose costs are loaded because 
river works are more expensive.   This also allows no access for fishermen and other river users. 

 I think all households should have a water tank to reduce water demand and also washing cars on 
grass or a gravelled area instead of it all going into storm water systems. Keep the education going as 
far as what we can all do for our precious world 

 You need to rethink your stakeholder model. I seems like these rules have had little practical thought 
put to them. I doubt you have effectively used stakeholders. Nitrate is the diffuse nutrient that is not 
holding the line - it is impossible to control with rules. And especially not with silly rules. Please 
reconsider your approach. Research on factors leading to stream bank slough and erosion is critical 
for reducing impacts on estuaries. Education Please Education 

 I think that people with lifestyle blocks should be included - they can have a big impact on water 
quality. They should be included in the rules. 

 Towns, runoff, sewerage all the things you seem to take no notice of. Just make up some rules like 
ban cars or something like you are trying with farmers. 

 Wild birds (ducks) in wetlands. Towns waste systems that go into creeks and rivers. Wild animals 
can't be controlled completely. Towns folk need lessons about what they flush and put down drains. 

 Forestry, logging operations, stormwater from roading, urban areas, coastal erosion due to reduced 
Waiau River flow. Forestry and logging need to be managed by same organisation under same rules 
to prevent erosion, sedimentation etc.. 

 Offal holes. Submitted to council and identified on a map. 
 Diagnose tributaries where problems occur. Form community groups based on tributaries of major 

water systems and check where the problems are occurring. e.g Oware tributary and Mimihau River. 
Have these monitored for a year so we can see the data and call a district meeting. Southland is too 
diverse. Local meetings deal with actual problems. 

 Disposal of effluent from urban waste water facilities needs to be addressed with clear rules around 
what is required/expected to make their transition east/cost-effective and engage with urban 
communities around what their responsibilities are - that this isn't only a farmer caused problem. ES 
needs to anticipate greater effluent disposal to land from urban waste water facilities and 
manufacturing processes (freezing works, milk plants etc.) in future in response to the problems 
identified. 

 The use of 1080 poison in the bush behind us. All waterways were polluted with dead koura and 
fish. This was all supported by ES. Using brodifacoum beside waterways and killing eels. Stop using 
poisons. Get your own house in order before you start telling other people what to do. 

 Ban the application of any form of N until soil temps are above 8 degrees celsius and when there is 
excess surface water indicating complete soil saturation. As a mixed farming operation including 
cereals, beef, sheep, wintering cows, grazing dairy heifers and horticulture, we spend a lot of time 
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and money soil testing every paddock at least once a year and most twice, to insure we are not 
wasting our inputs and through knowing our crop yields, making sure we are using those inputs 
efficiently. On the cereal side FAR has all the science we need to prove what we are doing is 
effective and responsible. On the Overseer front, which i deplore i might add, i have consistently 
come out at 8-9 units as part of the Balfour hotspot. If my neighbour is doing 35 units on a dairy 
farm, i will be subsidising him if grandfathering is used as an input/output capping approach, which 
is hardly a fair approach. Why should those who spend considerable time and money learning and 
knowing there soils, quite frankly be punished with a heavy handed blanket approach? 

 Feedpads such as self feed silage pads should be heavily monitored to ensure placement and feeding 
and effluent runoff is correctly managed Following education and communication as to what the 
Farmers need to be doing to perform 'Best Management Practice', You need the ability to send the 
sustainability staff into any farm to check such things as Silage pad placement, Winter grazing, keep 
cattle excluded from creeks etc. 

Any other comments 

Comments  
 I feel that the timing of this consultation period is insulting. This is the time of the year when the 

people who will be affected the most by the proposed changes are at their busiest. All sectors of the 
primary sector are occupied by trying to insure [online comments, the rest is missing]. 

 You have not mentioned anything in regard to the town sewage pollution problem impacting our 
rivers etc. correct me if I’m wrong? 

 While I applaud the proactive approach of ES in managing our resources, I would like to challenge 
the Council to a different way of thinking. 

 Train people that when they flush it still goes in the river, just because its broken down in shit ponds 
it's still piss and shit 

 Good to see you having meetings during the day at the busiest time of they year - idiots! How many 
will turn up for that, no bloody idea at all you guys. 

 The general approach I would like to see used by Council is to limit rules and regulations as they 
become very expensive to write and maintain and tend to remove flexibility needed for individual 
situations. I believe the vast majority of farmers will adopt well communicated guidelines on almost 
all these issues. high density farming being the elephant in the room. I do think however the present 
downturn in dairy prices will ultimately force a destocking of land. this could provide an opportunity 
for ES to have some input around high density farming. While I encourage ES to use guidelines 
rather than regulation I do accept there will be some farmers who may abuse this approach. It's for 
this reason ES need a "measure of damage" a scale, if you like, by which abusive management can be 
gauged and then punished. 

 This should be called the grandparenting plan 
 The science of our waterways. Comment. It is necessary to explain the detail rather than assume 

readers accept the statement that monitoring shows increases in the level of contaminants e.g. 1 
Sediment. This section needs clarity concerning what is the cause of the sediment. Is  it from  rivers, 
erosion, run off, what %age accrues to each etc.? Then explain the solutions like improved river 
works or landowner behaviour e.g. 2 Nutrients. What is the sources, in order of importance. Is it 
stock wintering, fertiliser applications, stocking rates, stock types as each requires a different remedy? 
E: 3 Bacteria. Again where is the problem and are remedies  already covered with dairy consent rules 
and requirements? 

 
Physiographic zones. Why have the identification of these zones and allow ES to establish rules and 
policies for particular zones, but not release the nutrient limits anticipated for each specific zone. It is 
my view that the establishment of nutrient limits in each zone comes first, and then comes the rules 
and policies required to meet them. Why the rush, finish the Physiographic zone work first. 
 
Summary.  It seems that we need the nutrient limits first to know the targets required. Refer to the 
questions and I have difficulty agreeing with many of the suggestions. I have requested an on-farm 
meeting to discuss the possibility of a meeting at Waikaka to consider the water science monitoring 
locally in our (Waikaka) catchment. Let’s see if we can get consensus on a smaller scale and that 
could be a blue-print for other catchments. 
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 We have farmed here proudly for 100 years. We drink the water from the Aparima with no need for 
filters etc. this is totally inappropriate that you would cut off our life giving water source. We have no 
other option in our high country. Our forefathers, along with us, would be horrified and very 
worried. can we continue to farm here under these regulations? it is very scary. 

 I must stress to you that I agree with clean waterways. The English have cleaned up the Thames 
River of London. There is always going to be sediment. That is natural. You can see the Nile and 
Amazon deltas from outer space. It is a natural process. You run a very real risk of going overboard 
with rules and consents etc. and incurring a ratepayer revolt, it happens. Kaipara District Council 
suffered that. Every farm is different and every farmer is different, so one rule for all just will never 
work. EDUCATION is the key to clean water not rules and consents, you will find that farmers will 
come on board and do their bit to keep the water clean on their farms if you quietly promote a good 
point for a particular district, e.g. the Balfour “hot spot”. Simple messages with the rates bill – cheap 
and effective. The Waituna Lagoon is a good example of what I am trying to say. Finally your rate 
bills are getting too high, do you think you are becoming too important, I do. ACC and DOC both 
got too expensive. Silly rules will be ignored and become obsolete within months, e.g. People will 
come on board if it is common sense and cost effective. P.S. I bet the devil is in the details which I 
have not read. 

 You are far too lenient in granting consents in an already stressed environment. Get a proficient 
board of knowledgeable members instead of retirees and eccentric personnel who have too much to 
say and too much publicity 

 Council's own responsibilities for river control and crack willow clearing. Clean out your own mess 
 Are you conversant with the forms that the Statistics Dept. have for downloading that require 

landowners/farmers to fill out annually, OR the Assure Quality questions that are completed by 
suppliers to meat companies to get accreditation to international markets. A set of questions could 
be developed and tailored to what ES need in terms of individual farm practice, stocking rates and 
type, winter feed, fertiliser applications, cultivation etc.. These could be good for 3 - 5 years, and be 
spot-checked or if complaints or events arise whereby visits would establish whether the actual 
practice equates to what was submitted. If not, a landowner could be served with a Time to Rectify 
Notice or could be sent or a summons to the Environment Court depending on the severity etc. I 
mean, how are all these rules to be enforced, if it is not without a significant degree of goodwill and 
agreement with the community. I assume the intention is to catch the ones that flout the rules, not 
require the masses to be filling out consent forms. Refer attachment for my response to questions in 
the Towards a new Plan Document. Other issues that need attention are the inappropriate use of the 
Massey Pond Calculator, insufficient effluent pond capacity for Southland conditions, and a lack of 
revenue for the river works necessary to reduce bank erosion. Build on the good work of rectifying 
problems, like in the Waituna catchment, and apply those practices everywhere else. 

 Your scope is too varied and large and seems to be "one size fits all" approach which it doesn't. also 
we all depend on the land for our existence. As farmers we know the extent of our boundaries and 
we certainly fear the rules and consents. $157,000 no way. we love the land and we love the water 
but both are natural and both work together 

 Some of my answers may sound quite negative. There has to be a balance between having good 
quality water and practical farming policies. Clean water will not be a great benefit if constraints on 
farming lower our production to an extent and we finish up with a third world economy. Overall the 
information provided was clearly set out - well done! 

 A very good start, please wait for results, don't get in front of them. Need science on the 
improvements first 

 The water and land 2020 document does not address managing flooding (overland flows), nor 
riverbed movement eroding developed land; pasture and crops. I understand farmers are prohibited 
from creating even temporary flood banks to protect property and face substantial penalties for 
interfering with the river course. And the consent process for taking remedial or preventive action is 
perceived prohibitively expensive, complex and time consuming, and decisions far too late to 
prevent damage. This results in (a) the river overflowing and washing away tonnes of topsoil, 
including fertiliser, herbicides and seeds, sometimes several times in a season. (b)The meandering 
stream bed regularly departs the average surveyed course, and cuts "out of the riparian zone" into 
paddocks taking away fence lines, soil, pasture and crops including fertiliser and pesticides. Often a 
small amount of preventative groyning, planting, digger work or gravel extraction could prevent this. 
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 One of my main concerns is the Upukerora River . The area above the Rating District is very good, 
the area included in the Rating Area is very bad as far as Water Quality is concerned. The area of 
River outside J. Cuttriss and G.Johnston’s properties is very badly managed. Large islands have been 
allowed to form in the middle of the river they are reinforced with Lupins and the Lupin roots make 
it almost impossible for water to shift the sediment contained in these islands.  A consequence of 
this is that the river is pushed sideways ripping out thousands of tonnes of sediment. This does not 
help with river management or water quality. There is a fungus that attacks Lupins - no attempt has 
been made to introduce this fungus or use other methods to reduce Lupins. If Environment 
Southland wants to be taken seriously about Water Quality issues it needs to correct this so called 
management. The other matter I would comment on is if you push water quality issues too hard you 
will strike a lot of resistance, if given a reasonable amount of time people will gradually accept 
change. 

 Compliment the team or person who has put this questionnaire together.  I hope it all comes 
together. I would suggest that you ask Southland Fish and Game to list the Southland Regional 
Council's Pollution hotline number in it's Sports Fishing Regulations that's given to every licence 
holder. Otago Fish and Game have it included and to good effect. 

 How many ways are there to define a "waterway" KEEP A SENSE OF PROPORTION about the 
issue of water quality. Does anyone ever get sick from eating whitebait caught from our streams and 
rivers? People swim at Varanasi! 

 Question 3A - Farmers on hill country would be best to answer this one. In my 50 years plus on this 
farm I have noticed the rivers do not hold their water. The willow clearing has done this. It can be 
high one day and low the next. This must impact on groundwater quantity and quality 

 We have been dairy farming in Southland since 1993. The total farm area for the milking platform is 
210 ha at Morton Mains. We also have a 70ha support block just out of Invercargill. The dairy farm 
milks approximately 600 cows, operated by variable order sharemilkers and their staff. All cows are 
wintered on-farm in a newly commissioned free stall barn , supported by adjacent concrete silage 
bunkers with total containment facilities for leachate and runoff incorporated into the effluent 
system. The support block is the grass factory for this enterprise . We have spent over $400,000 on 
new effluent systems in the last 3 years , and have spent more than $2,000,000 on the barn. This 
indicates our solid and serious commitment to the future of our land and water. We have been in the 
dairy industry for 45 years and take pride in the presentation, performance and environmental 
sustainability of our properties. 

 You produced a water plan a number of years ago. What was the cost of the plan to create and 
implement? What have you accomplished by it? You are becoming a very expensive organisation to 
fund. Your ideas are driven by theorists and consultants who basically have no idea of the realities. 
one could equate it to sitting on the bridge of a ship thinking of ideas for farming. Actually go and 
run a farm and deal with the reality. All those ideas go straight out the window. 

 Who is going to pay for consent? I pay over $10,000 in rates to SDC now and get nothing for it. I do 
not want to have to pay more, cost of compliance out of control 

 1)      I think the Physiographic areas are a good concept but we need provision to amend them 
going forward as required. 
2) I think we need a clear definition of “pugging”.  I know that this can be quite subjective with 
different opinion between farmers let alone urban dwellers. 
3) The ES website with soil temperature and moisture levels has been a valuable tool for our 
business to utilise timing of application of effluent and nitrogen.  I believe these triggers are more 
valuable than restrictions by date (e.g. 1st May to 30th Sept) as it gives more flexibility to utilise time, 
infrastructure and nutrients and would be especially useful to meet obligations when nearing the end 
of an employment/sharemilking contract. 
4) We have looked at several farming options in “Overseer” and realise it would not be a great tool 
for regulatory use as an omission or error can drastically change the output result.  I would prefer to 
support a set of best management practices, especially those developed with input from DairyNZ. 

- We have some paddocks with a lot open ditches. These have been put in as drainage for the land to 
settle before tiles or similar drainage systems are put in. Lack of finances mean these are long term 
projects. Fencing these off is time consuming and would require a lot of extra materials to do this. 
They run into ditches (some fenced off) that we have been told fit the 'wetland' requirements. We 
are not in favour of having to fence off all waterways. We are only in favour of fencing off 
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waterways where it is proved significant damage or negative impact is occurring. We are concerned 
about the number of consents Environment South has suggested maybe required for farming 
operations. Consents for basic farm operations can become costly and time consuming. There is also 
a concern that if a greater number of consents are required that Environment South will not keep up 
with demand costing farmers time and money. 

- All Environment Southland is doing is trying to justify their jobs 
- You are casting your net far too widely and trying to achieve everything at once. Surely identify the 

worst problems in order and tackle them in order and you will get a much better buy in from farmers 
- I own 2 dairy farms in central Southland and lease 2 runoff blocks covering 1200 hectares. I farm for 

the lifestyle and hope to pass the farms on to my children. I  want to look after my land and feel I 
am doing a good job now. I do not need rules and consents to do my job. I want my land to go to 
future generations 

- Consents have been wrongly issued for effluent ponds and silage pads which are in the Aparim flood 
waterways. This is a fact again from 45 years experience, you did not take advice even though it was 
given. First and foremost ask long established locals who have lived in the areas and seen several 
large floods and know everything about their own Districts. e.g. in our farm your physiographic map 
is all to hell. Also, i am not a dairy farmer and I have not seen any deterioration in water quality in 
our area. FACT during my lifetime here it seems as though people are anti farming and country. e.g. 
why were the meetings held during calving and lambing - we all know. 

- There are many and varied issues to consider with ES Water and Land Plan. I would suggest that 
you employ more people like Gary Morgan, Nathan Cruickshank and Karl Erikson to work with 
land owners to achieve really good results by educating and advising. One plan does not fit all with 
the many and varied situations, land structures and conditions in Southland i.e. at times southern 
Southland has too much rain and northern Southland too little. A dictatorial approach is not the 
answer, you (ES) need to get alongside people and direct them on the most suitable ways. Most 
farmers want to look after the asses they own and work on. Focus on environmental issues has 
become a big media issue lately. With some of the requirements to help solve the problems, will take 
time and big money. Also, we need to recognise that in all plans we are working with nature and 
experience tells us in some things we have no control. We feel these suggestions should be 
considered when making the Water and Land 2020. 

- We wish to express our concern over the proposal to fence off sheep access to the Waimea Stream. 
We farm along the Waimea Valley Road on the inside edge of the Hokonui Hills and operate as 
Twin Farm Limited. The only livestock we farm are sheep, and they are stocked at under 15 ewes 
per hectare. We also grow grain crops. 

 
We and our neighbours also use the Waimea Stream and other streams in dry times only for stock 
water for our sheep. The pristine natural beauty of the waterway and the easy access to the stream 
for both anglers and sheep have been remarked on and praised by fishermen from throughout the 
world. 

 
Sheep go down to the stream for a drink and come away again because they don't like to get their 
feet wet. We would be unable to farm this property without having access to the Waimea Stream for 
our stock during dry times. We do not have an alternative source for them to access during a dry 
period. Several bore holes were drilled by the previous owners of this property, but no suitable water 
was found. The reason for this is geology. The Hokonui Hills are formed by a pressure ridge, and all 
the way up the inside edge it is virtually impossible to find ground water. We have a low flood bank 
protecting our property that stops small floods from running down through the property but they do 
not stop flooding on lower lying paddocks when the combination of stream height and flow are 
combined with run off from the Hokonui Hills following adverse weather events. The ensuing 
backfill flood can last up to a week. A major flood would run over the bank, backfill and damage and 
take out fences and livestock that was stranded. There have been no major floods in our tenure to 
date, the last one being in 1999. Because of the flood bank no sediment runs directly into the stream 
off our property. 

 
Having grass on the river bank edge eaten down but not damaged, ensures that a higher flood does 
not disrupt the riverbed. A sheep fence next to a flood plain, river or stream would tear the ground 
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and create more problems than it would solve. In the event of a flood occurring any fence in close 
proximity to the river that is sheep proof it, causing major river bank damage, not to mention the 
cost of replacement over time and the damage caused by debris to bridges, crossings and other fence 
lines down stream. Our neighbours who also have to use the river for their sheep in times of adverse 
dry and naturally throughout the year would, like us, not be able to farm sheep on their land either. I 
agree that all deer, pigs and cattle should be fenced off from all waterways where they are likely to do 
damage, but I reiterate that the natural tendency of sheep is to have a drink and come away from the 
water way to graze as they don't like getting their feet wet. For winter grazing, as we currently do, 
waterways should be temporarily fenced off. 

 
We have a installed a gravity-fed stock watering system that runs throughout our property which is 
sourced from a small creek that runs out of the Hokonui Hills. Everywhere back from the river, 
where practicable, and out of the major flood plain is fenced and water is reticulated to these 
paddocks via troughs from this source. In really dry times however this creek source is not sufficient 
to meet the water requirements for our stock. - in our short seven year tenure of this property there 
have been three extreme dry periods where we have experienced the effects of this source drying up 
completely. If you blanket regulate that all streams and rivers are to be fenced off to prevent sheep 
accessing the waterway we would not be able to farm this property. 

 
With regards to fertiliser use, and in particular nitrogen application: if the science says "this is the 
maximum number of units of N you can apply to this soil type" then that should be the limiting 
factor. There should be NO trading of nitrogen allocation between farmers within a catchment. That 
way every farm has the right, and future right, to have strategic use of this grass accelerant for use in 
times of feed shortages or perceived shortfalls. It is ridiculous to think that more nitrogen can be 
applied to any paddock than the soil in that paddock is capable of absorbing and utilising. Allowing 
Nitrogen trading by saying this is the maximum for this catchment by way of a measured effect that 
down stream can handle, where do you end up sampling? Out at sea? Ridiculous! 

 It is a plan to bankrupt Southland. If landowners can no longer use part of their land to the same 
potential production as they do at this point in time, a lot of farms in Southland will go bankrupt. 
This will be reflected in land values as almost half of Southland will have restrictions placed on it, 
which will then mean there will be a loss of equity of farms, with loss of equity. Bank managers will 
be unwilling to loan money to farmers to buy or lease farms that can on longer be as productive as 
they are today. This will flow back on to all service towns with job losses, with lack of work for 
workers who will then have to seek work elsewhere in NZ this will then reduce house prices. Until 
the water and land plan is settled people would be mad to buy farmland at the moment, bankers 
would be irresponsible to agree to a land sale until they know what land will be devalued by the ES 
plan. ES has not said what the water quality was from 1950 to 1980 when most towns dumped all 
their waste into the waterways. It could be six months or longer before any farms are sold, looks like 
ES will form their plan on public opinion and not common sense or basic economics. Putting 
overseer into a regulatory setting is inviting a plethora of legal challenges and litigation. Quote from 
Doug Edmeades, soil scientist “overseer has an error factor of 30 to 100 percent depending on soil 
structure” not data on farm scale. 

 The Council needs to be careful of information it uses as one system will not fit all places. The 
science that the council uses is only as good as the people interpreting it and there will be another 
opinion on it. I believe, having worked closely with sustainability officers, that the Council should 
have more of these people that can come on farm and work out best practice. Do away with 
compliance officers for 20 years to take the fear away of Environment Southland coming on farm. 
This would do away with expensive time consuming consents that do nothing but cost us the 
farmer. Don’t be in a hurry to put limits on until you know what Government wants. As each season 
is different we cannot set a number o how much fertiliser we will use. I agree with fencing off 
waterways but it does take time and money – what is wrong with taking the Taranaki approach to 
this even if it does take 20 years, would it not be a good move to financially help to achieve this (say 
50% of the cost) for fencing and planting. It sounds a lot of money but if it is the answer surely it is 
a good investment. If the central government is demanding changes to them for financial help. I 
think we have enough challenges just farming. Please don’t make it so hard and costly that young 
people will not try as we need them and their ideas. One last thing, I was not impressed with Anita 
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Dawe saying don’t drink water coming out of a field tile as it could kill you. That worries me if that is 
the information Anita has been given. 

 It is both impractical and ridiculous for farmers to be required to apply to Environment Southland 
for consents to undertake everyday farm management activities. The requirement for multiple and 
ongoing consents to comply with the proposed rules are totally unworkable, and unnecessary due to 
industries improvements in efficient farm management. Imagine the situation where a farmer is 
required to get consent from Council to undertake everyday farm activities such as ploughing a 
paddock or putting in a drain. The proposed rules are also too restrictive and would force me to 
retire about 800 acres of productive land because it is both cost prohibitive and impractical to fence 
off all waterways. I also wonder about the inconsistency when deer, pigs and other wild animals are 
free to access the waterways of our National parks? The propose rules are too restrictive, draconian, 
unnecessary, and simply stupid. There is good science available to show that water quality and 
nutrient levels have been well stabilised and are improving in many agricultural areas, which is in 
contrast to many urban areas were water quality is being seriously degraded. We need to be able to 
move with what the world wants, and to diversify accordingly. Rule 13 fails to do this and should be 
removed (scrapped). The current catchment management is working through farmers talking to each 
other and using affordable technology as it becomes available. Environment Southland would be 
better placed to gather information from the industries coal face, to then focus more on farm 
education, and to promote good farm management through field representation in the way that has 
done by Gary Morgan and Russell Winter. It seems that Environment Southland have been creating 
a false anarchy to justify new laws that turn innocent people into criminals. I believe this is for the 
sole purpose of creating an industry dedicated to collecting revenue through consent fees and fines. 
When you play with farmers livelihoods, you play a dangerous game. 

 More tar sealed roads required. 
 a) If a consent is required for any of the indicated practices, it is paramount that a farmer can apply 

for the consent themselves.  The rules, requirements, timeline and fees should be absolutely clear.  
There should be no need for a consultant or consultancy fees.  The consent should be granted in a 
timely matter and be for a long period (minimum 10 years).    
b) There are three main factors identified and different zones; we need clarity which zone meets 
national standard at present.  The data shows the improvement or decline in the three main factors 
in the different zones over time.  c)  It is paramount we see the results of the implemented rules; 
what are the targets and how much is the environment actually improving because of different 
management.  d)  How will the rule for no effluent spread from 1 May till 30 Sept and the 5c rule 
work?  If cows are allowed outside in the months from 1 May till 30 Sept, then applying (feed 
pad/barn) effluent at a low rate should be allowed.  Frosty conditions are a good opportunity to 
apply sludge.  The 5c rule for solid temperature will not work for that reason.  Effluent storage is a 
good tool to manage timing of effluent application to land.  Stored effluent produces odour though, 
the longer it is stored the more odour.  There has to be a compromise.  It's important to have a 
better and clear description on the definition of what type of effluent is regulated here.  There are 
many different 'housing' or 'pad' systems with different types of effluent; it has to be clear if this rule 
covers everything. 

 We are very opposed to this rule based approach.  In this interim plan, and moving ahead to the 
limit setting stage, focus needs to be on effects, not on land uses.  Rules will drive people to look for 
ways around the rules or for maximum production benefit within the rules.  On the other hand, a 
focus on effects will drive the behaviours you are seeking – for people to actually improve the effect 
that they are having on waterways.  You need farmers to be innovative and proactive about water 
quality, not innovative and proactive about farming within rules, as there is no certainty that the rules 
you are suggesting will even benefit water quality and in many cases it is clear that they will not. 
We are also very opposed to locking land use down based on a point in time.  This allows a farmer 
who is having a negative effect on water quality to continue to do so, and a farmer who for whatever 
reason has not intensified their property never can… even if they are neighbours with the same soil 
type and geology.  The impact on land values will be immense and grossly unfair.  It may be that 
some version of this is necessary for a time to avoid a downward trend in water quality, so for 
example, a farmer with high losses would have a timeframe to gradually reduce those losses, and 
consequently the farmer with low losses could gradually increase and ‘take up the slack created’… 
But the long term goal must be that within a catchment and physiographic zone, all farmers 
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eventually have the same limits to work within.  
There is no mention in this document about river bed management.  A lot of sediment enters 
waterways when banks are eroded due to the build-up of gravel.  Farmers are not currently allowed 
to deal with gravel build-ups themselves to maintain a waterway, and as a result, rivers continue to 
erode farmland, exacerbating water quality issues and making stock exclusion very difficult (as fences 
end up being eroded away).  This is something that ES need to address 

 I strongly oppose grandparenting because it has shown the effects on resale value and the ability to 
even sell your property if not in dairying.  Any new conditions need to apply to new and existing 
dairy farmers and all intensive farming - otherwise you penalise the minority and reward those who 
already contribute to the problem the most.  These farms already have consent at a higher rate 
approved compared to new conversions.  Possible tools: a nitrate register; a consenting process 
where the guidelines are set in stone for everyone (possibly set around the new physiographic zones) 
to help cut compliance costs and time delays. 

 I commend Environment Southland Council and staff for the effort which has gone in to 
formulating a comprehensive document, based on available science, in an effort to maintain and 
improve Southland’s water bodies. Your Councillors and staff have made a huge commitment to 
engage with the community over this issue in recent months with written information, seminars, 
meetings and encouraging people to submit on this topic which affects every person in Southland. 
Well done. 
The information available from the physiographic zones gives individuals a greater appreciation of 
the conditions they are working with in their local area, so they can respond in a more meaningful 
way with how they value, respect and treat their resources, environment, soils and water. Working 
with specific conditions gives better results as good management practices can be intentionally 
focused with better outcomes for all aspects of land use, water quality and quantity. He iti, he 
pounamu. It may be small but it is very precious. All of your proposals rely on good will, looking for 
the common good, having an ethical and moral stance about improving water quality not just for 
people of present and future generations but also for every other living thing. Community education 
is essential and greed, entrenched ideas, selfishness and not being able to see the big picture are all 
impediments to ensuring the outcomes are positive for all concerned. Water quality and quantity is 
not about money and economics only- it is a basic human need and right alongside every other 
organism’s basic need for water.  Everyone needs to be able to look beyond themselves to ensure 
our water quality improves so we can once more  drink from our waterways and swim in them safely. 
Nau te rourou, naku te rourou, ka ora te iwi. From your food basket and my food basket, there is 
sufficient for everyone. Kia ora koutou katoa Ko Takitimu taku maunga Ko Oreti taku awa Ko 
Takitimu taku waka Ko Ngaitahu taku iwi Ko te Rau Aroha taku marae No Mossburn taku kainga 

 There is quite a bit of info on the ES web site but it gives a conflicting picture. The LAWA stuff 
would indicate that the trends are fairly good except Waimea Stream and parts of the Oreti River and 
a couple of small streams. If you look at the graphs on the Environment Aotearoa report it indicates 
that for total nitrogen and nitrate nitrogen, E.coli and macroinvertebrate the problem is in the urban 
areas. 
Phosphorus is an exotic forest problem and water clarity is an indigenous vegetation problem. I have 
also graphed 10 year data and it would indicate a better picture than the brochure put out as part of 
the Water and Land information. I have discussed this with Clint and he has explained his 
interpretation of it and I am reasonably happy with his approach. (Science has had a bad rap with the 
global warming debate and now that the possible sea level rise is less than the margin of error.). 
Dairy farmers have built more than 800 ponds and fenced off most waterways and surely this must 
have done some good? Someone from ES at the Ascot said that lots of natives had been planted and 
they hoped it had done some good? ""Hoped""? I don't think it will have made very much 
difference as most is in the wrong place. It may look nice but will achieve little. The native birds will 
like it though.  
There is concern and evidence that a lot of fenced off and planted waterways are now eroding quite 
severely. When on site visits to culvert sites I see slumped banks where ES contractors have 
undercut the banks and caused slumps and therefore putting silt into the waterways. I see drains 
being cleared at inappropriate times of the year. There is a difference between the science and the 
politics and what we need to do is find the "game changers" and there are probably 5 or 6 things. 
Some are in place but the others could be done quickly and then another 10 to 15 that can be done 
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over time to bring improvement. I discussed some of these with Clint and they were added into the 
information for the night. Timing when the new rules are brought in can the required application be 
developed and processed. They need to be simple to sign off and monitor. Innovation if the new 
rules are just dropped in next year as they are, then there may be no time for innovation. Farmers are 
great innovators and there are a number of farmers in southland who have developed great ideas. 
This includes some of the environment awards people and the catchment groups that have been 
started. Education At a Federated Farmers meeting a couple of weeks ago a presenter asked the 
audience if they knew of a piece of good environmental information on the ES web site. About 5% 
had. There is some very good stuff out there but it can be hard to find and if put out at busy times of 
the year then it gets left and forgotten about. Tuesday newspaper in the farming section is still 
probably the best option for farmers to see it. Expensive I know. 
 
My thinking is to set the rules and policies but leave a year or two to allow, especially farmers, time 
to respond and innovate. I have about 15 ideas that farmers could put in place. Most do not have a 
high cost, compared with storage ponds and waterway plantings. I will start to promote these and my 
aim is that farmers will be able to lower their N loss (the BIG one) and by Overseer modelling, show 
that they can still have good production but with a reduction in N use. It is also aimed at a reduction 
in run-off of nutrients, silt and bugs. 

 I am strongly against the proposed stocking rate rules, as they penalise farmers who are already 
making less of an impact and allow those over the 12 su threshold to continue as they are.  Because 
of this farms currently under this limit will be devalued as they cannot, or very difficult to increase 
past 12 su.  This can leave recently expanded sheep farmers with a dangerous debt to equity ratio.  
At the same time, farms already running over 12 su will see a land value increase as there will be a 
limited amount of ground available for intensive farming.  This will not spread the stock around at 
all, only encourage bad behaviours and high stocking rates to continue as they are.  The 15 degree 
cultivation rule is also ridiculous and to down play it and try to make out that 15 degrees is rather 
steep is an outright lie.  30 or 25 degrees would be more appropriate to have a large buffer defined in 
the rules, however cultivation within this zone must be allowed when re-grassing to prevent these 
areas becoming rank dead grass or gorse, as rank grass has little root structure and erosion is 
inevitable.  I believe that removing sheep from banks of creeks makes them unstable and is very 
short-term minded thinking and there is evidence all over Southland of sloped banks being fenced 
off only to end up slipping in over 5-10 years and becoming an unstable bank with a sheer drop, 
being eroded every time there's a heavy rain. 

 A view of the likely impact of arable farming on water and land values:  This system would include 
harvest of grass and cereal whole-crop as conserved feed, but not fodder crops such as brassicas.  
Crops grown in Southland include cereals, pulses, brassicas for seed, and grass seed.  Farm areas in 
crop vary from minor to major.  Scientific research has benefitted crop yields and also the 
understanding of nutrient uptake and use by the plant.  FAR (Foundation for Arable Research) in 
particular has also compiled this data into quantity and timing recommendations for fertiliser 
applications to optimise yields and Minimis losses through leaching (and nitrogen volatilization).  
Dealing with the crops individually will give a better understanding of any cropping impacts on the 
environment.    Grass seed:  has a similar footprint to pasture except there is little or no grazing pre-
harvest.  Fertiliser is added to replace nutrients lost in harvest operation.  The optimum N 
recommendation is a total of 180 kg/ha in two applications.  Lysometer readings where 300 kg/ha 
was applied have shown no abnormal levels of Nitrogen in the soil profile.  Brassicas for seed:  
Again, apply fertiliser to suit crop needs.  Nitrogen is applied mainly at stem extension (bolting), 
where plant requirement and nutritional uptake are greatest.  Pulses (mainly peas):  Normal fertiliser 
applied.  No Nitrogen required as it is produced by the plants and absorbed into the pea, straw, and 
soil.  Winter wheat following this crop utilises the 'free' nitrogen present in the soil.  Cereals (wheat, 
oats, barley):  yield gains are obtained from a combination of better varieties, better management, 
and strategic use of fertiliser.  Having estimated a likely crop yield, the nutrient requirements of teh 
grain and straw can be calculated and replaced systematically.  Split applications of Nitrogen fertiliser 
when crop demands are high result in little risk of loss.  Regular soil testing, widely used by cropping 
farmers, fine-tunes the fertiliser quantities applied so as to leave the soil with identifiable levels of 
nutrients following crops.  Large-scale cropping farmers are keenly aware of matters such as this, as 
they are of sustainable crop sequences.  That is, continuous cropping practices require a mix of crop 
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types and rotations similar to those used by a well-informed vegetable gardener.  possible risks 
associated with Arable Cropping:  (1) Nutrient and sediment runoff in some form is possible on 
sloping ground under most types of farming activity so there is a need to be aware of risk and 
minimise any possible damage.  (2)  Nutrient leaching is avoidable through normal good 
management, but small amounts may be lost with unusually intensive rainfall.  However, due to 
Southland's plentiful rainfall during the growing season, quantities of 'free' nutrients will have been 
utilised by the crop.  In conclusion, it is recognised that cropping is intensive by nature but it is 
misleading to associate intensive with 'high risk'.  Good management, assisted by good science-based 
advice now available, has moved this arable system to a level of sustainability and predictability with 
an acceptable environmental 'footprint', and should be restricted only in areas where it can be 
identified as naturally undesirable such as alpine, swampy or fragile soils. 

 To be competitive in the world market today, things have had to change a lot in the last 100 years 
down on the farm.  As a farmer some key things don't change.  We are guardians of the land and it is 
in our interest to look after it as our living comes from it and we must hand it on to the next 
generation, hopefully in better condition than it was.  In the Draft Plan intensive winter grazing 
limited at 15% would seriously affect my ability to farm profitably.  I am seriously opposed to this 
rule.  Also the tile drain rule is not practical on flat land as we have in my area.  I think if we are, as 
farmers, part of the problem, we are best placed to help fix it.  I would like to see more information 
and science on this and we must work together to get a result.  With what I have already learnt I 
have identified several things that will help with water quality on this farm already.  Education is the 
key!  Lately I attended an Environment Southland drop in meeting and intend to make contact with 
someone from Environment Southland for an on farm visit and discuss some of my ideas.  I think 
overall the plan is positive.  With consultation of all parties and small steps we will succeed to 
achieve the required result. 

 The Southland economy is based on agriculture, like it has for many decades - I don't see that 
changing over the foreseeable future.  When we take wintering into account with allowing 15% of 
the land owning to be used for crops we must also look at (1) what areas of Southland are most 
suitable for wintering stock; (2) how much stock is transported out of the province for winter 
grazing, etc.  Has there been any studies or survey conducted re how much stock is sent from 
Southland for the winter months?  Where would this stock go if other provinces adopted a similar 
proposal to this?  Has there been any studies done on the effects of wintering cows inside - both 
herd and land impact?  This is to only mention a little in such a big subject. 

 I don't think that it is fair or just to restrict landowners' options on the basis of the Council's 
physiographic science, which is unproven and has not been peer reviewed. Sure it's had some peer 
applause but that is not the same thing as peer review. If implemented as it is written the Draft Plan 
would impact most on those that do not contribute to the environmental problems (through land 
value depreciation), whilst those that do contribute to the environmental problems, are able to carry 
on doing what they do. I have spoken to many farmers and a couple of farm consultants who say 
that the soil maps are inaccurate. The Central Plains area in which I have lived and farmed for over 
50 years, is said to be a fragile area because of cracking that can occur in late summer. Yet I can only 
recall that happening twice in the last 50 years. It seems extreme to restrict farmers' options on what 
happens twice each 50 years. The Land and Water Plan if implemented as is will trigger a lot of 
consents to be processes - surely there is a better way. Finally I notice in other regions, 
compensation is available to land-owners who are adversely affected by Regional Council Policies, 
Southland (E.S.) should follow this path as well. 

 "Politically manipulated Agriculture will cause the demise of the Southland Economy. This nation’s 
greatest asset is its ability to adapt quickly to the ever changing world demands for food, by 
increasing the rules and regulations in the Southland region will destroy this flexibility and it 
economy. These rules and regulations will affect our business and the decisions we make for the 
benefit of our land. The inability to be adaptable will not only impact us as farmers but there will be 
a flow on affect to the whole community economically and will prevent this region prospering. I 
believe Southland should work together to establish practical cost effective solutions that are 
scientifically proven and only scientifically proven and educate both rural and urban population on 
how to manage water quality.  I have many years of experience with a rule, regulated agriculture in 
the UK and can categorically say that the system does not work. The farmers are subsidised to fence, 
plant, fallow land etc and no longer are farmers farming for the right reason the production of food 
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and the economy, it is also not having a positive impact on the environment foot print. They are 
continually implementing new rules when they realise the flaws in the initial ones. 

 The two main areas causing a decline in water quality according to the research you and Lawa have 
published are Nitrogen leaching and e coli so by analysis the information it is quite obvious that the 
main culprit municipal waste All the hot spots are below Gore Winton and Invercargill it is necessary 
to upgrade all the sewerage systems as they are significantly polluting the area. The urban population 
is completely unaware of how significate their contribution is to water quality.  They need to 
understand how inefficient the sewage systems are in Southland.  Another area of high nitrate and e 
coli contamination is from Cemeteries this has been scientifically proven so why are we not actively 
trying to prevent this huge contamination. The aquifer on our property, East Winton has been tested 
and it is contaminated with e coli from the local cemetery which is still in use. Pet cemeteries also 
create contamination. The estuary in Invercargill is severely contaminated by the refuse dump so 
what is being done to solve the problem? The sediment in our estuaries has been analysed and is 
currently indicating that 75% is from river and stream bank erosion. What is Environment Southland 
doing to prevent this erosion? In the case of the Riverton estuary the sediment is a result of the sea 
tides not agriculture.  

 We question the cost of implementing these rules if consents are needed. More ES staff, more costs, 
timing of getting consents? I like the use of physiographic zones, good idea to use science, so the 
zones can be managed in different ways. 

 We welcome the opportunity to comment on the proposed Plan and recognise the need for a Water 
Plan of some sort. As farmers, we are guardians of the land & recognise the importance of water 
quality. We hope that Council recognises that we also have to make a living. As such, 
 rules should be for everyone-rural & urban. Do all Southland towns have compliant stormwater 

systems? 
 rules should be fair to everyone 
 rules should allow for flexibility in land use 
 Rules should be effects based so if there isn’t a problem, then don’t change the status quo 
 Council should try to minimise regulation in all areas 
 Good Management Practice, as shown in the Waituna Lagoon, should be a priority before any 

regulation is considered 
 Council needs to be aware of the effects of this Plan, as it is, as it would have a major impact on 

the viability of farming & therefore on employment & industry & therefore on the Southland 
economy. 

 The draft document issued by Environment Southland with Yes/No reply answer boxes is a vehicle 
for the uninformed farm bashing population to impose their ideals.  They have no conception of the 
practical issues involved and the need to analyse and comprehend the implications for those upon 
whom these rules will be imposed. This does not provide a mandate for Environment Southland to 
increase costs and controls on the farming sector, our vital primary industry. 

 
There is no scientific data supplied with this draft proposal as to how the various limits and rule 
levels have been established or that these will provide to improving the water quality. The relevance 
of the restrictions in setting what will become regulatory maximums and/or minimums is not 
revealed. The information is almost solely based on that of simply ‘trust our scientists’ (who are in 
catch up mode) and in practical terms don’t actually know what the rules will actually end up 
providing.  
 
The world and this country are an ever changing one and nothing is static. We are a young country 
and yet we have some of the world’s leading agricultural best quality produce, limited amounts of 
pests and other serious agricultural diseases and problems, which alarmingly are now easily breached 
with the massive influx of overseas items and visitors to our shores. Several events in recent years 
highlight just how easily and quickly these can be brought into the country. The old saying “eternal 
vigilance is the price of liberty” for our farming community this should be amended to that “of 
biosecurity”. 
 
The increase in the areas that will be removed from some farms to utilise will in many instances 
severely reduce the ability to obtain the return per hectare on the land. This asks the question is it the 
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creation of public reserved/parkland land by stealth, without any costs or upkeep on the part of the 
community and any obligation of the Council to be responsible for such land. Therefore such 
restricted areas which a farm cannot legally use must then be removed from the rateable land of the 
property or alternatively purchased by the Council as public land at the community’s expense.  
 
It is obvious that the additional charges levied on dairy farms has financed the costs involved with 
preparing this and similar regulatory requirements by Environment Southland, all district bodies are 
required by central government regulation to do this as a community obligation obviously shared by 
all rate payers equally, not foisted upon one individual group. These are community requirements, 
which have been funded unfairly by a levy by Southland Regional Council this is not an honest and 
transparent situation of where this levy is applied. 
 
There are the usual supposed guideline clauses of how consideration is to be given to economic and 
investment aspects that are either never considered or addressed with decisions.  They are ignored by 
council staff when processing consents, whilst regularly applying every possible additional fee raising 
method they are able to think of, which in some instances is simply that of a penalty imposition in 
disguise. 
 
As farmers we all with a few rogue exceptions are at one with ensuring the environment is not 
polluted nor that our precious asset of land and our need for it to continue to be improved under 
our stewardship for the nation’s benefit and our future generations. 
 
There are far too many regulations, government departments that impose large amounts of a 
farmer’s time to be utilised. These pressures are in fact quite illegal under the health and safety laws 
but this fact and situation goes unnoticed and ignored by the bodies that impose them, such as the 
IRD, the Department of Labour etc. 
 
Then add Environment Southland into this mix with their rules and regulations. Here again in this 
draft proposal there is no data for analysis or scientific facts about the various criteria are provided 
for scrutiny and any analysis for those who will be directly affected by these proposed rules. This 
draft document has to be rejected until all scientific and other subjective areas of the proposal are 
available for scrutiny. There also has to be higher weighed values on comments from those who will 
be constrained by the rules than those who only have an idealistic couch potato input. 
 
There are more questions than answers surrounding the water quality level which Environment 
Southland are proposing to impose for the criteria to be applied to the district rivers and water 
bodies. There is no historical data to reference the levels of contamination variations from the 
“norm” levels for rivers and water courses have occurred over a 100 or so years in the district. 
Undeniably agriculture and modern practices, materials have altered with the considerable influence 
and the scientific constantly changing technology and practices, regulatory requirements farmers 
have utilised over the same period all of these missing data does not get any appreciation or 
consideration with the draft plan Environment Southland have prepared. 
 
Seasonal changes with each river and tributary are not either available or have had any relevant facts 
presented by Environment Southland scientists, this lack of data reveals just some of the short 
comings of the draft document due to an absence of historical records to enable long term 
assessment of how things have altered since farming started in Southland.   

 The area where I farm at Te Anau Downs is unique in that we are surrounded by Fiordland National 
Park, other conservation areas and have no other farming neighbours. Te Anau Downs is a large and 
extensive sheep and cattle farming and forestry operation covering approximately 9,000 ha. This 
station has been farmed since 1859 and by four generations of the Chartres family. Prior to 
freeholding the property large areas of the station were taken out of the lease area for inclusion into 
the conservation estate. Due to a range of circumstances Te Anau Downs still has large areas of 
undeveloped land. We are trying to develop and farm this land in a responsible and sensitive manner. 
We are mindful of conserving areas like important wetlands, gullies and native forest and fence these 
ourselves at our own expense. 
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Our station uses natural water for stock in a non-intensive way. Our waterways are clean. We have 
conducted our own water testing on waterways on our property. The testing lab commented that the 
quality of our water was cleaner than areas of Lake Te Anau around the township which get polluted 
by ducks. We consider ourselves to be reasonable farmers and we do not want to spoil or pollute our 
land or waterways. 
 
While I agree that there are water issues further down on the Southland Plains, please don't bring in 
rules and regulations which penalize farming in areas where there are few, if any, water quality 
concerns. Over the past few years we have had positive interactions with Environment Southland's 
Land Sustainability Officers who have engaged constructively with farmers to raise environmental 
awareness. It would be great if more resources could be used for working with farmers on a case-by-
case basis as a lot of farms, such as Te Anau Downs, are so different from any other. 
 

 Physiographic Zones. More information is required, backed by solid scientific data as to the issues 
involved in the Physiographic Zones. Good Farm Management Practices. Nutrient Management. 
Nutrient budgets are worked out in conjunction with our fert rep and Fonterra. Fertiliser is applied 
using good Code of Practices. Everyone wants to get the maximum value out of their applied 
fertiliser, and we would not apply it if conditions were unsuitable. Riparian Management Plan. Our 
farm has already been audited by Fonterra to ensure that all waterways are fenced off.  We are not in 
favour of a Riparian Management Plan, as the items in the plan are already be carried out by us. 
Collected Agricultural Effluent. Not in favour of providing records of application, separation etc. as 
it involves more paperwork. We apply the nutrient in the effluent to maximise the effect it will give 
back to the soil. Is this not enough? Animal Waste Discharge during Winter. We oppose not being 
able to discharge animal waste between May and September.  If ground conditions are fine, WHY 
NOT. Give us some guidelines in regards to soil moisture, that is easily workable. You are talking a 
potential six month period with no discharge. A large number of effluent ponds would not handle 
this. 
 
As our farming operation depends on water from the Hedgehope Stream, it is important that we, 
and those around us, maintain/improve the current water quality in our catchment. When setting 
limits, policies and rules, make them workable and fair for all concerned. Avoid putting people out 
of business, we have the world to feed. Educate people to improve the water quality and avoid 
involving us in a paper war. We already have enough of that. This working draft is a massive 
document to come to terms with and we admit to not fully understanding it all and its implications. 

 Dips and wastewaters from dips. Must be some distance from the boundary, my own farm and many 
more I can think of have their yard facilities on the boundaries. The Yards are where dipping 
generally takes place so stock can be sorted and handled correctly. This would make this practice 
impossible for many now if the minimum distance from the boundary was adhered to. Lousy sheep 
are not nice but could well become more common as yards are expensive to create and sheep 
farmers don’t have that sort of income. Creating a limit setting document without a fully reported 
economic report would surely be irresponsible at the least. Why would you risk tourism and 
agriculture in an area like Southland that thrives on this and claims to want and need both. 
 
Overseer – I have had advice from a well respected professor from Lincoln university that overseer 
has more floors than benefits as the science is so old it is based on and it is scrambling to catch up 
and has many errors arising because of this.  Surely it is unwise to set limits with floored science just 
because there is nothing better. 
 
20ha of grain limit. 
This would put all ‘grain farmers’ I know in a position to need consent to farm. This seems very 
unnecessary. Most grain grown in Southland is used in Southland to feed Southland livestock. 
Preventing the growing of these crops in Southland would mean feed would have to be imported 
from Canterbury at a much greater cost and spread more weeds from Canterbury crops down to 
Southland. 
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The grain farmers I know and include myself are very conscious of the inputs in the form of fertiliser 
put onto the crops. Everything is put on following soil analysis and plant growth recommendations 
and applied in the manner to ensure the greatest utilisation possible. Fertiliser is too expensive to put 
on and waste by applying when it will be washed off in flood or straight through to the drainage 
network. It is also put on at certain growth stages. So will only be used when the plant requires the 
extra nutrients. I think the need to regulate and make a consentable practice is unnecessary and 
would amount to nothing more than revenue collecting. Cost associated would be passed on to the  
purchaser of the grain with as I said before is the Southland livestock owner which with all the other 
consent and infrastructure changes suggested is quickly mounting up to completely unsustainable to 
farm. 

 It is my regular observation that discussion about things environment in the south have become very 
politicised and agenda driven. It appears that headlines take precedence over fact; where some good 
science becomes corrupted and biased in the process. In consistently doing/allowing so I believe ES 
is boxing itself into an ever tighter corner; one where the backlash will be significant. The damage 
done to owner equity and property marketability in the Waituna catchment after ES browbeating in 
national media was unacceptable and disrespectful governance, the sentiment of which hasn’t gone 
away. By imposing similar rules, similar sentiment over farms province wide will, in my opinion lead 
to a meltdown of farmer tolerance. While it is absolutely right to have sound environment aspiration, 
billions of investment dollars are at stake too and if ES doesn’t respect that to a very high level they 
heighten the chance of having environmental aspiration failure. 

 Public Health South wishes to highlight the value of working together with regional government to 
consider the impact of various activities and plans on population health . Promoting awareness and 
advocating change in behaviour to protect and improve water quality is critical to our health and our 
future in Southland.  

 I will not consider the physiographic model as having any relevance at all until I know the scientific 
accuracy of it. Once science has presented a measure of accuracy, the public can then decide if this 
accuracy is acceptable to regulate. As well as others, I am offended that this model has been mooted 
as usable for regulation well before it is has been finished. I already know farmers who are being 
impacted by the classification of their land. The mere suggestion of segregating land and applying 
different regulations hurts land owners. That ES has chosen to do this, on untested, unproven 
science, has reduced their credibility in my eyes. These proposed rules and the suggestion of applying 
the physiographic has damaged my relationship with ES. I am offended by some rules, whilst others 
have lowered my view of the Council. I have been faced with rethinking my relationship with the 
Council. 

 I think that the plan goes much further than its publicized "hold the line," without enough good, 
peer-reviewed science to back up what is being recommended. A lot of the rules are not that 
practical and would create a much higher consent workload for the council (is this the idea??). I am 
aware that limits are coming but I worry that a lot of these rules are "input based" which farmers will 
find a way of getting around. I am hopeful that when limits are bought in that they will be "output" 
based. I am also worried that the zones are largely based on soil type (you can see this strong 
correlation when the map is compared with the topoclimate map). Obviously I am aware that soil 
type is a strong driver but there are errors with soil type. Also what will happen with farms with 
multiple zones? I have heard rumours that this will be treated as the "worst" zone e.g. a 160ha gleyed 
farm with a 2ha block of peat will be zoned by the peat - this makes no sense. I do congratulate the 
council on their willingness to take feedback from the region. 

 The best way to get what you want is get out and about. Come and help monitor our streams, 
keeping our topsoil and nutrients are more important to me than you but we need help 
understanding how the farm works. 

 Proposed Rule 33 (c) is a concern to us. This proposed change from the current rules makes the 
consent process less transparent and more difficult to understand. The new Rule 33(c) would create 
a lot of uncertainty around renewing consents, making it hard to future proof. It is difficult to see 
what this proposed new rule is trying to achieve, given that rule 33(b) provides council with the 
ability to impose conditions on management practices which will address the affects of the discharge. 
We fully support holding the line and dealing with water quality issues. However, we are confused 
about the blanket approach taken by the new plan - only certain areas have issues with water quality, 
so why will the rules apply to the whole of Southland regardless of whether there are any issues? 
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 We believe that if land owners can be encouraged to make good decisions about the environmental 
management, protection and development of their landholdings, in a positive manner that would be 
more effective than using ' a stick' or a penalty process. We developed a wetland on our dairy farm 
two years ago, and we enjoy it greatly, we are very proud of our wetland, and whilst the construction 
and planting of the wetland cost us over $20,000 we continue to gain huge enjoyment and a real 'fell 
good' factor from it. We are very pleased with the investment we have made in the environmental 
development of our property. 

 For a start why are you putting rules in place when the water quality is improving in Southland. We 
think you are going about this in the wrong way and you are going to end up with upset farmers. 
Farmers are out there farming their own land and if they treat the land as bad as you are implying in 
all of this then they would be horrified. It is our children that swim in our waterways and our 
husbands who drink from the water while they are out hunting etc. Our land is our heritage, it our 
future, why would we treat it badly so that it damages it. Farmers don't like being told what to do but 
they like receiving help, education and advice on protecting our environment. Instead of making 
rules that devalue our land please give us information and guidelines to follow to protect it. Please 
work with us instead of against us. Maybe you do need to bring in the rules so that you can protect 
the environment against the people who don't care, the ones who plunder and ravage the land but 
for genuine hard working farmers who care, who do as much as they can to protect the environment 
while still being able to maintain a business all of these rules don't seem fair. If your rules go ahead 
then we risk our land being devalued and therefore losing everything we have put into it. We risk 
bankruptcy when banks devalue the land. We are young honest farmers who care and these rules 
would devastate us. 

 The Water and Land plan is mostly about farming and its impact on water quality. Why is the wider 
community not included? If farming is so important to water quality why was an incomplete draft 
plan submitted for discussion? I have attended a number of meetings and in all cases found ES staff 
unable or unwilling to engage in discussion. In my opinion this process has done nothing to build 
the relationship between the farming community and ES required to bring about meaningful change. 
Andrew Horrell apologies if I have submitted this twice 

 Overseer should used as a guide rather than an absolute, The new Plan needs to be a "living" 
document - as understanding changes, it needs to be practical and easy to adjust the Plan to reflect 
this. The Plan needs to include urban areas, especially addressing issue of stormwater discharge. 
Urban areas need to play their part and implement changes too including cost. A full cost/benefit 
analysis needs to be completed before any rules are put in place Need to know exactly what you are 
try to achieve, ie is it nitrogen phosphorous ecoil etc. that is the problem? no point targeting 
something or implementing a rule that will cost farmers for something that is not an issue in an area 

 Rule 66 (a) (iii) as to the exclusion of stock from nesting sites - how would landowners be expected 
to identify nesting sites ? Rule 23 - managing weeds in riparian areas, would this rule prohibit 
spraying / removal/ slashing of weeds? 

 Water quality will take time to improve, we need to understand our impact as farmers on the 
environment, but given time to adjust and adapt to the variations imposed from new demands. We 
need protection from over allocated catchments to allow us to move into catchment setting process 
with a distinctive advantage of options 

 The maps section are very fuzzy. These are loaded questions and don't give one a chance really to 
object. If this proposal comes through as is our farms will be devalued considerably and therefore 
your rate intake will go down. Wont be able to afford to pay more rates as we will not be able to 
generate income to pay for them. These questions are loaded to onside. It has been proved that 
water quality coming off hill country farms is actually quite clean. It is not ES job to farm. ES are 
overstepping their mark. Farmers are not out there to ruin the land. It is not in their interest. For the 
small minority that do you have some pretty draconian laws to deal with them. Some of the twaddle 
that is put forward here shows certain people have no idea what is involved in farming. I want to 
know who and how this is all going to be paid for. On the whole more damage is done to water 
quality in towns and cities from road run off. Some of this information we have been given comes 
from inconclusive reports and data that is still in the making. 

 We have been farming sheep all our life on our farm. We think when the water leaves our farm it is 
in a good healthy state. This is demonstrated in the healthy natural vegetation growing in and near 
our waterways. We also have many ponds that act as sediment collectors. We want to be able to get 
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on with our business of making a living from our farm without having to obtain a consent every time 
we turn around. We are not here to rape and pillage our land but aim to be proud to be able to pass 
it on to the next generation with minimal impact on the environment as a whole. 

 My impression is that the science is complicated and still being settled and that effective monitoring 
still needs to be done and trends are difficult to establish with no historical monitoring/reference 
point to fully identify the problem. I am concerned at the economic implications of what ES is 
proposing - when will the Southland Economic Project be completed, will its results have any 
bearing on ES's outlook? When will the section 32 report be provided and will the public have an 
opportunity to comment on this before the plan is notified? I am concerned that we are being asked 
to comment on the plan without being given all the relevant information and fear that when we get 
to the catchment limit setting process we will be presented with a fait accompli. I am also concerned 
at the apparent lack of urban engagement with this process to date. The worry is that council and 
landowners may agree on a plan forward only to still not meet urban expectations/perceptions. ES 
need to educate and help the urban community to understand the problems and implications as 
much as the rural community rather than using the issue for political grandstanding in the media and 
at election time. 

 We believe you should have one rule for everybody > by this, we mean all farming types, Dairy, 
Beef, Sheep, Deer etc. If Dairy farmers have to fence off their waterways, why does the Beef farmer 
next door not have too? The Sheep and Beef farmers in the head waters need to fence their 
waterways too. Education is the best tool for this. It is also unfair and un-equitable to set up 
establish new rules and regulations that would have neighbouring properties now unable to change 
land use - i.e.- convert to dairy. 
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FISH AND GAME FEEDBACK 
 
Question 1: High intensity farming 

 
Yes - Fish & Game considers it appropriate to describe a farm operating with 15 or more stock 
units/ha annually as ‘high intensive farming’.  The proposed stocking rate of 15 stock units/ha 
equates 2.3 Jersey cows/ha, 1.76 Friesian cows/ha or 15 ewes/ha.1  Joint Dairy NZ and 
Livestock Improvement Corporation (LIC) annual NZ Dairy Statistics for 2013-2014 2 provide 
that the average stocking rate for Southland dairy farms was 2.77cows/ha.  Accordingly, a 
Southland dairy farm with an ‘average’ stocking rate of 2.77cows/ha would be captured by 
proposed definition of high intensity farming.  Conversely, Beef and Lamb NZ statistical analysis 
of the 2013-14 sheep and beef farming year provides that most intensive finishing farms (high 
producing grassland farms) carry about 10 – 14 stock units per hectare.3  Accordingly, an 
intensive sheep and beef finishing farm in Southland is unlikely to be captured by the proposed 
definition of ‘high intensive farming’.  However, clarification is required as to how the proposed 
stocking rate would account for seasonal alterations in stocking rate. 
 
Fish & Game considers that it appropriate that intensification of land use is controlled, 
particularly conversion of land use from sheep and beef to dairy farming and dairy support and 
intensification of existing dairy farms and dairy support units, for the following reasons: 

 
Ledgard (June 2013) highlights the significant trend of intensification of agricultural land use 
change across Southland, primarily led by the expansion of the dairy industry with cow numbers 
increasing 9-fold across the region since the early 1990’s.  Parallel to this rapid increase in cow 
numbers is the corresponding expansion of dairy support land in Southland.  Dairying, an 
intensive and high nutrient loss land use in Southland (Monaghan et al. 2010; Muirhead, 2013) is 
taking the place of (comparatively) less intensive sheep, beef and deer pastoral systems.  In 
addition to rapid dairy expansion, sheep farms have slowly intensified across the region (Ledgard, 
June 2013).   

 

                                                 
1
 http://portal.beeflambnz.com/tools/benchmarking-tool/definitions 

2
 http://www.dairynz.co.nz/media/2255784/nz-dairy-stats-2013-2014.pdf 

3
http://www.beeflambnz.com/Documents/Information/Sheep%20and%20beef%20farm%20sur

vey%20Central%20South%20Island.pdf 
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Southland is not immune to the effects of intensive land use, with many of the regions 
agriculturally dominated catchments having poor or declining water quality (Environment 
Southland, 2010).  Snelder et al. (March 2014, Report No C13055/02)) found that diffuse (non-
point) sources from agricultural land in Southland are the most significant contribution to 
nutrient contamination at the regional scale.  Point sources (discharges from factories and sewage 
treatment plants) accounted for <10% of the estimated total nitrogen loads and between <5% - 
<25% of the estimated total phosphorus loads at affected SoE sites.  

 
Intensification of land use, particularly conversion of land use from traditional sheep and beef to 
dairy farming and ongoing production increases on existing dairy farms, continue to drive 
increasing loads of nutrients discharged to Southland’s aquatic environments (Snelder et al, 
March 2014, Report No C13055/04).  Loads from dairy farms comprise a disproportionate large 
portion of the nutrient load in most catchments in Southland in comparison to the farm area 
(Ibid).   

 
Fish & Game strongly supports a focus on wintering activities, particularly thosinvolving 
cultivation and grazing of winter fodder crops, for the following reasons: 
 
Winter crops have been found to be a significant contributor of contaminants (Nitrogen, 
Phosphorous, Escherichia coli – E. coli and Suspended Sediment) to the region’s water resources 
(Monaghan et al., 2010; Monaghan, 2012) and arable and horticultural crops are also known to 
lose high rates of nutrients and sediments in some cases (Monaghan et al., 2010).   

 
Monaghan (2012) notes that increases in sheep and beef prices in recent years, in conjunction 
with the continued expansion of dairy and dairy support operations and new land development 
methods, have made it economically viable to introduce winter forage crops to landscapes that 
have traditionally been regarded as less suitable for such intensive farming practices. 
 
Fish & Game supports the fact that the proposed rule does not differentiate between stock types 
for the purposes of wintering.  The relative environmental risks of stock type when winter 
cropping has been outlined by Monaghan (2012).  Loss from winter grazed forage crops are in 
the order of 3 – 5 times greater than those from sheep grazed pasture, and are greater from cattle 
grazed winter crops than sheep grazed winter crops.  Specifically, Monaghan (2012) notes that 
the potential for N leaching losses from sheep urine deposited to pastures or crops during winter 
are potentially very high.  Winter forage crops grazed by deer also have a relatively high potential 
to adversely impact water quality and stream health. 

 
Fish & Game does however question whether the proposed “intensive winter grazing of more 
than 15% of the landholding” is the appropriate control threshold for requiring a consent in 
relation to wintering activity for the following reasons: 
 
Stock type, crop type, topography, soils management and the vulnerabilities of the receiving 
environment are all key factors which influence contaminant losses and soil quality effects from 
cropping operations.   

 
Adopting a threshold will always be somewhat arbitrary.  However, 15% is too high and is likely 
to capture few, if any, intensive sheep and beef operations, including those extensive operations 
undertaking large scale intensive wintering of dairy cows on fodder crop to facilitate land 
development.  Ledgard (June 2013) reports: 

 
Typically, dairy farmers in Southland require the equivalent of 12-20% of their farm area in 
winter forage crop (Chakwizira & De Ruiter 2009; Monaghan 2010); and  
 
Data on winter crop coverage in Otago and Southland for sheep and beef farms was supplied by 
the Beef and Lamb New Zealand Economic Service. This data on represents winter crops grown 
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on sheep and beef farms as opposed to for sheep and beef cattle.  Accordingly, there is crop 
within the following figures grown to support dairy cattle grazed on during winter. 
 

 
 

The above table (Ledgard, June 2013) highlights that sheep and beef farms with higher 
production tend to have larger percentages of the farm in winter crop.   
 
The amount of winter fodder crop grown from year to year is likely to be relatively stable where 
sheep and beef farmers typically place 4-10% of their effective farm area in crop to support their 
own stock feed requirements and re-grassing programme.  However, contract winter grazing has 
led to some sheep and beef farmers reducing stocking rates to take on dairy grazing, or placing 
more of the farm in crop to support dairy grazing.  
 
Fish & Game considers that the threshold for wintering should be set at 10% of ‘cultivatable 
land’, which can determined by reference to land use classification classes (‘LUC’), as slope 
classes and erodibility are part of the multi factor classification.  Alternatively, the threshold could 
be set at 10% of land less than X° to tie in with cultivation rules.  Expressing the threshold as 
percentage of cultivatable land rather than the overall property size provides a more equitable 
approach land holders.  For example, large land holdings with extensive pastoral systems should 
not be able to cultivate large areas of crop and avoid capture by the rule due to the size of the 
overall land holding.  
 
Do you support this approach to high intensity farming? 
Fish & Game considers it is appropriate that low intensity farm is considered a permitted activity.  
However, Fish & Game has significant concerns from an effects based approach about deeming 
existing high intensity farming to be a permitted activity for the following reasons: 
 
a. The approach expressly permits the discharge of nitrogen, phosphorus, sediment and 

microbial contaminants to water (and to land and then to water) without setting out a 
nutrient and contaminant leaching regime to avoid, remedy or mitigate the effects of the 
activity on fresh water.  The approach does not in combination with other methods, 
including rules, ensure that water quality is maintained and improved where degraded 
nor will it stop further over allocation from a water quality point of view.  This approach 
is: 
 
i. Contrary to s 70 of the RMA and the principle of sustainable management; and  

 
ii. Unlikely to be effective unless it deals with the diffuse discharge of contaminants 

and nutrients by existing high intensity operations, particularly dairy farms which 
contribute a disproportionately large proportion of the load in most catchments 
in comparison to farm area (Snelder et al, March 2014, Report No C13055/04).  
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b. Just moving everyone to adoption of good management practice4 is unlikely to be 
enough to meet limits in most catchments in Southland and ensure water, including its 
assimilative capacity, is used sustainably.  History suggests that voluntary or educative 
approaches will not be enough in themselves to move everyone to the adoption of good 
management practice.   

 
Snelder et al (March 2014, Report No C13055/04) identifies that: 
 
i. Under the status quo of ongoing conversions and increasing production on 

existing dairy farms, water quality will not be maintained or improved by 10% 
under the operative Water Plan5 in the long term even if very stringent mitigation 
requirements (i.e. M3 on all farms) were to be adopted; and  
 

ii. Setting limits for catchment nutrient loads and then managing discharges to meet 
those limits appears the most appropriate method for ensuring that the goal of 
maintaining and improving water quality in Southland will be achieved. 

 
c. Issues of equity and efficiency arise if existing high intensity operators are permitted to 

carry on producing current levels of effects, particularly adverse effects from diffuse 
discharge of nutrients and contaminants, and restrictions are placed only upon new high 
intensity entrants.  The proposed approach imposes no requirement on existing high 
intensity operators to improve their nutrient and contaminant losses.   

 
Fish & Game recognises Environment Southland’s stated intention to set nutrient limits to meet 
community aspirations for water quality in individual catchment from 2017 onwards.  However, 
Environment Southland should not lose site of the fact that the operative Water Plan established 
the objective (Objective 4) of a ‘gradual improvement in surface water quality parameters’, 
including a minimum 10% improvement in microbial contaminants, nitrate, phosphorus and 
clarity by 2020 in lowland, hill and spring fed water bodies.  Environment Southland should 
accept that this broad objective reflects the community aspirations for water quality in the short 
term, i.e. improvement.   

 
Fish & Game is concerned that failure to adopt regulation that ensures point and non-point 
source discharges of contaminants are managed to environmental limits (output based standards) 
in a timely fashion will result in failure to sustainably manage the land and water resources of 
Southland, and will lead to further declines in the health of freshwater environments and their 
values, which will have to be clawed back during the interim limit setting process.  Amble 
evidence is available illustrating where significant water quality issues currently exist in Southland, 
e.g. Waituna Lagoon, New River Estuary and Jacobs River Estuary.   
 
Question 2: Critical source areas 
 
Fish & Game considers the answer to this question is well documented, including in 
Environment Southland publications6.  Specifically: 

 
Critical source areas are areas of enriched contaminant sources and hydrological activity that 
occur in small parts of a catchment or farm, but contribute a disproportionately large amount of 
contaminants to the environment.   
 

                                                 
4 Good management practice describes the range of evolving tools and / or measures that can be put in place at a land 
use level to improve water quality. 
5 Objective 4 of the operative Water Plan specifies a minimum 10% improvement in levels of nitrate, phosphorus, 
clarity and microbiological contaminants between 2010 and 2020 in lowland (hard and soft bed), hill and spring fed 
water bodies. 
6
 http://www.es.govt.nz/media/48731/critical_source_areas.pdf 
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Typically a critical source area is a landscape feature like a gully, swale or a depression that 
accumulates overland rain flow from adjacent flats and slopes, and delivers it to surface water 
bodies such as rivers and lakes, artificial waterways and field tiles.  Almost all farms have critical 
source areas, particularly those in hill, rolling and undulating country, however they are also 
found on relatively flat country. 

 
Research has clearly highlighted the potential for relatively large losses of sediment and 
phosphorus in overland flow from rolling landscapes that have been used for winter forage crop 
grazing.  
 
Monaghan et al. (2013) studied the difference that management practices can have on sediment 
and nutrient losses through surface water runoff.  The paired catchment study in South Otago at 
Telford Dairy Farm used two control / traditional grazing and strategic grazing to investigate 
alternative winter grazing strategies to reduce volume and concentration of contaminants in 
overland flow.  Strategies were targeted toward protection of vulnerable areas the catchment that 
contribute the greatest amount of sediment and nutrient loading, i.e. critical source areas.  The 
results showed that: 

 
i. Much of the sediment and phosphorus loss originates from within the gullies where soil 

disturbance and overland flow generation is relatively high.The volume of overland flow 
could be significantly reduced compared to traditional grazing through the use of strategic 
grazing; and  

 
ii. The strategic grazing of the crop paddocks over a two year period reduced sediment and 

phosphorus by approximately 80-90%. 
 
How do you think we should be managing critical source areas? 
 
Fish & Game considers that it will generally be more effective and cheaper to mitigate losses 
from critical source areas on farm.  As such, Environment Southland should implement a rule 
requiring: 
a. Identification of critical source areas and accompanying buffer zones alongside them 

(adjusted in width for risk factors such as slope, hydrology and stock type) when 
selecting paddocks to undertake intensive grazing, i.e. grazing of stock on fodder crop or 
pasture to the extent that the grazing results in significant de-vegetation (this is typically 
associated with break feeding behind temporary electric fencing); 

b. Ideally, potential critical source areas should not be cultivated, but we accept that this 
will not always be practical.  However, critical source areas and accompanying buffer 
zones should be maintained in a vegetated and un-grazed state through winter and early 
spring (until 15 October) when they are most likely to lose contaminants.  This will slow 
overland flow and filter contaminants from intensive grazing and / or saturated soils; 
and  

c. Strategic grazing and careful management of critical sources areas when undertaking 
intensive grazing, given that Monahan et al. (2013) identifies that: 
i. Strategic grazing and careful management of critical source areas can reduce 

losses of sediment and phosphorus associated with intensive grazing by 80-
90%; and  

ii. The grazing managements used in the study to reduce losses of sediment and 
phosphorus by 80-90% are “. . . relatively simple to implement and low cost”.    

 
Question 3(a): Wintering stock 
Do you support this approach to managing intensive winter grazing? 
 
Yes - Fish & Game supports the control of intensive winter grazing because it can have a 
significant effect on nutrient and contaminant losses.   
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If not, how else could we manage intensive winter grazing? 
Consideration should be given to dealing with intensive winter grazing as a controlled activity in 
Rule 21(a) and (b) rather than as a permitted activity due to significant environmental effects 
associated with it.  Rule 21, does not in combination with other methods, including rules, ensure 
that water quality is maintained and improved where degraded nor will it stop further over 
allocation from a water quality point of view.  As a minimum Rule 21 should be tied to water 
quality standards set out in Appendix G.  Rule 21(c) – (f) is supported by Fish & Game.   

 
Rule 22, which relates to incidental discharges from farming and intensive winter grazing, 
breaches s 70 of the RMA.  A consequence of the way Rule 22 is drafted is that if a farm owner 
causes or contributes to the applicable water quality standards being exceeded as a result of 
wintering, but nevertheless complies with Rule 21, then Environment Southland will be unable to 
require farm owners to avoid, remedy or mitigate their contribution of nutrients and sediment 
entering waterways.  This consequence substantially dismantles the effectiveness of freshwater 
quality standards set out in Appendix G of the Plan (some of which are quite degraded and don’t 
include numeric nutrient limits) as a means of controlling water quality in relation to discharges.  
This approach is difficult to reconcile with the objectives and policies of the Plan and NPS for 
FW (2014) with respect to water quality.  Section s 67(3)(a) requires Plans to give effect to any 
national policy statement.  
 
Fish & Game considers that Rule 22 should be deleted. 
 
Question 3(b) 
 
Which option do you favour? 
 
Option 1, for the sake of simplicity, i.e. exclude stock and maintain a 20m wide buffer zone from 
waterways in all physiographic units, i.e. not just in the hill country physiographic unit.  Fish & 
Game is concerned that a 5m buffer for waterways on slopes less than 15° is likely to be 
ineffective in mitigating overland flow of water and sediment during periods of the Southland 
winter / spring when soils are saturated and even moderate rainfall will generate significant 
runoff.  The proposed 20m buffers: 

 
a. Should be vegetated and left ungrazed to be effective in slowing overland flow and 

filtering contaminants; and  
 

b. Should apply to: 
i. All permanently flowing waterbodies; 
ii. Intermittent waterways with an ‘active bed’ greater than one metre in width;  
iii. Wetlands as defined in s 2 of the RMA (permanently or intermittently wet areas, 

shallow water, and land water margins that support a natural ecosystem of plants 
and animals that are adapted to wet conditions); 

iv. Lakes and coastal lagoons; 
v. Headwater seeps; 
vi. Springs; 
vii. Areas of fish habitat, including whitebait spawning habitat; 
viii. Tarns; and  
ix. Estuaries and coastal area. 
Wintering within the buffers should require a consent.  

 
 Is there another option for managing this wintering in the Hill Country physiographic zone? 
Consideration should be given to dealing with intensive winter grazing as a controlled activity in 
Rule 21(a) and (b) rather than as a permitted activity.  This would allow a wide range of risk 
factors to be more thoroughly taken into account, including: stock type, crop type, topography, 
soils and vulnerabilities of the receiving environment.   
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Question 4: Stock access to water and associated discharges 
Do you agree that all stock should be progressively excluded from waterways? 
Yes - Fish & Game considers that excluding all stock from waterways is a fundamental good 
management practice that should be implemented on-farm to help manage water quality.  
Specifically: 

 
a. Three major types of contaminants can be reduced by excluding stock from waterways: 
 

i. Pathogens from direct deposition of urine and faeces into waterways and also 
on the stream banks, which can be flushed into the stream by rainfall, 
fluctuating water levels or subsequent stock incursions. 

 
Cattle and dairy cows, if given access to waterways, have a preference (in one 
study up to 50 times greater) for urinating and defecating directly into streams, 
rivers and lakes that will contribute to elevated levels of nitrogen and microbial 
contaminants (Bagshaw, 2002; Davies-Colley et al 2004). 

 
ii. Sediment from livestock disturbing and carrying soil into waterways. 

 
Livestock (principally cattle, dairy cows and deer) trampling and wallowing can 
result in sediment deposition into streams, rivers and lakes.  This can result in 
increased levels of deposited fine sediment with direct detrimental ecological 
effects.  Phosphorus is also bound to sediment and this can subsequently 
dissolve in water and become available for periphyton growth. 

 
iii. Nutrients – Nitrogen and Phosphorus.   

Nitrogen levels can be increased by direct deposition of urine into waterways.  
Phosphorus, which binds to soil, can enter waterways along with sediment.   

 
b. Livestock exclusion can prevent significant damage to local habitat quality, including:  
 

i. Damage to riparian plants / vegetation.  Livestock grazing can remove or 
degrade riparian vegetation that assist in nutrient uptake (especially deep rooted 
species), provides stream cover (reducing light and temperature), stabilise banks, 
provides habitat for aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates which are part of the 
aquatic food web, along with instream and lake habitat for fish; 

 
ii. Greater bank erosion;  

 
Holmes et al. (2015) observed that a significant proportion of bank derived 
sediment in the lower Waituna Creek catchment was coming from unfenced 
sections of the stream, despite unfenced sections comprising a relatively small 
percentage of the catchment.  In total, 38% of the recorded bank slumping 
occurred where stock (sheep and beef) could access at least one bank despite 
these reaches compromising only 18% of the total surveyed area.7 

 
iii. Damage to Instream habitat.  

 
Research suggests that fencing on both sides of streams is important for bank protection.  
Further, if permanent fences are being erected to exclude stock, consideration needs to be given 
to the distance the fence is placed from the waterway.  The appropriate setback distance will vary 
at different points along the waterway.  Failure to account for appropriate riparian distances 
when establishing permanent fencing could result in stranded capital and future costs associated 
with changes in regulation requiring wider minimum riparian zones. 

                                                 
7
 Ibid. pp. i and 24-25 
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It is very important to note that the argued necessity to provide access for a digger for periodic 
‘stream maintenance’ should not be used in any way to excuse the need for an appropriate 
riparian buffer.  If access with a digger is considered necessary then the riparian zone needs to be 
set with sufficient width to enable the digger to travel within the zone, rather than reach over the 
fence.   

 
Fish & Game has significant concerns about the draft stock exclusion rule in relation to the hill 
country physiographic unit for the following reasons: 

 
The rule considers the hill country physiographic unit as one collective unit irrespective of slope.  
The LUC system incorporates terrain classification based upon slope as follows: 

 
i. Plains / alluvial (slopes 0-3°); 
ii. Lowland hills / rolling hills / down lands (slopes 4-16°); 
iii. Hill country (slopes 16-28°); and 
iv. Steep hill country (slopes greater than 28°). 

 
In this case, the hill country physiographic unit has not been considered at a sub catchment scale 
and appears to incorporate areas of land (based upon slope) that falls within the definition of 
lowland hills, hill country and steep hill country.  Fish & Game considers that fencing to exclude 
stock (including sheep) is feasible in the lowland hill and likely to be feasible in some areas of hill 
country area.   
 
The draft rule excludes sheep from any fencing requirements.  
 
Whilst sheep are smaller than deer and cattle, do not wallow and generally avoid flowing water, 
they can nevertheless damage stream banks and beds resulting in de-vegetation and sediment 
loss.  Holmes et al., (2015) observed that a significant proportion of bank derived sediment in the 
lower Waituna Creek catchment was coming from unfenced sections of the stream where stock 
(sheep and beef) could access at least one bank, despite unfenced sections comprising a relatively 
small percentage of the catchment.  In this case, there are relatively few beef cattle in the lower 
Waituna Creek catchment (peer observation – Zane Moss), hence the damage observed is likely 
to be attributable to sheep.  

 
The draft rule focuses on larger waterbodies, i.e. surface water bodies and artificial watercourses 
over 1m wide and 30cm deep that permanently contain water.  This mirrors the definition of a 
stream used in the Sustainable Dairying: Water Accord (‘the Accord’), i.e. 1m or greater in width 
and 30cm or deeper, commonly referred to as streams “wider than a stride and deeper than a red 
band”.  Fish & Game has concerns about the appropriateness of this approach for the following 
reasons. 
 

i. ‘Rivers’ are defined in the RMA as a continually or intermittently flowing body of fresh 
water; and includes a stream and modified watercourse, but does not include any artificial 
watercourse (including an irrigation canal, water supply race, canal for the supply of 
water for electricity power generation, and farm drainage canal).  Thus, small streams, 
either permanently or intermittently flowing, are considered rivers and many wetlands 
also come within the definition of a river or lake.   

 
ii. Application of this definition in relation to stock exclusion in the hill country 

physiographic zone in Southland, results in a significant number of water bodies falling 
outside of management requirements.  For example, applying the Accord description in 
the Manawatu catchment resulted in at least 6,000km of stream length being excluded 
from stock exclusion requirements. 
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iii. Stock access to waterways increases stream bank erosion, sediment deposition, nutrient 
enrichment, and pathogenic organism abundance in waterways.  Stock access also causes 
instream habitat destruction and, if riparian buffer zones are also open to stock access, 
undermines the buffering ability of stream side vegetation.  Exempting small waterbodies 
from stock exclusion requirements greatly exacerbates the detrimental effects of land use 
activities on the ecological health of freshwater habitats. 

 
iv. As water runs downhill management of small and ephemeral streams (first and second 

order streams8) is critical to the management of larger downstream waterways and 
biodiversity.  First and second order streams generally have defined stream channels and 
include seeps and headwaters, which are not constantly flowing.  If these smaller 
streams, including ephemeral streams, are not managed / protected then sediment and 
nutrients entering them will flow down into the larger streams, essentially negating much 
of the benefit gained in excluding stock from the larger systems.   
 

A variety of studies have shown that riparian management of waterbodies is strongly affected by 
the condition of the upstream environment.  Furthermore, research has found that both small 
and ephemeral streams can have very high biodiversity values, often greater than in larger 
streams.9  For these reasons, protection and management should be considered for smaller 
streams, including all permanent flowing systems and ephemeral systems with defined active 
beds.  With no riparian buffers on small and ephemeral streams exports of contaminants is likely 
to remain high.  The implications for water quality in the whole catchment are therefore 
significant if small and ephemeral streams are excluded from stock exclusion and riparian 
management requirements in the hill country physiographic unit.  

 
Fish & Game considers that the stock exclusion rule should apply to: 

 
i. All permanently flowing waterbodies; 

 
ii. Intermittent waterways with an ‘active bed’ greater than one metre in width 

 
iii. Wetlands as defined in s 2 of the RMA; 

 
iv. Lakes and coastal lagoons; 

 
v. Headwater seeps; 

 
vi. Springs; 

 
vii. Areas of fish habitat, including whitebait spawning habitat; 

 
viii. Tarns; and  

 
ix. Estuaries and coastal area. 

 
Should riparian planting be part of the stock exclusion requirements? 
 
Planting of trees, shrubs and grasses on the margins of waterways, i.e. riparian planting, can have 
direct benefits on water quality and instream habitat.  Water quality of streams is often regulated 
by the presence of riparian vegetation by filtering surface runoff, providing suitable conditions 
for nutrient uptake or transformations, stabilising stream bank morphology and moving sediment 
and nutrient generating activities away from streams (McKergow et al. (2005)).  Riparian 

                                                 
8
 A stream with no tributaries is considered a first order stream.  A stream segment 

downstream of the confluence of two first order streams is a second order stream.  
9
 - 
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vegetation provides additional benefits for instream habitat, such as shading which can reduce 
instream temperature and limit periphyton / macrophyte growth.  Food, shelter and seclusion / 
refuge can be created for waterfowl, fish, crustaceans and insects, which are important food 
source for native fish and trout.  In addition, riparian planting of waterways can provide 
additional on-farm benefits, such as stock shelter and aesthetics.   

 
Fish & Game considers that riparian planting is an activity that is complimentary to stock 
exclusion and has environmental benefits for water quality.  Accordingly, it should be encouraged 
by Environment Southland.  However, clear benefits for water quality can be achieved in the 
short term through the provision of appropriate riparian buffers from which livestock and other 
agricultural activities are excluded.  Fish & Game sees stock exclusion in accordance with specific 
riparian setback requirements as a greater priority than riparian planting and would not wish to 
see farmers argue the cost of riparian planting as a means to delay timeframes for implementation 
of stock exclusion.  
 
Question 4(b) 
Are the timelines achievable? 
 
As a matter of principle, timeframes and interim milestones should be set for stock exclusion 
based upon stock type, different terrains and variation in the environmental benefit of stock 
exclusion.  The most intensive farming that has the biggest impact on water quality should be 
captured first.  In this case, the proposed timeframes appear feasible.  As a matter of principle, 
Fish & Game considers that significant progress should be made toward complete stock 
exclusion during the life of the Plan.  Whilst stock exclusion represents an economic cost to 
landholders / farmers it can have:  

 
a. Positive effects on-farm beyond environmental benefits, particularly in terms of stock 

management and welfare; and 
b. Positive flow-on economic benefits / effects for local and regional communities 

associated with the employment of labour and the purchase of fencing materials.  
Accordingly, money spent on-farm on stock exclusion is not immediately “lost” to local 
and regional communities. 

 
Question 4(c) 
Which option do you favour? 
Neither.  Stock exclusion should apply to all permanently flowing waterbodies, intermittent 
waterways with an ‘active bed’ greater than one metre in width, wetlands as defined in s 2 of the 
RMA, lakes and coastal lagoons; headwater seeps; springs, areas of fish habitat (including 
whitebait spawning habitat), tarns, estuaries and coastal area. 
 
Question 5: Cultivation on sloping land 
Do you agree with this approach to managing cultivation? 
Yes - Research recognises that sediment contamination of streams is more pronounced on land 
where cultivation occurs close to the edge of streams and drains, and where depressions that 
serve as temporary drainage channels during rain are cultivated and left exposed to surface runoff 
(MfE, 2001).  The impact of these cultivation practices is magnified where cultivation takes place 
on a slope; the steeper and longer the slope the greater the erosive power of the run-off (MfE, 
2001). 

 
Fish & Game supports the adoption of variable setback distances based upon slope as a risk 
factor to establish appropriate minimum setbacks to minimise the discharge of sediment to water 
through erosion and overland flow associated with cultivation.  However, Fish & Game 
considers that the following buffers should apply: 
 

a. For slopes between 0 - 7º: 
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i. A minimum 5m setback should apply on land adjoining water bodies, 
including: rivers, streams, modified watercourse, artificial watercourse 
(including drainage channels) and ephemeral streams (with an active bed 
wider than 1m).   

 
Identifying ephemeral streams with an active bed for applying riparian 
setbacks is critical to the efficacy of this rule, as any small stream 
becomes a critical source area if it is cultivated and then receives a 
significant rainfall event or it is intensively winter grazed.  

 
ii. A minimum 10m setback should apply for land adjoining natural 

wetlands and / or water bodies that are recognised as having special 
significance or high aquatic values, such as trout spawning sites, or 
where water quality of the adjoining water body is not meeting the 
applicable surface water quality standards in the Plan. 

 
An increased minimum buffer is proposed for trout spawning tributaries, 
estuaries and natural wetlands because: 
 

 Of the sensitivity of trout, particularly embryonic and juvenile 
trout, to sediment and nutrient inputs; and 
 

 Estuaries, lakes and natural wetlands are effectively a sink for 
contaminants (including sediment) in runoff, and those 
contaminants are not readily flushed out. Therefore, a larger 
minimum setback distance is necessary to reduce the risk of 
contaminants discharging into estuaries and natural wetlands.  

 
b. For slopes between 7 - 15°:  

 
i. A minimum 10m setback should apply on land adjoining water bodies 

(as defined above); and 
 

ii. A minimum 20m setback should apply on land adjoining estuaries, lakes 
and natural wetlands and / or water bodies that are recognised as 
having special significance or high aquatic values, or where water quality 
of the adjoining water body is not meeting the applicable surface water 
quality standards in the Plan. 

 
c. For slopes between 15 - 20º: 

 
i. A minimum 20m setback should apply on land adjoining water bodies 

(as defined above);  
 

As drafted, the proposed rule regarding cultivation on sloping ground 
does not include a maximum slope for the purposes of cultivation by 
way of a permitted activity, notwithstanding the corresponding increase 
in risk.  Cultivation of sloping land over 20° should fall into a 
consenting regime as a restricted discretionary activity.    

 
1. The reason for the increase in riparian setback with steeper slopes is that any storm water 

runoff is likely to be channelized flow, and the effectiveness of the riparian buffer to 
control erosion and sedimentation is likely to be markedly reduced.  In addition, the 
proposed permitted activity rule requires a performance standard providing for 
compliance with the applicable numeric for visual clarity set out in the applicable surface 
water quality standard.  
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2. Where the above conditions cannot be met, the activity should become restricted 

discretionary, with Council considering among other things risks to water quality, 
biodiversity, riparian vegetation and instream habitat.  

 
 
Are these bands practical?  If not, what would work better? 
 

3. Fish & Game supports the adoption of variable setback distances based upon slope as a 
risk factor to establish appropriate minimum setbacks to minimise the discharge of 
sediment to water through erosion and overland flow.  It is practical and has been 
supported by the Environment Court in the Wanganui – Manawatu region.10  However, 
clarification is required as to how slope is to be measured across the cultivation area 
because much of the lowlands, foot hills / undulating and hill country in Southland is 
made up of varying slopes.   

 
Question 6: Discharges from farm tile drains 
 
Do you support this approach to managing tile drain discharges? 
 

4. Fish & Game considers that it is appropriate that Environment Southland focuses on the 
effects of discharges from tile drains for the following reasons: 
 
a. Farming in many catchments in Southland relies on artificial drainage, 

predominantly in the form of tile drains, where heavy soil conditions result in 
slow natural land drainage.  However, subsurface drainage has been identified as 
a significant source of contaminants from grazed pastures to waterways 
(Monaghan et al., 2002a, Monaghan et al., 2002b).  Tile drains influence water 
quality in the streams they discharge into by transporting contaminants 
(nutrients, sediment, faecal micro-organisms), therefore bypassing the natural 
process of contaminant filtering that occurs in groundwater and riparian zones, 
with the level of influence depending upon several factors, including: 

 
i. Frequency and volume of flow from individual tile or mole drains; 

 
ii. Concentration of nutrients carried by the flowing drain; 

 
iii. Total number of flowing drains in the area; 

 
iv. Land use and land drainage. 

 
As a result of artificial drainage, water now flows much more rapidly to streams 
thereby reducing summer stream flows and reducing the opportunity for natural 
biochemical processes to improve water quality. 
 

b. Research carried out in Southland has found that tile drainage is a significant 
contributor of nutrients to surface water flows (Rissman, et al., 2012; Sukisa, et 
al., 2011; Cameron, et al., 2014).  For example, tile drains in the Bog Burn 
catchment in Southland were found to annually export between 14-34 kg/N/ha 
of nitrogen from intensively grazed dairy pasture, the majority of which was 
soluble nitrogen.  Total phosphorus losses were 0.54-1.72 kg/P/ha, mostly 
dominated by soluble (dissolve reactive) phosphorus (Sukias, et al., 2011). 
 

                                                 
10

 Day and Others v Manawatu-Wanganui Regional Council [2012] NZEnvC 182 – see for 
example para [4-49] and [4-80]. 
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c. Research carried out by the Otago Regional Council in the lower Pomahaka 
catchment in dairy and mixed sheep and beef units (ORC, 2011) found that: 

 
i. Tiles draining dairy farms were typically well above effects based water 

quality value for nutrients and had substantially higher concentrations of 
contaminants (dissolved reactive phosphorus, suspended sediment, total 
nitrogen and nitrite-nitrate-nitrogen) than tiles draining sheep farms; 
and 
 

ii. E-coli levels were high for both dairy and sheep tile-drained land after 
rainfall.   

 
The above study found that tile drains flowed on average 55% of the time with 
little difference between the different land uses (dairy 57% and sheep and beef 
52%) and that there are greater risks of agricultural pollution in the late autumn 
to early spring period, when soils are saturated and dairy herds return from their 
wintering locations. 

 
It is unclear why from an effects based approach that Environment Southland is creating 
a distinction in terms of approach between existing and new tile drains.   

 
5. Fish & Game has significant concerns that draft Rule 13, which applies to discharges 

from installed subsurface drainage systems, is contrary to s 70 of the RMA.  Specifically: 
 
a. Permitted activity rules which manage s 15 matters, i.e. discharges, including land 

use activities which may either on their own or cumulatively impact on water 
quality are ultra vires where they breach s 70 of the RMA.  Therefore, permitted 
activity rules need to ensure that adverse effects of discharges are avoided, 
remedied or mitigated otherwise they are contrary to sustainable management.  
Ideally, permitted activity rules should include enforceable output based or 
receiving environment standards.  Compliance with these standards is required to 
be able to be determined.  Permitted activity rules should comply with planning 
principles, including: be clear, not contain elements of subjectivity, not require 
third party approval or review and be easily understood by an informed lay 
person.  As drafted, Rules 13, 15 and 33 breach these principals and include no 
enforceable out based or receiving environment standard.  
 

b. Rules 13(a) and (b) do not provide numeric performance standards for discharges 
from subsurface drains to surface water nor address discharges from subsurface 
drainage systems to surface water in catchments that are already over allocated 
from a water quality point of view, such as the Waituna Lagoon catchment.  
Water quality values from both stream and tile sites can provide the basis for 
calculating instream standards and tile discharge standards with a view to 
imposing rules aimed at maintaining or enhancing water quality and ecological 
values. 

 
c. A consequence of the way Rule 13(a) and (b) are framed is that if a farm owner 

causes or contributes to the applicable water quality standards being exceeded, 
but nevertheless complies with Rule 13(a) or (b) of the Plan (depending upon 
which is applicable) then Council will be unable to require farm owners to avoid, 
remedy or mitigate their contribution of nutrients and sediment entering 
waterways in Southland.  This consequence substantially dismantles the 
effectiveness of freshwater quality standards set out in Appendix G of the Plan 
(some of which are quite degraded) as a means of controlling water quality in 
relation to discharges.  This approach is difficult to reconcile with the objectives 
and policies of the Plan and NPS for FW (2014) with respect to water quality.  
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Section s 67(3)(a) requires Plans to give effect to any national policy statement.  
In this case, the proposed rules do not avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse 
effects of the discharges on the environment as required under s 5(2)(c) of the 
RMA. 

 
6. Fish & Game anticipates that there is likely to be substantial opposition from the 

community in response to requiring improvements in the quality of discharges from 
subsurface drains in Southland.  In response: 
 

a. Attention has focused on methods of altering farm practices to reduce 
contaminant losses to drains (Houlbrooke, 2005) and the use of wetlands to 
intercept drains and thereby reduce nutrient inputs to watercourse (Tanner, et al., 
2010).  Constructed and restored wetlands can complement improved source 
control measures to reduce nutrient losses from agricultural landscapes and 
buffer impacts on receiving waters (Petersen, R., et al, 1992; Crumpton, et al., 
2006; Kovacic, et al., 2000; Metsch, et al., 2001); 
 

b. Petersen, et al, (1992) suggest that one solution to agricultural point source 
discharges from tile drains is to create mini ‘horse shoe’ wetlands at the mouth of 
each tile before it enters surface water.  In short, these are semi-circular shaped 
excavations dug into buffer strips to expose each drainage tile and allow the 
water it is carrying to flow over a stretch of wetland. 

 

 
 

c. Research in the Bog Burn catchment in Southland from 2003 onwards on the use 
of constructed wetlands to remediate subsurface drains waters indicates 
consistent (but variable) total nitrogen attenuation performance in each year of 
the study – the Bog Burn constructed wetland removed 28 – 42% (average 
34.6%) of the total nitrogen load that entered over the annual periods sampled 
(2003 – 2011). 

  
If not, how else could we manage discharges from new tile drains? 
 

7. Set numeric limits for tile drain discharges as has occurred in the Otago Region pursuant 
to Plan Change 6A.  Plan Change 6A provides that: 
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a. Discharges from drains (including open drains and tile drains) to a river, lake or 
wetland, or coastal water are subject to the same conditions as any other 
discharge. 

 
Discharges to a drain that go to a lake, river, wetland, or coastal waters are 
permitted provided the discharge does not: 
 
i. Have an odour, oil or grease film scum, or foam; 

 
ii. Result in a conspicuous change in colour or visual clarity, or a noticeable 

increase in local sedimentation in the waterway; 
 

iii. Produce conspicuous floatable or organic material at the bottom of the 
property or in a waterway, whichever comes first. 

 
b. From 2020, drains must comply with Schedule 16 thresholds, including numeric 

limits in relation to concentrations of nitrogen, phosphorus, and e-coli, where the 
drain leaves a property, or immediately before the drain enters a river, lake, 
wetland, or coastal water, whichever point comes first. 
 

Where drains travel across several properties, compliance with the thresholds will 
be determined by sampling where the drain exits each property. 

 
Household onsite wastewater systems 
 
Do you support this approach to managing onsite wastewater systems? 
 

8. No – the proposed inspection regime is contingent upon the property in question being 
sold and does not include any regular inspection or maintenance regime to establish 
whether existing septic tanks are operational.  It is not clear that all properties serviced by 
septic tanks will be captured by the rule or may be captured with unnecessary frequency if 
a property is sold on a number of occasions over a relatively short period of time.   
 

9. Although on-site wastewater systems are usually not seen as the main cause of pollution, 
they can contribute significantly to the deterioration in water quality by the discharge of 
partially or untreated wastewater in areas with sensitive environments or high densities of 
on-site systems.  In addition, failing on-site systems also pose a health risk to people 
through direct contact with untreated wastewater.  

 
10. Ministry for the Environment research provides that there are about 270,000 domestic 

on-site systems in New Zealand (including around 60,000 used for holiday homes). The 
performance of these systems is variable.  Failure rates of on-site systems for different 
communities are estimated to range from 15 to 50 per cent.11 
 

11. Ageing septic tanks still represent the majority of on-site systems currently in use in New 
Zealand. However, all on-site systems require regular attention to ensure they function 
effectively.  Research shows that many people don’t understand or recognise the 
importance of managing and maintaining their on-site system and in-depth surveys by 
Councils highlight the overall bad performance of on-site systems.  

 
If not, how else could we manage onsite wastewater systems? 
 

                                                 
11

 http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/rma/proposed-national-environmental-standard-site-
wastewater-discussion-document/3-what 
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12. Ongoing maintenance backed up by regular inspections should be considered for septic 
tanks.  This could be by way of a certification programme requiring: 
 
a. Certified inspectors to issue certificates of compliance for properly functioning 

septic tank systems.  All septic tanks should be required to be certified as 
operational within a defined time period (5 – 10 years), commencing with 
communities where the environmental effects of septic tanks are identified as 
unacceptable (reduced time periods should be set for these areas, if any); and    

 
b. A compulsory ongoing maintenance and certification regime for septic tanks. 

 
Surface and groundwater takes 
 
Do you support the approaches taken for surface and groundwater takes? 
 
Over allocated water bodies 
 

13. Fish & Game considers it appropriate that further water takes from the Cromel Stream 
and North Range aquifer are prohibited in light of their over allocated status.  In addition, 
the Waiau catchment should be added to this list.  Further, the Plan should set:  
 

a. Defined timeframe and methods by which existing over allocation is to be 
phased out, as required by Policy B6 of the NPS for FW; and  
 

b. Fix allocation limits in relation to both surface water bodies and aquifers.  
Currently, the operative Water Plan does not set: 

 
i. Fixed primary allocation limits for ground and surface water bodies.  

Instead it adopts a staged  management framework that requires 
increased information and monitoring requirements as the level of 
development increases ; and  
 

ii. Fixed secondary allocation limits for supplementary takes from surface 
water, i.e. flow harvesting. 

 
c. Clear methodology for establishing allocative efficiency for pastoral irrigation 

takes.  Currently, allocation is based largely on potential maximum usage.  Water 
monitoring data supplied to Environment Southland provides that a significant 
proportion of existing ground and surface water allocation is not utilised, even in 
dry season, by pastoral irrigators.   

 
14. To prevent future over allocation, as required by Policy B5 of the NPS for FW, the Plan 

should identify water bodies that are fully allocated or close to full allocation.  Hughes 
(2014) provides the following summary of ground and surface water allocation in 
Southland:  
 
a. Groundwater allocation: 

 
i. Fully allocated aquifers (or potentially over allocated aquifers): 

 

 Mataura catchment: Knapdale aquifer (103% allocated) and 
Riversdale aquifer (33.6% allocated). 
 
The Environment Court decision in South Otago Holdings v 
Southland Regional Council ([2011] NZEnvC 120, 6 May 2011) 
effectively precludes additional allocation from the Riversdale 
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aquifer due to cumulative effects on spring fed streams 
notwithstanding that it is not technically fully allocated.  
Specifically, the Court identified that: 
 
o There has been a significant reduction in the 7-day 

MALF in the Meadow Burn at Round Hill since 1996, 
i.e. subsequent to irrigation.  Various experts 
concluded that 7-day MALF had reduced by 42 – 53%; 
and  

 
o The flow in the Meadow Burn has been reduced by the 

combined effect of abstractions from the Riversdale 
aquifer.  The minimum summer time flow in the 
Meadow Burn at Round Hill is less than the minimum 
flow recommended by Environment Southland for the 
protection of trout and may be insufficient to protect 
the habitat of Gollum galaxias in the upper reaches of 
the Meadow Burn. 

 

 Oreti catchment: Lumsden aquifer (108% allocated); and 
 

 Waiau catchment: Lower Waiau (3.3% allocated) and Te Anau 
(2.3% allocated) aquifers; 
 
Allocation of hydraulically connected groundwater in the Waiau 
catchment is currently a non-complying activity, however the 
catchment is fully allocated in terms of surface water allocation. 
 

ii. Aquifers with reliability of supply constrained by surface water 
allocation: 

 

 Mataura catchment: Upper Mataura, Cattle Flat, Waipunamu 
and Wendon aquifers have low supply reliability due to 
minimum flow cut-off’s to maintain compliance with the 
Mataura WCO;  

 
b. Surface water allocation: 

 
i. Over allocated surface water bodies; 

 

 Cromel Stream;  
 

 Waiau catchment (including lake tributaries and Mararoa and 
Waiau Rivers) 

 
Operation of the Manapouri Hydro-Electric Power Scheme on 
Lake Manapouri results in the diversion of up to 90% of the 
flow in the Waiau catchment and its discharge into Doubtful 
Sound.  Minimum flows set for the lower Waiau River are the 
‘bottom line’ for maintaining sufficient in-stream habitat for 
trout.   

 
ii. Fully allocated surface water bodies (or potentially over allocated 

surface water bodies): 
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 Oreti catchment: Irthing Stream (including upstream Five 
Rivers catchment); 

 
Environment Southland should prioritise and resolve existing 
unconsented surface water takes in the Five Rivers catchment.  
No unconsented historic takes should not be operating at this 
point in time.  Allowing unconsented diversions and takes to 
continue in the Five Rivers catchment whilst allocating further 
surface water, as has been occurring under the operative Water 
Plan, has the potential to result in: 

 
o An over allocation scenario; and  

 
o Drawing down flows in the Five Rivers catchment 

beyond minimum flow(s) during periods of reduced 
flow. 

  
Case law12 provides that under s 14(3) of the RMA the 
exception to taking and using water where it is required for 
stock drinking water only applies to taking and using water.  It 
does not apply to diverting water.  Consent is required if a person 
wishes to divert water for stock drinking water.   

 
iii. Surface water bodies with reliability of supply constrained by ground 

and / or surface water allocation: 
 

 Mataura catchment: Mataura River (upper, mid and lower 
reaches), Waikaia River, Waimea Stream. 

 
Due to flow allocation provisions of the Mataura Water 
Conservation Order the above surface water bodies are 
allocated to a point where reliability of supply is significantly 
constrained for run of river abstraction. 

 

 Oreti catchment: Irthing Stream and upper Oreti catchment. 
 

 Aparima catchment: upper catchment. 
 

 Both the Oreti and Aparima catchments are >50% allocated 
based upon lowland flows, but close to full allocation in upper 
catchment areas.  

 

 Waiau catchment. 
 
Water takes 
 

15. Fish & Game has concerns about increasing the daily volume of water which can be taken 

as a permitted activity to 86mᶾ/day from all sources, including surface water.  Clarification 
is required regarding:  
 

                                                 
12

 Chatham Islands Seafoods Ltd v Wellington Regional Council (Environment Court, 
Wellington A018/2004, 13 February 2004). 
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a. How surface water flows will be maintained to sustain instream habitat and 
maximum instantaneous abstraction rates.  Flows should reflect seasonal flows 
and flow variability, including floods and freshes; and  
 

b. How the volume of water taken by way of permitted activities will be monitored 
and accounted for when considering the volume of allocated water in a 
catchment. 

 
16. Fish & Game is not opposed to taking water from an aquifer for pump tests purposes 

being a permitted activity.  However, the Plan set out a clear methodology and 
performance standards for pump tests.  Historically, pump tests, especially those used to 
support ground water allocation for pastoral irrigation, have been variable in terms of 
methodology and performance.   

 
Indigenous biodiversity and wetlands 
 
Would you prefer that wetlands and biodiversity were managed through one council? 
 

17. Yes – Fish & Game supports wetlands and biodiversity throughout Southland being 
managed by Environment Southland and incorporation of Southland District Council 
biodiversity rules into the Plan.  The current approach requires Southland District 
Council to work with Environment Southland, particularly its Land Sustainability staff, 
due to limited expertise when considering consent applications for land development and 
use under the Southland District Plan.  Such applications do however have the potential 
to adversely affect: 

 
a. Water quality in downstream receiving environments; 

 
b. Catchment water yield, including both low flows and flood flows; 
 
c. Soil erosion; 

 
d. Habitat availability / diversity and connectivity; and 

 
e. Visual amenity resulting from changes in land cover and land use. 

 
It important that Environment Southland works with other agencies, including Gore 
District Council, Southland District Council and Invercargill City Council, to identify and 
document ecosystems which support significant indigenous vegetation and habitats of 
indigenous fauna in the Southland region.   
 

Do you support our approach to encourage the retention and establishment of wetlands? 
 

18. Fish & Game supports in principle approaches to retain and establish wetlands.  
However, Fish & Game has concerns about the approach set out in the Plan.   

 
19. Recognition and protection of wetland habitat is a matter of national importance under s 

6 the RMA.  Case law from the Environment Court recognises that all remaining wetland 
habitats are significant under s 6(c) of the RMA irrespective of health or whether they 
have been specifically identified as significant in a Regional Policy Statement or Plan, due 
to the rarity of these habitats regionally and internationally13.   
 

                                                 
13

 Friends of Shearer Swamp Inc v West Coast Regional Council and Day and Others v 
Manawatu-Wanganui Regional Council [2012] NZEnvC 182. 
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20. Since European colonisation in the mid 1800’s the vast majority of New Zealand 
wetlands have been drained or irretrievably modified.  It is estimated that only 10% of 
the original wetland environment remains in New Zealand, with only 4.9% in the North 
Island and 16.6% in the South Island14, one of the highest rates and extent of loss in the 
developed world.15  Of this amount, less than half is legally protected.16  The Ministry for 
the Environment specifically identifies wetlands as a priority for protection as nationally 
important.  
 

21. Although s 6 of the RMA identifies protection of wetlands as a matter of national 
importance, many wetlands continue to degrade through reduced water availability, 
eutrophication and impacts from weeds and pests.  There is evidence that wetland loss 
and development is still occurring in the Southland region (Ledgard, June 2013).  
Specifically, Ledgard observes that: 

 
a. Wetlands were an integral part of Southland’s landscape.  Today, the extent and 

quality of many wetlands in Southland has severely diminished.  90% of 
Southland’s wetlands have been lost. 

 

 
 

b. Many of the natural functions and processes of Southland’s wetlands cease to 
exist today, with weeds and drainage an ever present threat. However, there are 
still many wetlands of regional, national and international significance present in 
Southland and the region still has a large number of quality, intact wetlands. 

 
c. Wetland clearance is still occurring today.  Peat bogs are still being converted to 

pasture and tile drainage is still regularly used to drain degraded wetland habitats 
for the development of pasture. The true extent of wetland loss however is 
unknown. Many of Southland’s wetlands are under 5 ha (i.e. not mapped in 
Table 3) and are often in a severely degraded condition. Unconsented wetland 
drainage and development of these smaller wetlands is occurring throughout 
Southland, however there is no current formal monitoring of wetland loss in the 
region. It is not just active development that is threatening wetlands. Weed 
invasions, altered hydrological inputs and animal incursions all threaten the 
integrity of Southland’s wetland ecosystems. The further degradation and 
decline in wetland area in Southland will continue unless formal monitoring, 
strong advocacy and protection of these smaller, more vulnerable wetlands take 
place. 

 

                                                 
14

 Ministry for the Environment, 2007.  Environment New Zealand.  Wellington: Ministry for the 
Environment, p. 367 - 369. 
15

 Mitsch WJ, Gosselink JG. Wetlands 4
th
 edn. New York, John Wiley. 

16
 Ministry for Environment (2007), p. 367. 
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22. Fish & Game has significant concerns that Objective 14 and Rule 70 does not recognise 
or provide for wetlands as significant habitats of national importance under s 6(c) of the 
RMA.   
 

23. Fish & Game recognises the intent of Rule 70 of the Plan, but has concerns that the 
permitted activity status in Rule 70(a) it may be open to subjective interpretation and 
exploitation.   
 

24. Fish & Game suggests that Rule 70(c) is amended to become a prohibited activity in 
recognition of the fact that all remaining wetland habitats are significant under s 6(c) of 
the RMA irrespective of health or whether they have been specifically identified as 
significant in a Regional Policy Statement or Plan, due to the rarity of these habitats 
regionally and internationally.   
 

25. In addition, Rule 71(vii), (viii), (ix) and (x), which applies to indigenous vegetation 
removal, should not be applied to wetland habitats.  

 
If not, what else could we do to encourage the retention and establishment of these areas? 
 

26. Fish & Game has concerns about proposed restrictions set out in Rule 57(a) of the Plan, 
which applies to dams and weirs.  Fish & Game and its predecessor, the Southland 
Acclimatisation Society, have a long history of assisting and advising landowners with 
respect to the construction of open water wetlands in Southland.  The vast majority of 
these wetlands are dams or ponds on rural land, which are currently constructed by way 
of a permitted activity pursuant to Rule 29(a) of the operative Water Plan, many of which 
are surveyed and construction supervised by Fish & Game.  In addition, Fish & Game 
offers a construction subsidy to land holders constructing dams or ponds surveyed by it 
in Southland, which is calculated on the basis of the area of open water habitat that will 
be created.  Rule 29(a) provides, subject to conditions (i) – (x), that the placement, 
erection or reconstruction of dams and weirs in, on or over the bed of any lake, river, 
modified watercourse or stream and associated damming of water is a permitted activity.  
Rule 29(a)(i) – (x) includes restrictions, among other things on dam/weir height (up to 
3m), location, upstream catchment size, fish passage and spillway/flood flow 
requirements.    

 
27. Wetlands and ponds formed with such dams have numerous environmental benefits, 

such as habitat for indigenous and introduced waterfowl and wading birds.  Fish & Game 
is also working with the Land Sustainability at Environment Southland to promote such 
wetlands and ponds as an option to reduce nutrient and sediment losses from intensively 
grazed land to surface and groundwater.  For example, tile drains can be diverted into 
such wetlands, which can be constructed relatively cheaply if the site is suitable.  

 
28. Rule 57(a) seeks to increase the maximum dam height (up to 4m) which can be built by 

way of a permitted activity, but require the design and construction of all such dams built 
under it, irrespective of height, to be “certified by a suitably qualified and experienced engineer”.  
This is likely to substantially increase the cost of constructing individual dams and is likely 
to be a significant deterrent to landholders.  Fish & Game considers that Rule 57(a) 
should be amended to be consistent with Rule 29(a) of the operative Water Plan, i.e. 
maximum dam height up to 3m and no requirement for it to be certified by a suitably 
qualified and experienced engineer.      
 

29. Fish & Game has been involved in the survey and construction of literally hundreds of 
these type of dams across Southland and have never experienced a dam failure.  However, 
even if a dam did fail, the other conditions of Rule 57(a), particularly the maximum 
impoundment volume, maximum catchment area, flood flow spillway and not be located 
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upstream of roads, railways or  homes, are sufficient to ensure that there will not be any 
significant consequences to property or infrastructure.   
 

30. Fish & Game’s considers that: 
 
a. Rule 57(a)(ii) should be deleted. 

 
b. Rule 57(a) (permitted activity status) is amended to include an additional 

condition providing that:  
 

“The placement or erection of dams or weirs in the tributaries of the Mataura or Waikaia 
Rivers shall not harm the spawning or passage of salmonid fish”. 
 

c. Rule 57(c) is inconsistent with Clause 6 of the Mataura Water Conservation 
Order and should be amended to provide that:  
 
“The placement or erection of dams or Weirs in the Mataura and Waikaia Rivers, and 
damming in the tributaries of the Mataura and Waikaia Rivers where the dam or weir would 
harm spawning or prevent passage of salmonid fish is a prohibited activity.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FEDERATED FARMERS 
   
High Intensity Farming 

Issues 

Federated Farmers considers it is problematic for Council to attempt to define ‘high’ and ‘low’ 
intensity farming, and this approach does not correspond with the Council’s function to manage 
discharges that affect water quality.  Linking high intensity farming to a resource consent regime 
will not result in the best outcomes for water quality.   
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Basing any such definition on stock numbers is particularly difficult, as it isn’t the stock numbers 
that determine nutrient losses but a combination of livestock type, soil, rainfall, geography and 
management practices.  It also assumes that farms are in a steady state in terms of livestock 
numbers which is incorrect.  For example, this year a large number of dairy cows have been 
culled in response to the hard winter, the reduced grass growth in spring, overall feed shortages, 
and the low pay-out.  But farmers will likely seek to increase herd numbers again next year in the 
hope of better commodity prices and kinder weather.   

 
Store lambs or heifers may be taken on by dry stock farmers who have extra feed in any given 
year.  With beef prices high at the moment, some sheep and beef farmers may change their ratio 
of sheep to cattle, which could affect whether they are high or low intensity in terms of ES’s 
definition. 

 
Next year with drought conditions forecast on the East Coast, and Southland forecast to have 
higher than average rainfall, there may be a lot of livestock transported to Southland farms for 
farm sustainability and animal welfare reasons. 
 
We particularly oppose cropping, sheep and beef farming, and wintering being defined as ‘high 
intensity farming’, and do not consider these activities should be subject to resource consent if 
they are being undertaken in accordance with GMP or a recognised farm environment plan.  As 
discussed earlier in our feedback, it is not the intensification of land use per se that will result in 
water quality decline, but increases in the loss of contaminants.  Such effects may or may not 
occur with land use intensification.    

 

A risk with defining high and low intensity farming, and requiring resource consent for high 
intensity farming, is the risk of perverse outcomes.  For example, reducing the amount of winter 
fodder crops to 15% of a landholding (to avoid resource consent), but increasing intensity on 
that 15% to compensate for the lost feed.  Better environmental impacts may be achieved by 
using a larger area of land. 

 
In some instances, increasing livestock numbers is a key part of improving environmental 
management.  For example, the use of a wintering pad or other interception measure for dairy 
cattle urine may necessitate increasing herd numbers to make the new more enclosed system 
economic. 

 
In light of these issues, Federated Farmers opposes a planning approach that seeks to manage 
effects on water quality by predetermining which land use will and will not have effects.  The 
focus should be on managing nutrient losses. 
 
CRITICAL SOURCE AREAS 

 
Have you observed critical source areas on your farm coming under pressure during rain events?  How do you think 
we should be managing critical source areas? 
Southland farmers are aware of water movement through and across their land.  This awareness 
is part of the reason Southland has tile drains.  Farmers do not want water to lie and make the 
ground soggy, and they don’t want water to run overland causing the loss of nutrients, bacteria, 
and sediment.     

 
We consider that the Plan should state what effects need to be managed, and give farmers the 
flexibility to respond as appropriate to their individual circumstances.  There are GMPs that can 
assist farmers manage critical source areas (e.g. do not cultivate critical source areas, do not 
intensively winter graze these areas in adverse conditions) to reduce the overland flow of 
nutrients, bacteria, and sediment.  The Plan could incorporate these GMPs into relevant 
permitted activity rules. 
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It is also important for industry and ES to educate farmers about issues or activities on farms 
where GMPs can make a measureable difference to contaminant losses.  

   
WINTERING STOCK   
 
Winter is a potentially high-risk time in terms of nutrient, sediment, and bacteria loss on-farm.  
Currently, the Regional Water Plan manages the environmental effects of wintering through a 
number of rules.  In particular, livestock are required to be at least three metres back from a 
waterway when intensively grazed on forage crops (Rule 17).  

 
ES’s proposal to manage intensive winter grazing would increase buffer distances for fodder 
crops from (at least) 3m, to 5m or 20m.   The implication is that the three metre rule is not 
providing a sufficient barrier to keep nutrients, sediment, and bacteria out of waterways.  We 
question whether there is any research or evidence to support this position and if this does exist, 
that this information is provided as part of consultation documentation.  In our experience, 3m is 
a reasonable distance for nutrients and sediment to travel across flat land (sloping land would 
require bigger set-backs).   

 
Losing 5 or 20 metres of fodder crop grazing (also applies to pasture in many instances) along 
each side of a waterway, when 3 metres would manage the effects, has significant implications for 
farm management.  Based on our discussion with farmers, there is frustration that ES would 
propose such a rigid rule without any rationale or justification.   

 
In our view, for land that requires buffer distances over 3m, it would be more efficient to educate 
farmers around how to assess required buffer distances, rather than arbitrarily imposing 5 or 20m 
set-backs on everyone regardless of the individual attributes of the paddock they are wanting to 
use for winter fodder crops.   

 
We strongly oppose the proposal to restrict the amount of a landholding that can be used for 
intensive winter grazing on fodder crops.  We consider that this proposal could lead to 
unforeseen consequences and perverse outcomes; not the least of which is potential animal 
health issues. The ingestion of green feed during times of low pasture growth is good for all 
livestock and essential for young stock still growing and ewes and cows in lamb or calf.   

 
The proposal also has the potential to impact significantly on graziers’ income; and may in some 
cases prevent the reasonable use of a grazier’s interest in their land.  A major consequence could 
be a shortage of wintering land in Southland, and a consequent push to send dairy cows into 
Otago or Canterbury.  This does not solve the problem, but simply pushes it into other 
catchments. 

 
When wintering animals, farmers need to consider a range of issues, such as a grass renewal 
programme, animal welfare, climate and topography, as well as environmental issues.  By 
prioritising environmental issues in the proposed wintering rule, it will put pressure on other 
factors, making it more difficult for farmers to manage their land holistically. 

 
STOCK ACCESS TO WATER  
Do you agree that all stock should be progressively excluded from waterways?  Should riparian planting be part of 
the stock exclusion requirements?  Are the timeframes achievable? 

 
We disagree that all stock should be excluded from waterways.  The cost of excluding all stock 
within the next 2-5 years would be significant, especially for those farmers who still rely on 
streams for stock drinking water.  In 2013, ES attempted to estimate the cost of fencing 
Southland farmland in Land Use Classes 1-4 (dairy farms were excluded as they were already 
presumed to be fully fenced).  The estimate was that it would cost sheep, beef, and deer farmers 
in those LUCs $134 million in total to fence their waterways.   
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Dairy cows are already being excluded under conditions of supply agreements and through the 
Clean Streams Accord.  Many farmers are also starting to voluntarily exclude dry stock, and some 
have invested considerable resources to achieve total stock exclusion.  Farmers’ initiatives should 
be encouraged through non-regulatory means. 

 
The exclusion of sheep or extensively grazed cattle is not justified from a water quality, 
biodiversity, or bank erosion perspective.  Sheep also do not stand in water when extensively 
grazed.  There are several disadvantages to fencing waterways, including making streams more 
difficult to clean, increased the risk of slumping, and pest infestation along riparian margins that 
are not grazed.  

 
In the hill and high country, the cost of fencing waterways and providing water troughs for stock 
would be prohibitive, and would face issues of freezing in winter.  

 
CULTIVATION ON SLOPING LAND  
Do you agree with this approach to managing cultivation?  Are these bands practical? 
Federated Farmers supports cultivation remaining a permitted activity.  We note that cultivation 
on sloping land increases the risk of overland flow and sediment and contaminant run off. 
 
We support the concept of a buffer zone for cultivation alongside waterways, but do not support 
the proposed buffer distances in the draft Plan.  

  
We also oppose the definition of cultivation in the draft Plan: 

 
The felling, clearing or modification of any vegetation (including existing pasture) by cutting, mechanical crushing, 
spraying, burning and any activity causing disturbance to the soil.  

 
We consider the definition is too broad and would cover a number of activities that do not 
adversely affect water quality, including topping, hay, silage or balege making, grass-to-grass 
pasture renewal, spraying pest plants, spray irrigation and direct-drilling crops.  These types of 
activities should not be subject to resource consent, even if they occur close to waterways.   

 
DISCHARGES FROM FARM TILE DRAINS 
Do you support this approach to managing tile drain discharges? 
Federated Farmers opposes the proposal to require wetlands or filtration systems when new tile 
drains are installed or existing tile drains are maintained because it would be impractical and 
unworkable on-farm.  Potentially a lot of land would have to be retired, and the costs would be 
significant.  We are aware that Council is undertaking a trial of a nutrient filter system in Waituna, 
but at the field day it was suggested that such a system might cost $2,000 per tile drained hectare.  
We also understand that the cost of the new wetland in Waituna was approximately $100,000. 

 
The positive effects of land drainage must not be overlooked.  Tile drains promote free-draining 
soils, increasing productivity and allowing for better utilisation of nutrients in the ground.  Tiles 
also reduce ponding, overland flow, runoff, and dry out the soil so that livestock do not churn up 
the ground in wet conditions. 

 
HOUSEHOLD ONSITE WASTEWATER SYSTEMS 
Do you support this approach for managing onsite wastewater systems? 
Federated Farmers consider all potential sources of contaminant discharges should be managed, 
including ensuring septic systems.  However, we consider that the Plan should target effects 
rather than trying to manage household infrastructure at the point of sale.  It is unclear how the 
‘point of sale’ relates to any council function to control the discharge of contaminants; the rules 
should be commensurate with the significance of the effects and apply consistently to people 
having the same effects.  If a septic system is leaching contaminants into waterways, this should 
be managed in liaison with the landowner. 
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Similarly, town sewerage systems need to be managed in liaison with Territorial Authorities to 
improve the quality of point-source discharges and implement an upgrade programme that is 
affordable for ratepayers.  

 
SURFACE AND GROUND WATER TAKES 
Do you support the approaches taken for surface and groundwater takes?   
Federated Farmers would like to understand the process ES undertook to determine that the 
Cromel Stream and the North Range Aquifer are currently over-allocated in terms of water takes.  
We note that ES’s assessment is based on further takes having a ‘more than minor adverse effect 
on the environment’, but there is no associated discussion in the engagement document or 
supporting information available on the website.  

 
We oppose the proposal to require resource consent for takes from multiple water sources.  
Within the Southland context, groundwater resources and surface water resources are closely 
linked and as such having two separate allocations (i.e. one for groundwater and another for 
surface water) would not be the most efficient way to manage water quantity.  It also makes sense 
to allow multiple takes as a permitted activity (within the daily volume limit) to provide added 
security that sufficient water will be available (for example, in times of drought).   

 
INDIGENOUS BIODIVERSITY/WETLANDS 
Would you prefer that wetlands and biodiversity issues were managed through one council? 
Do you support our approach to encourage the retention and establishment of wetlands? 
Federated Farmers considers there are benefits and drawbacks to one council managing 
biodiversity issues.   

 
A potential benefit would be the elimination of the need for dual consents, and potentially a 
more streamlined process.  But there are benefits associated with territorial authorities managing 
biodiversity in their areas.  For example, the Invercargill City District has mapped its indigenous 
biodiversity and the Council is familiar with the issues in the district.  We question the value of 
ES becoming involved in a resource consent, for example, to remove a tree to make way for a 
garage extension in Otatara.  In these instances, it would seem more efficient to process the 
resource consent alongside the building consent. 

 
There is little discussion on the issue in the engagement document and we would welcome the 
opportunity to discuss this more, particularly given resource constraints at ES and an already full 
work programme.      

 
At this stage, Federated Farmers supports the status quo, with improved cooperation and 
collaboration between councils when dealing with resource consents involving biodiversity. 

 
We support non-regulatory approaches to encouraging biodiversity maintenance.  Council needs 
to keep in mind that wetlands are expensive to create and maintain pest free, and may require 
retiring productive farmland, or lead to reduced productivity in surrounding farmland.  As such, 
farmers need to be given good information on the creation of wetlands and support from 
Council if they choose to create one.   

 
Federated Farmers is a party to the appeals relating to the biodiversity provisions in the 
Southland District Council District Plan and we have made submissions on the Biodiversity 
Variation to the proposed Southland Regional Policy Statement.     

 
 

BEEF AND LAMB NZ  
 
General submissions applying to all proposals 
Throughout and underpinning any new approaches adopted by Council direct communication, 
education, extension, peer learning and industry supported leadership are critical to success in 
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achieving any on farm practice change.  Writing new rules or requiring farm plans will not 
achieve wide spread uptake of good management practice without a plan to implement them. 
Every time a change is made or one of the proposals considered there must be the question in 
Councils mind as it prepares the plan, will this change someone’s behaviour and if so is that the 
result we want and how can we work with others to achieve that result.  If the answer is no or we 
are not sure, then it’s probably worth considering whether an alternative method is a more 
appropriate means of achieving the same result.  

 
In line with the earlier discussion on Good Management Practices, B+LNZ consider that 
Council should introduce a set of very simple clear permitted activity rules that fall under each of 
the headings to drive farmer behaviour. These rules should not try and define what good 
management practice is, but clearly state in an effects based way what they are trying to achieve. 
These permitted activity rules also have to be accompanied by a set of activity based rules that 
also send clear signals on unacceptable practice, like discharging sediment to water without 
mitigation, or applying high rates of dairy farm effluent to saturated soils, or on sloping ground 
where direct runoff to waterways is likely to occur, or allowing stock access to a stream in a way 
that it significantly disturbs the banks. A direct approach is preferable to one that relies on too 
much interpretation or definition or prescription of how to achieve the result. Good 
management practice examples or documents could be referred to in an extended appendix U if 
there is a need for them in the plan, but the plan will not be a valued source of extension material 
or advice for a farmer so it is questionable whether its inclusion will result in a direct change in 
practice.  
 
Managing Nitrogen Discharge prior to limit setting – High Intensity Farming  
It appears although it is not stated up front that Council has developed the plan change to do two 
things. Provide some updated rules around key activities in Southland such as cultivation, stock 
access, tile drain and effluent management to continue to evolve and encourage good 
management practice in the region. The other driver is to try and hold the increasing trends in 
Nitrogen in some surface water and groundwater.  

 
Water Quality data would suggest that farmers in the region are doing a pretty good job of 
improving practice to manage P, Ecoli and to a lesser extent sediment in the region, but N is 
continuing to trend upwards in some areas. The crux of the proposed plan change and perhaps 
one of the most discussed has been the proposal to try and address that issue through a stocking 
intensity measure.  
 
The draft plan proposes various policies and methods that aim to define and manage high 
intensity farming through using stocking rate as a proxy. B+LNZ oppose this approach. While 
the proposed threshold of 15 stock units per hectare may not impact on too many sheep and 
beef properties, we consider that it is not a good mechanism to address or try and hold N loss, 
prior to limit setting. The reasons for this are: 

 

 Stocking rate is a difficult threshold to use for consenting, defining stock units, deciding on 
when and how to measure those, dealing with more complex farming systems with multiple 
stock classes, deciding on where base line stocking rate is will be very complex, particularly 
for mixed sheep/beef/deer/dairy grazing properties  

 It is not an effects based approach, while more animals in a concentrated area is likely to 
increase the risk of environmental effects, a farmer with a stocking rate of 8su/Ha could be 
doing a very poor job and his next door neighbour could have double the stocking rate and 
have all mitigation in place and have excellent environmental awareness and pose less risk to 
the environment  

 Until council has put numeric catchments limits in place it will be in the same position with 
using stocking rate as a proxy for N loss as it is now with consenting new dairy farms, the 
thresholds and criteria for making a decision when to decline a consent will not be clear and 
will result in more and more complex consent conditions and an expensive and complicated 
regime  
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 Consenting farms above a certain stocking rate will not address the N loss that results from 
having animals on pasture, while management practices and larger capital cost mitigations 
can make a difference to N loss, they are unlikely to make a significant enough difference to 
warrant the approach prior to setting numeric limits  

 
Council has asked for alternatives to the stocking rate approach. Our preference is for Council to 
not try and impose a region wide proxy to manage N loss prior to limit setting, rather to prioritise 
or bring forward limit setting in catchments or sub-catchments of greatest concern and rely on 
the continued adoption of good practice in the mean time where that is possible and to work 
very closely in priority catchments to target high risk activities and work with these landowners 
individually and through industry partners to reduce N loss. There is a real opportunity for rich 
partnerships and a true sub catchment approach to areas of concern. Ultimately that is what will 
be required in managing to limits any way. There are no magic ways of this occurring, but the 
sooner we start working with individuals and groups of farmers to understand what is ahead and 
to engage them actively in improving water quality in their catchments the better. B+LNZ 
consider that Southland is in a unique position to adopt an innovative approach to working with 
landowners, where they are empowered to lead change within their catchments. We are already 
witnessing small groups of farmers doing this within catchments around Southland and there is 
no reason why this success could not translate to other catchments.  

 
Like many others B+LNZ do not have a preferred alternative. There is however alternatives that 
Council can consider and continue to work closely with submitters to develop further if there is 
greater support. Council already has in place a rule that requires resource consent for new dairy 
farming. While this is far from ideal, consideration could be given to restricting the discretion of 
those consents to increases in N loss only. This will give clarity to the intent of the rule and 
provide stronger decision thresholds for where council can make decisions to decline consents in 
particularly sensitive catchments. Another option to consider is requiring controlled activity 
consent for activities above a certain N discharge threshold. This approach would allow Council 
to require all farmers to prepare a nutrient budget and give a mechanism for Council to have a 
conversation with farmers undertaking higher N discharge activities, to ensure that they are 
taking measures to reduce N loss over time. Both of these requirements will assist to prepare 
farmers for managing within numeric catchment limits. While neither of these is desirable, they 
are viable and effects based alternatives to using stocking rate as a proxy for managing N loss. 
 
Wintering 
B+LNZ does not support the proposed controls on “new wintering” as will be too difficult to 
administer and will result in perverse outcomes. The thresholds are also difficult to administer 
and largely the questions come back to some of the previously discussed fundamentals. Will it 
achieve the result we want? If Council is seeking to restrict wintering on some soil types in some 
catchments, then this is likely to result in farmers either, shifting the problem to somewhere else 
or investing in capital infrastructure in the short term that may not be enough to meet catchment 
numeric limits. The threshold of 15% of a property might be a useful indicator of a “specialist” 
wintering property but even using that threshold, for a consent may simply result in a large 
number of properties across a large number of catchments undertaking wintering to remain 
below the permitted threshold.  

 
Further this is not really an effects based approach. Someone with two hectares of very poorly 
managed winter crop could potentially be having a much greater effect than a farmer with 50 
Hectares of very well managed crop.  

  
Council could have some policy options and methods to ensure  

 Careful and informed area selection  

 Identify “specialist” wintering properties individually and give confidence that they will be 
doing that well (by requiring a plan as a permitted activity) 
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 maintain flexibility in wintering decisions(both within farm and across the region) while 
managing possible effects  

 Develop clear rules to address sediment loss to water from overland flow and or stock in 
water/critical source areas  

 Introduce policies and extension methods that attempt to improve and increase 
understanding of soil types and effects of wintering on each of the different soil types and 
making appropriate decisions based on those ahead of limit setting  

 
Tile drains  
There has been a lot of feedback to B+LNZ about the critical importance of the tile drainage 
network in Southland.  Council is only too aware that drainage has and will continue to be a key 
plank in successful farming, and that well managed drainage can have positive environmental 
effects. 

  
There is significant challenge in the proposals around diverting existing or new tile drains to 
wetlands and B+LNZ considers that while that may be a solution in some areas, it will be too 
expensive as a mitigation tool in others in respect to the potential to manage the effects of the 
discharge.  

 
Further where multiple tile drains from multiple properties discharge, there may be smaller scale 
sub catchment mitigation developed over time as we know more about what will provide the best 
method of managing nutrient loss from those tile drain discharges.  

 
There is general agreement that farmers should do everything that they can to understand where 
tiles are, manage land use (that will impact on loss through tiles) over them, understand where 
outlets are and think long term about how to manage the collective discharge from those.  

 
B+LNZ considers that there is an opportunity to send a stronger signal in a permitted activity 
rule about management of activities over tile drains and identifying discharge points. There is also 
an opportunity to support innovative farmer driven approaches to managing tile drain discharges 
over time, by coordinating and promoting a pan industry project to demonstrate options available 
to divert discharges through wetlands or to divert or manage discharges at critical times of the 
year or in more sensitive streams.  

 
We know a significant amount about tile drain management from existing research. The challenge 
for us all is to share that knowledge widely among farmers and by requiring identification of 
discharge sites, use this as a process for an on farm or sub catchment conversation about options 
to manage those discharges. 
 
Cultivation on sloping land  
There is agreement that the risk of soil loss from overland flow increases with slope. However 
using slope as a proxy to determine whether a farmer needs resource consent is difficult. A 
number of options for managing the risk of cultivation have been discussed throughout the focus 
activity discussions. 

 
The primary risk is increasing soil (sediment to water) and Council wants to encourage farmers to 
take mitigation when cultivating paddocks to avoid as much as possible, sediment loss to water. 
Cultivation close to waterways not only increases the risk of Overland flow but also increases the 
risk of stock impacting on the water when they graze the resulting crop. 

 
B+LNZ agrees that in many cases larger setbacks need to occur, but considers that using slope to 
determine those setbacks wont necessarily improve or result in good management practice. Again 
the discussion comes back to simple clear rule structures that result in behaviour change.  

 
One option is to take a similar approach to Otago to address any sediment loss to water from any 
activity. The rule structure is based on a permitted/prohibited framework, which Council will 
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already be familiar with. A permitted activity allows sediment loss to water if there is mitigation 
and a prohibited rule prohibits the discharge of sediment to water without mitigation in place. 
Clearly fenced off straightened waterways in Southland pose a risk of bank slumping, irrespective 
of the management from the landowner and are generally occurring where farmers have fenced 
off waterways from stock to improve environmental management. This is a distinct issue and is 
difficult to mitigate. A simple and clear sediment loss to water rule would also cover some 
aspects of stock access, critical source areas and very poorly managed tile drains, as well as issues 
with sediment loss resulting from poor cultivation practice.  
 
Stock exclusion  
B+LNZ considers that targeted stock exclusion is appropriate. The extent to which stock 
exclusion should occur and the resulting potential positive environmental benefits is still not 
conclusive.  B+LNZ considers that it is critical that Council work with the primary sector prior 
to plan notification to adopt a workable and widely accepted approach to stock exclusion in 
Southland.  

  
There are a number of factors to take into account when considering introducing mandatory 
stock exclusion: 

 

 The time frames set out in the consultation document are too short – 5 – 15 years is 
considered more realistic  

 The cost of full stock exclusion on some extensive properties in Southland is completely 
prohibitive. These properties have literally up to hundreds of kilometres of waterway when 
considering fencing both sides in a way that would be logistically possible. 

 There is little or no evidence that full stock exclusion for sheep and extensive beef properties 
would result in a change in water quality outcomes for Southland  

 P and Ecoli trends in Southland appear to be stable and improving in a number of areas, if 
this is an effects based approach then there is no compelling case to require further stock 
exclusion over and above that which is already taking place  

 Land and Environment Plans help to prioritise actions to manage environmental risk on 
sheep and beef and deer farms. In many cases targeted permanent fencing, subdivision of 
paddocks and reticulated water are far more effective at managing stock access than requiring 
fencing, set backs and riparian planting  

 Intensive sheep and beef grazing should require stock exclusion, primarily this is already 
managed through the winter grazing rule. There may be some scope with new permitted 
activity rules to ensure that any intensively grazed crop at any time of year requires stock to 
be excluded from permanently flowing streams  

 Land and Water Forum have made recommendations to Ministers on provisions concerning 
stock exclusion. It would seem premature to introduce a rule governing wide scale stock 
exclusion if the Land and Water Forum results in national direction.  

 
 

NZ DEER FARMERS ASSOCIATION- Southland Branch 
 

High Intensity Farming  
Key Messages:  
• Stocking rate is a very blunt approach to defining high intensity and will be difficult to prove.  
• Setting a farm’s stocking rate to an historical date, irrespective of its environmental impact at 

that time, is a form of grand parenting.  
• Every farm should be treated the same within its physiographic zone with respect to 

expected off-farm impact. But recognising that different farm systems will have different 
environmental issues to manage  

• Dry stock farming, irrespective of intensity, can practically reduce off-farm impacts through 
focusing on critical source areas such as wintering on forage crops/break feeding, deer 
wallows, erosion prone soils, etc.  
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Commentary  
The definition of high intensity farming and the rule for permitting existing high intensity 
farming is confusing and unworkable as even finding the exact stocking rate with any accuracy 
needed is unachievable. The problem isn’t whether a farm has 14.9 SU/ha and is “okay” or 15 
SU/ha and is not okay and needs a consent to substantiate what they are doing, but is when the 
farm beside them is a dairy conversion milking platform with 24 SU/ha or is a large scale 
wintering operation. As these are the two main form forms of intensification that have a 
profound effect on a farms environmental footprint.  
 
Another important consideration is how good management practice is recognised – which may 
be very significant for issues such as nitrogen leaching: A farm with 14 SU/ha but operating 
poorly may have a higher nitrogen leaching rate than a farm at 18 SU/ha operating to good 
management practice.  
 
While the notional concept of stocking units is well established for sheep and beef cattle, it is at 
best only indicative for deer. This is because deer have seasonal demand for feed (heavily reduced 
in winter).  
 
All new and existing dairy farms have a consents process that they have to go through now. 
Large scale wintering is being targeted in your new proposed wintering rule with farms with 15 % 
or more of their land area being cultivated for winter grazing which will identify these operations 
that previously have had no real checks and balances.  
 
Another aspect of this proposed rule which is unethical is setting a historical date like June 2014 
and stating that if you were over the high intensity rate of 15 SU/ha at this time you could carry 
on as you were but farms that were below this but wanted to increase would have to go through a 
consent process. This tells high intensity farmers that prior to this date 13 it doesn’t matter how 
responsible or irresponsible you have run your farm environmentally, you will all be treated the 
same. This is unacceptable as it undermines good operators’ environmental work. Everyone has 
the responsibility to use good management practice on their farm regardless of what they farm. 
Pegging people to a stocking rate based on an historical date is a form of grand parenting 
which can financially ruin people’s future through no fault of their own. While the 
catchment limit setting process is separate to this plan, where catchments are over-allocated for 
nitrogen or other contaminants, grand parenting rewards high emitters and penalises low 
emitters.  
 
Every farm should be treated the same within its physiographic zone. But the different farming types in a 
zone will have different options in regard to how they improve their footprint as one rule will not 
fit all. Dry stock farming (including deer farming) has no ability to reduce stocking or production 
without crippling a farm’s ability to be profitable and also offer a strong alternative to other types 
of farming that are higher nitrate leachers. Dry stock farms that over stock for their land type 
generally suffer a sharp drop in farm production.  
 
Where all dry stock farms can make a difference is through using good management practices when 
wintering on forage crops or break feeding on grass, correct fertilizer application and start a programme of 
protecting their waterways especially with cattle and deer by fencing off critical source areas and higher risk water 
systems initially.  
 
One final point, the term “cropping” currently includes arable crops but not crops for animal 
feed. The use of arable crops in Southland is not considered to be high nitrogen leaching (circa 5 
– 30 kg N/ha/year) and forms an important component in many dry stock farming operations.  
 
Wintering Stock  
Key Messages:  
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• The proposed maximum of 15 % of a farm in crop for a permitted activity appears to be at 
the right level. However,  

 15 % of the landholding for winter grazing may create problems for blocks that are part of a 
farm but not contiguous.  

 
Commentary  
We all know that wintering especially on fodder crops is a huge problem in regards to nitrate loss 
through ground water and phosphorous and E. coli into waterways. The proposed permitted 
activity up to a maximum of 15 % of farm area in crop, will certainly target largescale wintering 
operations for consent, as most dry stock farmers only need from 5 – 10 % to feed their own 
stock.  
 
How does the council plan to find these farms with large areas of fodder crops?  
 
However a problem with this rule is that it states that 'landholding' is land that is adjoining titles 
under single ownership. So inadvertently a farm that has blocks divided by road or a short 
distance apart could find one of its blocks over 15 % while the whole farm could be just 7 % for 
example. This is not what the rule sets out to police, as in a small block this 14 might be an 
inconsiderable area. The rule should be targeting large areas of winter crop within a block, 
particularity in sensitive physiographic zones. The definition of landholding is key to how effective this rule 
will be in ‘capturing’ dairy grazing while still allowing for in-farm winter grazing for drystock (where the whole 
farm system might consist of several non- contiguous blocks). A clear distinction between these 
two systems would be helpful.  
 
In the plan it states that farms that fall into this category will be prohibited from winter grazing if 
they are in the central plains and old Mataura physiographic zones. What options will these or 
other large winterers have available for them to redress their risk to the environment?  
 
Buffer Zones When Cultivating on Hill Country  
Key Messages:  
• A pre-determined buffer zone distance is both impractical and not likely to be effective.  
 
Though very important that this is done correctly, trying to put a defined slope and buffer 
distance as a rule is impractical. This proposed rule seems to have come out of last year’s hill 
country plan which was intended to control large scale development at high altitudes in areas that 
had never been cultivated before. This issue has not been addressed in this plan but instead has 
been brought down to all land in the new hill country zone, which includes a lot of flat to rolling 
country.  
 
Farmers should be made aware of their responsibilities when cultivating by varying the buffer 
distance to accommodate the slope risk. Many paddocks have a wide range of slopes so educating 
farmers and contractors in good practice and then concentrating on identifying farmers that have 
obvious failures (perhaps similar to the Otago Regional Council approach for Plan Change 6A). 
There is estimated to be 55,000 ha of land cultivated in Southland annually, which could mean 
around 8,000 paddocks depending what the average size is, but an impossible task even if you 
started to look at consenting even a small percentage of them.  
So a practical guide to buffer zones should be given to farmers, with slope degrees that can be 
related in practical terms i.e. 20o is a slope that is on the limit for driving a tractor on. Having 5 
m as a new minimum is acceptable but going from that to 20 m at 15o is not practical, so work 
out a more stepped approach as a guide to farmers and contractors.  
 
The “Industry-agreed Good Management Practices relating to water quality” provide a range of different 
approaches to prevent sediment, phosphorus and faecal bacteria from entering waterways – 
including buffer zones. Because a set width is not likely to result in an effective outcome, any 
preventative measures are best used in a non-regulatory method such as a farm environment plan 
with regional council advice and assistance. Some North Island regional councils have good track 
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records with soil conservation programmes in erodible hill country. The key features of their 
success are the partnership approach between council and landowner, provision of advice and at-
cost materials, and preparation of a farm plan with scheduled work activities.  
 
Stock Access to Waterways  
Key Messages:  
• 1 December 2017 may be an unrealistic timeframe to have all waterways fenced off (which 

will be the main approach to stock exclusion). 2025 is more achievable for deer farms with 
higher fencing costs.  

• Hill country stock exclusion from waterways is much harder to achieve and there are other 
approaches that may offer a more cost-effective outcome.  

 
This plan proposes to exclude cattle, deer and pigs from all waterways within the peat wetlands, 
lignite-marine terraces, gleyed, oxidising, central plains and riverine physiographic zones by 1 
December 2017 or a consent is needed to prove how you will achieve this by 2025. As most of 
these zones consist of flat farmland with a lot of drained land and defined waterways they are 
certainly easier to fence. It is unlikely however that they will be all fenced by 2017, which would 
entail a huge number of consents which becomes a bureaucratic nightmare for farmers as I will 
expand on below. Deer fencing is very expensive with costs per metre rising up to $20+, realistic 
time frames have to be set. A ten year programme on this type of country is seen as achievable. 
Environment Southland land sustainability staff say that deer farms have already fenced out a lot 
of waterways in this type of land already. A recent report from the Land and Water Forum 
“flexigroup” on stock exclusion from waterways recommended mandatory exclusion of deer and 
beef cattle farmed on flat, plains by 2025 (dairy by 2017).  
 
The other part of this rule that involves the hill country zone is a lot more complicated as this 
type of country has thousands of waterways from very small to large. The proposed option of 
either fencing waterways that are 30 cm deep and 1 m wide or where 20 m of land next to the 
waterway has a slope less than 7o are workable in some cases but may be impractical in others. 
Environment Canterbury for example requires exclusion for livestock under intensive grazing or 
irrigation.  
 
When it comes to deer fencing, having farmers fence off filter areas lower down to protect and 
filter water before it enters larger waterways is an efficient system that is proven to greatly reduce 
phosphorus or E.coli to acceptable levels. In more extensive country stock density is a lot lower 
with a lot less pressure on waterways. Farmers should be able to prove that even though they 
can’t fence all their waterways through good filtration zones and targeting fencing critical source 
areas, the water quality leaving their farm is good quality. This is also consistent with the Land 
and Water Forum stock exclusion flexigroup report which recommended voluntary exclusion on 
hill and steep hill farms.  
 
Sheep should be excluded from the fencing plan apart from when under intensive winter grazing, 
as sheep do not damage waterways and dislike being in water. Outside the winter grazing period 
they do a great job of keeping the grass beside creeks short and dense which helps stop soft 
banks slipping in.  
 
Discharges From Farm Tile Drains  
As the council is now aware, this proposed rule is unworkable and should have never been put in. 
This rule could have made it impossible to rectify wet spots with new drains on flat land with not 
much fall before it reaches an open ditch. Even on rolling and steeper country in most cases it is 
impossible to have a wet land before a tile enters a waterway.  
 
Proposed Consents  
Key Messages:  
• Use of a Land and Environment Plan for dry stock farms that identifies risks of off-farm 

environmental impacts and the most appropriate on-farm actions to mitigate these risks is 
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likely to be more effective than a consenting process as well as more affordable and practical 
for the farmer.  

 
Throughout this proposed plan is a lot of consenting for dry stock farmers for intensification, 
wintering, cultivation and riparian fencing. ES doesn’t have enough staff or room to 
accommodate the number of consents that could have to be processed. As consents is a cost 
recovery business, farmers could be faced with huge costs of which I suspect the council doesn’t 
even know what they will be. These in some cases would be unaffordable and generally lead to a 
general disillusionment in farming and the council.  
 
Beef + Lamb NZ has developed a LEP (Land and Environment Plan) which the deer industry 
supports. These plans get farmers to map their property and identify risk areas and document 
what they have done and have planned to do in future years. It helps farmers understand good 
management practice and how these fit in with regional council rules. Higher levels of LEP 
involve nutrient budgeting.  
 
Instead of trying to swamp dry stock farmers with a consenting regime ES should encourage and 
support industry schemes like this and use them for farmers that they have identified with a need 
for a farm LEP. 
 
The deer industry has a good history of farmer industry good schemes with the 25 year old and 
ongoing farmer velvetting programme plus in the 1990s the industry developed an on farm QA 
programme which was aimed more at on farm infrastructure that aided stock welfare and 
handling. This QA could be reborn with a bigger emphasis on good environmental management 
practice.  
 
As more than 70 % of deer farms in Southland and throughout the country are mixed stock with 
either sheep, cattle or dairy grazing, it is important that we work in with other relevant industry 
organisations like Beef + Lamb NZ to ensure that our farmers have a consistent whole farm 
understanding of how to achieve the required environmental outcomes using a planning tool like 
the LEP.  
 
Indigenous Biodiversity/wetlands  
We agree that the management of indigenous vegetation and wetlands should be handled through 
one council, as the present situation causes people to be unsure who to work through.  
 
Ongoing Discussion  
Key Messages:  
• Southland is an important region for the deer industry and while the industry remains a 

minor component of land use in the region, deer farmers and the industry are committed to 
working in partnership with Environment Southland to achieve desired water quality 
outcomes for the region’s catchments and groundwater zones.  

• Deer behavior and management of that behavior has some significant differences from other 
livestock and so blanket rules for livestock may not always be appropriate.  

• The industry has a good level of environmental awareness and requests ongoing discussion 
with Environment Southland prior to the public notification of the proposed Water and 
Land Plan. This is not to seek preferential treatment for the industry, but rather to ensure 
that policies and rules treat deer farming fairly and proportionately in relation to its estimated 
impacts on water quality and ability to implement cost-effective 
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WORKING DRAFT FOR LAND AND WATER  
SUBMISSION BY THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF CONSERVATION 
 

 
The specific provisions that my submission relates to are set out in Attachment 1. My submissions are set out immediately following these headings, together with 
the reason and the decision I seek from the Council.  
The decision that has been requested may suggest new or revised wording for identified sections of the proposed plan. This wording is intended to be helpful but 
alternative wording of like effect may be equally acceptable. Text quoted from Working Draft for Land and Water is shown in Italics. The wording of decisions 
sought shows new text as underlined and original text to be deleted as strikethrough. 
Unless specified in each submission point my reasons for supporting are that the policies are consistent with the purposes and principles of the Resource 
Management Act 1991 (RMA). 

 

PC REF PLAN PROVISION POSITION AND REASON RELIEF SOUGHT 

Questions asked by Council 

 High and Low Intensity 
Farming  

In determining the definition of high intensity and 
low intensity farming the major factors to be taken 
into account are: 

 The existing high and often increasing 
quantity of nitrates in groundwater; and  

 The effects of excessive nitrates in rivers 
on estuarine and coastal lagoon 
ecosystems in Southland in particular 
excessive seaweed growth and nuisance 
algal blooms in sensitive and nationally 
significant ecosystems; and 

 Nutrient losses especially where those 
losses are likely to exceed 25-35kg N/ha 
(Overseer 6.2) on loess or alluvial soils 
overlying gravel; 

Given these matters, the 15 stock unit /hectare 
definition seems appropriate. It is essential that the 
date when stock units shall be counted be 

Retain the definitions of high intensity and low 
intensity farming.  
 
Consider matters raised and have appropriate generic 
policy direction applicable throughout Southland, 
including where high intensity farming is appropriate 
and inappropriate. 
 
Consider measures to manage loss of phosphorous in 
particular in solution to water. 
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identified.  Perhaps both winter and summer stock 
counts should be used. 
 
With regard to phosphorous Council should also 
determine whether there should be stock unit limit 
on soils where there are high losses of P to water 
in particular peat and podsol soils in sensitive 
catchments as outlined in the work on Waituna or 
whether there should be an Olsen P limit which 
stops loss of valuable phosphate fertiliser P to 
water.   

 Critical source areas  Critical source areas should also include 
management of activities on soil and regolith 
susceptible to soil erosion or mass movement. 
Management of swales and areas with installed 
subsurface drainage underneath will reduce loss of 
silt to water.   
With regard to riparian margins, there are statutory 
land areas such as marginal strips (See s24C 
Conservation Act 1987) and esplanade reserves 
and strips (See s229 RMA).  A number of farming 
activities are contrary to the purposes these lands 
are held for. 
Unformed roads should also be managed in a 
similar manner where they are adjacent to river 
beds. 

Continue to use the critical source concept. 
  
Recognise the statutory purposes of lands including 
marginal strips, esplanade reserves and strips adjacent 
to rivers and lakes and mange these areas according to 
purposes these lands are held for. 
 
Note also use of unformed roads adjacent to river 
beds and lakes should be similarly managed as 
esplanade reserves. 
 
Consider cut and carry of grass as a method of 
managing riparian margins that are grassed. 
 
Include management of areas which are inundated by 
floods in particular frequent flooding. 

 Winter grazing  With regard to intensive winter grazing, the 
following factors need to considered; 

 15% of land area on a large landholding 
held under one owner or lease could be a 
100 hectares;  

 
Include a maximum area(s)  for intensive winter 
grazing and include restrictions with regard to; 

 Maximum slope; 

 Maximum altitude above mean sea level (700 
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 The sensitivity of the wintering block to 
loss of nutrients and soil to water or to 
wetlands.  Ten hectares on steep land with 
snow melt and heavy rainfall could result 
in the large loss of sediment, nutrients and 
faecal material to water; 

 Peat and podsol soils also seem unsuitable 
for wintering as there is a considerable 
loss of phosphorous to water.  

  
You will note some lands are close to MHWS and 
are flooded in extreme tide events/storm surges. 
Other areas such as on flood plains can be 
regularly flooded. If cultivated there will be loss of 
soil and if grazed faecal material and nutrients. 
Council studies on the Edendale aquifer 
highlighted high nitrates in the groundwater 
downstream of nurseries.  Fertiliser use is often 
slow release prills.  The source of nitrates is 
thought to be from water percolating through bare 
soil. 

metres is possibly appropriate) 

 Minimum (Height  above mean sea level and 
separation distance from MHWS); 

 Flood risk; 

 Unconfined aquifers (cropping and 
horticulture should also be included);  

 Peat and podsol soils;  

 Bed rock such as mudstone; 

 Sensitivity of receiving waters to increased 
sediments and/or nutrients; 

 Fencing of riparian areas.. 

 Stock access to water The adverse effects of disturbance by deer, cattle 
and pigs in rivers and streams and their discharges 
have very significant adverse effects on water 
quality.  Council prosecutions and water quality 
monitoring demonstrate significant adverse effects 
in particular with regard to clarity and E. Coli 
concentrations.  The tests of s70 RMA cannot be 
met for permitted activity status.  
 
The statutory purposes of the land need to be 
taken account of.  You will note a successful 

Cattle  
Work of Dr Rob Davies-Colley in the Motueka 
Catchment highlights that cows crossing water were 
more than likely to defecate in water. Cattle love 
swimming in water on a hot day. Access of cattle to 
water is simply managed by the erection of a single 
wire electric fence.  More costly is the provision of 
troughs to provide safe drinking water but this should 
be included as part of any hill country development.  
Priority catchments and timeframes should be 
identified which Council is attempting to do and is 
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prosecution by the Department of a farmer whose 
deer accessed marginal strip in Te Anau Basin. 
 
Stock access management needs to be linked with 
the weed and sediment rule.  Bank collapse is 
accelerated by cattle and deer accessing water.  
Permitted activity status for weed and sediment 
removal encourages poor land management 
practices and results in unnecessary disturbance of 
streams to remove weed and sediment. 
 
Rank grass also has an important nutrient and 
sediment reduction function as discussed in the 
recent Cawthron report on Waituna catchment. 

supported. 
 
Deer 
Deer in particular stags with their love of wallowing 
should not be allowed on the beds of rivers or 
streams or lakes and their margins.  Deer will 
systematically eat edge protection. 
 
Goats will also eat riparian vegetation and damage 
banks.  
 
 Pigs have similar adverse effects to cattle and again 
should not be allowed.   
 
Sheep eat riparian plantings and can erode banks. 
 
In the hill country there are potential problems but as 
part of farm development fencing will protect 
sensitive areas. 
The statutory purposes land is held for should also be 
recognised. 

 Cultivation of sloping 
land 

A maximum altitude and slope angle are 
supported.   
Council should recognise that cultivation of some 
soils may be inappropriate given the risk of soil 
loss and slope instability. Examples include soils 
derived from mudstones.  Burning and intensive 
grazing have been inappropriate in the past such as 
on Mid Dome where such activities coupled with 
intense rainfall events caused severe erosion.  
Whether cultivation of sloping land should take 
place includes consideration on whether there is 

Include controls such as; 

 A maximum altitude (700 metres may be 
suitable as the highest altitude any cultivation 
should be allowed).  On some soil and 
bedrock types this altitudinal limit may be too 
high such as on mud stone; and  

 Maximum slope restriction; and  

 Where there is a risk of natural hazards 
including slumps and earth flows, accelerated 
runoff of rainfall/snowmelt and soil and 
increased flooding risk downstream including 
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any indigenous biodiversity remaining, adverse 
effects including cumulative effects of loss of soil, 
reduction in water yield during droughts and 
increases in flood flows.  In the past a number of 
flood detention dams have had to be constructed 
to reduce the adverse effects of accelerated loss of 
water from cultivated lands.  Some of these 
detention dams are located on land managed by 
the Department. 
Flood modelling must take into account increased 
storminess and higher intensity rainfalls.  The 2014 
Christchurch floods where caused in part by 
rainfall in excess of 150mm/day. Warm ocean 
coupled by a tropical cyclone resulted in an intense 
storm event.  

damage to riparian margins of water bodies.   
 
Cumulative effects of cultivation of significant areas 
of land must be assessed.  
  

 Tile Drains Managing the discharge from tile drains using 
wetlands has been found in a Swedish study to be a 
cost effective method or reducing sediment, 
phosphorous and nitrate contributions to streams. 
 
It is essential that these wetlands be designed and 
maintained in a way that their effectiveness is long 
term. 
 
Monitoring is essential to show reduction of losses 
of nutrients and sediments and the gains in water 
quality by good wetland creation. 

Wetlands are a known method for improving water 
quality discharged from tile drains.  
 
Clear guidelines for design and maintenance of 
wetlands must be available.  
 
Tile drains discharges must not cause cumulative 
effects on water quality or breach water quality 
standards or s70 RMA. 

 Surface and groundwater 
takes 
Over allocated water 
bodies  

The Department is concerned about the 
groundwater surface water interactions in the Five 
Rivers North Range Area. In particular any loss of 
water from formerly gaining reaches such as 
between Lumsden and Ram Hill to groundwater 

Support that there should be no new water permits 
granted. 
 
Clarify the groundwater surface interactions in the 
Five Rivers, Moss burn – Ram Hill reach of the Oreti 
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that could result in much lower flows in the Oreti 
River downstream of Ram Hill to the detriment of 
the downstream freshwater ecosystems.  Secondly 
the Cromel was a habit of indigenous fish in 
particular non-migratory galaxiids.  More frequent 
drying up of this stream will result in the loss of 
this habitat and prevent access of migratory fish to 
and from the headwaters. 
 
A permitted take of 86,000 litres per day is 
appropriate given the small size of Southland’s 
rivers during severe drought events and is ample 
for household and stock water and dairy shed 
needs for all but the largest herds. 

River. In particular consider the ramifications of loss 
of surface water to groundwater on flows in the Oreti 
River below Ram Hill, during lowest flow periods.  
One gauging indicates loss of Oreti River water to 
groundwater between Lumsden and Ram Hill. 
  
Consider whether there is the requirement to reduce 
the quantity of water taken during lowest flow periods 
in the Five Rivers and the Mossburn Ram Hill Reach 
of the Oreti River. At the same time encouragement 
of on farm out of river storage of waters taken during 
floods should take place. 

 Indigenous biodiversity 
wetlands 

The Department’s position is that it preferable for 
wetlands and indigenous biodiversity to be 
managed by one council.  Given the regional 
council functions to maintain indigenous 
biodiversity, manage water quantity and water 
quality and natural hazards, all positive ecosystem 
services provided by indigenous vegetation plus 
Council functions under Soil Conservation and 
Rivers Control Act, it would seem Environment 
Southland would be the appropriate manager. 
Environment Southland must also recognise 
protection of water supply catchments, several of 
which are located on land managed by the 
Department.    

Environment Southland to manage these activities in a 
holistic manner taking into account the requirements 
of s30 in particular s30 (1)(c) and (ga) RMA and the 
ecosystem services indigenous biodiversity provides. 
 
To give effect to the Ramsar agreement the wise use 
of wetlands must be undertaken.  This includes the 
retention of existing wetlands, their maintenance and 
enhancement and the creation of new wetlands.   

 
 

 


